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ABSTRACT 

Noun Modification in Suri Narrative Texts 

Meaghan E. Smith 

Master of Arts 

with major in 

Applied Linguistics 

The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2018 

Supervising Professor: Michael Boutin 

This thesis provides an analysis of noun modification in narrative texts in Suri [suq], 

a Southeastern Surmic Nilo-Saharan language of southwestern Ethiopia. The structure, 

distribution, and function of modified noun constructions, both clausal and non-clausal, in 

Suri narrative texts are discussed in terms of both syntax and discourse. 

The semantic distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive modification is 

usually confined to a discussion of relative clauses. This thesis shows that the distinction 

between restrictive and non-restrictive modification is marked in both clausal and non-

clausal modification constructions and that this distinction is crucial for understanding both 

relative clauses and non-clausal modifiers in Suri. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research problem and purpose 

Suri has two distinct patterns of noun modification, one in which constructions are 

marked with the clitic =a, and the other in which constructions are marked with the clitic 

=te. These patterns apply to both clausal and non-clausal modification. I argue that the =a 

constructions mark restrictive relationships while the =te constructions mark non-

restrictive relationships. While the distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive 

modifiers is usually confined to descriptions of relative clauses, the purpose of this thesis 

is to show that the distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive modifiers is crucial 

for understanding both relative clauses and non-clausal modifiers in Suri.1 

This thesis contributes to the broader field of Surmic studies as it provides a 

comparison of Suri noun modification constructions to those employed in a sampling of 

other Surmic languages. Suri is the only language of those sampled to have a complete 

system of distinct restrictive and non-restrictive constructions for both non-clausal and 

clausal modification. This contrasts with other Nilo-Saharan languages and languages from 

                                                 
1 An analysis of subordinate clauses in Suri was suggested to me as a thesis topic by the translation advisor 

for the Suri Translation Project (Mike Bryant, personal communication, 2015).  As I was working on relative 

clauses, I noticed important structural parallels between the marking of restrictive and non-restrictive relative 

clauses and non-clausal modifiers. This led me to narrow the focus of my thesis.  I want this thesis to benefit 

the Suri mother-tongue translators and those assisting them as they seek to express complex texts naturally 

in their language. The better it is understood how relative clauses and other noun modifications work in Suri 

– how they are structured, what information they carry, where they appear – the more appropriately they can 

be employed in translation. 
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other language families in Ethiopia which rarely have structurally distinct non-restrictive 

relative clauses, much less non-clausal modifiers with a restrictive versus non-restrictive 

distinction. 

1.2 Language classification 

Over the past century, the term “Suri” has been used to refer to multiple languages 

(Unseth 1997) and has also been used as an ethnonym which refers to speakers of at least 

two distinct languages (Bryant 2013: 25). Throughout this thesis, Suri is used to refer to 

the Chai and Tirmaga dialects of the Chai-Tirmaga-Mursi cluster.  

The Chai and Tirmaga dialects of the Chai-Tirmaga-Mursi cluster correspond to 

the ISO 639-3 code [suq]. Suri is a member of the Surmic group within the Eastern Sudanic 

branch of the Nilo-Saharan language family. Figure 1 shows the subclassification of 

Surmic languages as reported in Dimmendaal (1998a: 13) and modified to reflect the node 

described in Unseth (1988) which connects CTM and Me’en at a lower level than the 

Southeast node. 
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ML=Murle NM=Narim TN=Tennet YD= Yidinit 

Figure 1: Surmic subclassification  

(modified from Dimmendaal 1998a: 13 and Unseth 1988: 152)2 

Although Dimmendaal (2002: 2) claims, “There is no separate language called Suri,” 

Suri is the term used by both the Bench-Maji Zone Multilingual Education (MLE) Project 

and the Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus (EECMY) Suri Translation Project 

to refer to the language comprised of the Chai and Tirmaga dialects (see Table 1). This is 

in contrast to the Bench-Maji Zone MLE Project’s use of “Kachipo-Baaleze” for Baale and 

the SIM Mursi Community Culture and Translation Project’s use of “Mursi.” Both the 

Bench-Maji Zone MLE Project and the EECMY Suri Translation Project use the term 

Surichεn ‘Suri language’ in materials developed in Suri.  

                                                 
2 I have slightly modified Dimmendaal’s figure in order for readers to more quickly locate Chai, Tirmaga, 

and the other Southeast Surmic language names. 
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Table 1: Suri as an ethnonym and as a language name 

 Ethnonym Language 

ISO code 

Language 

Subclassification 

Current Colloquial 

Name(s) of Language 

Chai Suri [suq] Surmic-South-

Southeast-CTM 

Suri (includes Tirmaga) 

Tirmaga Suri [suq] Surmic-South-

Southeast-CTM 

Suri (includes Chai) 

Mursi Mursi [muz] Surmic-South-

Southeast-CTM 

Mursi 

Baale Suri [koe] Surmic-South-

Southwest-Baale 

Baale, Kacipo-Balesi 

While Chai, Tirmaga, and Mursi have been described as forming a dialect cluster, 

Mütze notes some flaws with the surveys that have been used to reach this conclusion:  

It seems to be commonly agreed that Tirmaga, Chai and Mursi all belong to one 

dialect cluster. However, to date, no one has used degree of intelligibility as a 

measure to determine what is a dialect versus a distinct language, as no 

intelligibility tests have been conducted. A survey of these languages was 

conducted in the early 1990’s (Girard 2002) to determine lexical and grammatical 

inherent intelligibility as well as evaluate language attitudes, but, unfortunately, due 

to mitigating circumstances, the team was not able to obtain the data in some of the 

language areas, including Mursi, and could only draw sketchy conclusions based 

on the 1976 and 1981 Mursi data. Dimmendaal (2002) also hypothesizes a high 

degree of mutual intelligibility between the three languages, though the survey did 

also not include Mursi speakers. (2014: 22)3 

Chai and Tirmaga share the ISO 639-3 code [suq] while Mursi has its own ISO 

639-3 code [muz]. That alone may not be sufficient reason to stray from Dimmendaal’s 

assessment, but combined with the doubts raised by Mütze and the current usage of Suri 

and Mursi, I am inclined to consider Chai and Tirmaga dialects of the Suri language and 

Mursi a closely related language. With respect to my thesis, this is of minor concern. 

                                                 
3 The 1976 and 1981 Mursi data to which Mütze (2014) is referring can be found in Turton & Bender (1976) 

and Turton (1981). 
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Should future studies find that Mursi is more distinct from Chai and Tirmaga, my analysis 

will be unaffected. If, on the other hand, they show more convincingly that Mursi is another 

dialect of the same language, my thesis should be of assistance to those studying Mursi, 

and further analysis of noun modification in Mursi may refine my findings. 

1.3 Literature review 

1.3.1 Surmic studies 

Abbink & Unseth’s (1998) bibliography lists 214 works on Surmic languages and 

cultures published between 1894 and 1997, with the majority of those entries being 

published in the final three decades of the twentieth century. Their introduction provides 

some context for these works. Early works contain “occasional valuable remarks about 

topography, economic life, and political and ethnic relations in the area concerned” (1998: 

127). The Italian occupation of Ethiopia in 1936-1941 brought with it scholars who wrote 

“several accounts of Surmic groups like the Me’en, the Majangir, and the Tirma (though 

most of them fragmentary)” (1998: 127). In Sudan, civil war hindered research on Surmic 

groups for most of the second half of the twentieth century, but “there was a spate of 

research shortly after the first peace agreement in 1972” (1998: 127). Research in Ethiopia 

“picked up speed” in the 1980s and 1990s (1998: 127). Abbink & Unseth conclude that 

“the often-heard statements in the earlier literature about the area being ‘one of the least-

studied’ in Africa no longer holds” (1998: 128). Note that this refers primarily to 

anthropological and historical studies, and not necessarily to linguistic studies. 
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A volume of Nilo-Saharan: Linguistic analyses and documentation  was devoted 

to Surmic studies (Dimmendaal & Last, eds., 1998). The volume, in which Abbink & 

Unseth’s bibliography appears, adds another fourteen works to the field of Surmic studies. 

Dimmendaal provides an overview of both the history of Surmic studies and the 1998 

situation of Surmic groups (1998a: 3-16). Especially useful is his discussion of the 

evolution of the subclassification of Surmic languages. That, combined with Unseth’s 

(1997) “Disentangling the two languages called ‘Suri’,” provides good clarification 

regarding which speech variety is actually being referred to when a given scholar writes 

about “Suri,” “Tirma(ga),” “Surma,” or any other label sometimes applied to Chai or 

Tirmaga Suri. Dimmendaal (1998b) also provides a syntactic typology of Surmic 

languages. 

Descriptions of Suri have mostly focused on either Chai or Tirmaga rather than Suri 

as a whole. Last and Lucassen have provided linguistic analyses of Chai both separately 

and jointly, with Lucassen focusing on phonology and Last focusing on grammar 

(Lucassen 1994, Last 1995, Last & Lucassen 1998). Moges Yigezu has discussed the 

effects of lip-plate wearing on Chai speech (2001). Searches for more recent works on Chai 

have yielded no results.  

Over the past two decades, Bryant has written extensively on Tirmaga. At its time 

of publication, his (1999) thesis was the most comprehensive work presenting a linguistic 

analysis of Tirmaga, providing a sketch of Tirmaga phonology and grammar and touching 

on discourse features of the language.  
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Bryant moves more solidly into discourse analysis in his (2007) analysis of a 

discourse resolution marker. His (2011) booklet A brief grammar of the Suri language is 

written for a wider audience lacking a background in linguistics and includes discussion of 

relative and adverbial clauses (18-19, 44-45). 

Abbink et al.’s (2013) Suri Orature is a rich addition to Suri studies. Within it, Jon 

Abbink provides an overview (both historical and contemporary) of Suri society (2013: 3-

22). Daniel Bambu contributes “Narratives on Suri Life” from his perspective as a Tirmaga 

Suri man (2013: 155-194). His narratives are presented in Suri and followed by English 

translations. Bryant & Abbink discuss the genres and complexities within Suri oral 

traditions and present a collection of glossed Tirmaga texts in “Orature – Samples from the 

‘literature’ of an oral culture” (2013: 101-152). Michael Bryant presents a refined and 

expanded linguistic analysis of Tirmaga Suri (2013: 25-99). Though written more to a 

popular audience and in some respects less technical than most of his previous work, this 

work does make more reference to discourse-level concerns. 

Bryant’s (forthcoming) work presents a brief overview of Tirmaga Suri and reflects 

a further refinement of his analysis. 

Mursi is closely related to Tirmaga and Chai and is often considered a third dialect 

of the same language (Dimmendaal 2002: 2, Girard 2002: 9), but note objections to this 

claim in section 1.2. Turton & Bender (1976) give an overview of the Mursi people and 

language. Mütze’s (2014) thesis provides the most substantial analysis of the Mursi 

language to date. 
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1.3.2 Noun modification 

It is rare to find a discussion of noun modification that considers clausal and non-

clausal constructions in light of one another. Matsumoto makes a point not often 

encountered in typological discussions: “Relative clauses, however, are only one kind of 

noun-modifying construction, and the failure to recognize that there is a family of distinct 

but related constructions is problematic” (1997: 12). Many works consulted for this thesis 

focus on either non-clausal or clausal constructions rather than on both. Non-clausal 

modification is often further segmented without direct comparison of subtypes such as 

possessive, genitive, and adjectival constructions. There are, of course, some works that 

include all of these, but the discussions of each type tend to be disjointed from one another 

(e.g. Dixon 2010, Kroeger 2005). 

While much has been written on relative clauses, scopes vary widely. Keenan (1985) 

and Andrews (2007) examine the typology of restrictive relative clauses. Phillips (1977) 

discusses “non-restricted” relative clauses. Hwang (1990, 1996) and chapter 17 of Dixon 

(2010) include both restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses, noting that “the 

distinction can only be made on a semantic ground in many languages” (Hwang 1996: 1, 

fn. 1). Relative clauses are often treated alongside other types of subordinate clauses, 

especially in terms of discourse analysis. Such treatments often draw more attention to the 

semantic functions of relative clauses than do primarily syntactic descriptions. Comrie & 

Horie (1995) suggest that the distinction between complements and relatives is not 

universal. They argue this primarily from a semantic perspective. Hwang acknowledges 
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that “relative clauses and adverbial clauses are syntactically distinct in most languages” 

but argues that “the functional distribution between these two types of clauses is not the 

same across languages and that there might be an overlap in function between these clauses 

when we view them crosslinguistically” (1994: 675). I present more of my interaction with 

the literature on relative clauses in section 4.2. 

While this thesis focuses on restriction and non-restriction as the key to 

understanding Suri noun modification, Lyons’ (1999) work on definiteness and 

Haspelmath’s (1997) work on indefiniteness discuss some of the same semantic 

components involved and were helpful as I considered the functions of restrictive and non-

restrive constructions.  

In order to not be overly influenced or unduely limited by what has already been 

written in Surmic studies, I read some works on noun modification constructions in 

unrelated languages, including Korean (Hwang 1990, 1994, 1996), Japanese (Matsumoto 

1997), and English (McCawley 1988). These proved helpful, especially as they draw 

attention to semantic and discourse considerations. 

1.4 Corpus of study 

For this thesis, I have analyzed written texts from several published sources. My 

corpus includes three folk tales, two historical accounts, a personal history, and a fictional 

narrative. The folk tales have been published multiple times with some variations. I chose 

the most recent versions, published in Abbink et al.’s 2013 work Suri Orature. The three 
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folk tales, Hyena and Rabbit, Elephant and Rabbit, and Hartebeest and Frog, were 

collected by Michael Bryant and Daniel Bambu and appear with interlinear glosses and 

free translations provided by Bryant. The two historical accounts, Balawasa Comes From 

Gobi and Dolote Came From Sogore or Ngidini, and the personal history, Daniel’s Story, 

appear in the final section of Abbink et al.’s 2013 Suri Orature. They were composed by 

Daniel Bambu and free translations were provided by Bryant. The fictional narrative, Why 

did Ngadosa’s Cloth Smell Bad? appears without glosses or translation in the Bench-Maji 

Zone Multilingual Education Project’s 2014 Madhaa ku Surichɛn dori 2 [Suri language 

text book for grade 2 students]. All seven texts were published and written according to the 

official Suri orthography.4 

The folk tales, having been written multiple times, have undergone the most editing 

of any of the texts in my corpus. Abbink et al. offer the following observation regarding 

one change a text can undergo the more it is edited: 

The text “Hyena and Rabbit” was also used in previous research (Bryant 2007) 

describing how the particle -ni acts as a marker of resolution in Suri. After further 

research I have realized that the particle -ni is a marker that is commonly used in 

oral texts but not written ones. One will notice that there are no occurrences of -ni 

in this text [the 2013 version of “Hyena and Rabbit”] because it has been edited 

numerous times and can now be considered a written text. However, one can find 

the marker in the text “Elephant and Rabbit” and “The Hartebeest and the Frog” in 

direct speech quotations as was described in the previous research to mark the 

resolving utterance in a dialogue. (2013: 106, footnote 81)5 

                                                 
4 The orthography has undergone some refinement over the years, so there is some variation of spelling from 

text to text, especially in contexts of gemination and approximates. These variations have no noticeable affect 

on the current analysis. 
5 The “I” in this quotation refers to Michael Bryant. 
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While the folk tales were published with interlinear glosses as well as free 

translations, these aids lack linguistic detail. This is understandable, given the aim of the 

work in which they appear.  In his acknowledgements, Bryant notes, “This book is written 

with two audiences in mind: 1) the Suri people and 2) people ‘out there’ who are interested 

in the Suri for one reason or another” (Abbink et al. 2013: x).  

The historical accounts and the personal narrative represent the least-edited texts in 

the corpus. Additionally, these texts were published without word-by-word glossing. 

Bryant and Abbink explain, 

We know that it would have been preferable, also from a linguistic point of view, 

to have these texts translated line by line - as in the ... overview of the language in 

Part 2 and in the stories in Part 3 - but for various reasons we did not do this. The 

emphasis is more on the thematic content of the stories and statements, and what 

they tell us about Suri life and culture as interpreted by one man. In future 

publications, parts of this testimony will be elaborated in a linguistically more 

satisfactory manner. (2013: 156) 

I was steered toward using these three historical accounts among all of the texts in that 

section because they were considered the best specimens for linguistic analysis.  

The fictional narrative Why did Ngadosa’s Cloth Smell Bad? underwent editing as 

it was being prepared for the grade 2 curriculum. As it was published for use by grade 2 

students whose mother tongue is Suri, no translation was supplied in the publication. Ulrike 

Beyer, Suri Curriculum Advisor, provided me with a fairly literal translation of the text, 

and my initial parsing and glossing were based on that. 

I used SIL FieldWorks Language Explorer (FLEx), especially its “gloss” and 

“analyze” features, to manage the texts. Bryant provided me with a copy of the Suri 
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Translation Project’s FLEx project, which contained four partially glossed and analyzed 

texts and a lexicon with a few thousand entries. I used this as a base for my FLEx project, 

adding the seven texts of my corpus. Using the glosses and free translations provided by 

Bryant and Beyer, the Suri-Amharic-English dictionary (Bryant & Kite Siralugu 2013), 

and Bryant’s grammatical analyses (1999, 2013, forthcoming), I filled in the “gloss” and 

“analyze” fields associated with each text.  

I identified the noun modification constructions in each text and made lists of the 

constructions by category (e.g. those containing numerals, those containing possessive 

pronouns, those marked by =te ‘NRSTR’). Many constructions fit more than one category, 

and were listed in all applicable categories. I also created a spreadsheet of the noun 

modification constructions and their immediate contexts so I could quickly sort the 

constructions. 

1.5 Conventions 

As there is such variety in the way linguists present data and discuss analyses, 

readers may find it helpful to know the conventions I follow throughout this thesis. 

Except where it is necessary to present phonetic or underlying forms, I present all 

language data according to the approved orthography for Suri, as all the texts in my corpus 

have been published in that form.6 This makes my thesis more readily accessible to those 

working in and with Suri. 

                                                 
6 It should be noted that Suri spelling conventions were being refined at the time of writing this thesis, so 

there may be some variation from text to text, especially concerning gemination and approximates. 
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In the examples I provide, I generally follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules (2015), 

including the optional Rule 4a, which states, “If an object-language element is neither 

formally nor semantically segmentable and only the metalanguage happens to lack a single-

word equivalent, the underscore may be used instead of the period” (2015: 4). This rule 

applies to a few nouns in my corpus. For example, I have applied this rule when glossing 

the noun ngɛrɛ ‘traditional_healer’ since it is formally and semantically unsegmentable and 

English has no single-word equivalent. The rule also applies to the stative verb roots in my 

corpus since English lacks this category by and large and usually employs a copula plus an 

adjective to express what Suri expresses as a single verb root. For example, ghurgur 

‘be_clever’ is an unsegmentable root that lacks an English single-word equivalent. 

Standardization of abbreviations remains an elusive ideal in the realm of linguistics. 

I have sought to use the most commonly accepted abbreviations, except where straying 

from them seemed of benefit from the standpoint of either continuity with other works, 

efficiency, or clarity. As this thesis builds on the work of other Surmic scholars, I have 

retained some non-standard abbreviations for the sake of continuity. For example, Bryant 

employs MT ‘motion toward’ rather than VEN ‘venitive’, and I have followed suit. Some 

standard abbreviations seem unnecessarily long and shorter forms would be just as clear in 

context. For example, rather than writing 1PLINCL ‘first person plural inclusive,’ I have 

shortened INCL to IN ‘inclusive’, yielding 1PLIN instead. There is no other use of the 

abbreviation IN in my thesis, nor is there likely to be any confusion over what IN could 

stand for in the context of 1PL ‘first person plural’, so it seemed reasonable to shorten the 

abbreviation accordingly.  
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Some standard abbreviations which reflect technical terminology can be just as 

easily rendered with more common English words. For example, I use NEAR and FAR rather 

than PROX ‘proximal’ and DIST ‘distal’. This puts less deciphering burden on the reader 

without requiring any more characters. The example above of MT ‘motion toward’ also 

falls into this category. Where I have strayed from standard glossing terminology as well 

as standard abbreviations, I have attempted to include the standard term in the list of 

abbreviations. For example, the entry for MT is “motion toward (venitive).” 

Many verbal affixes are portmanteau affixes. For example, the venitive suffixes 

encode not only ‘motion toward’, they vary according to the aspect of the verb and the 

person and number of the subject. Unless the aspect and/or subject information is necessary 

to help disambiguate null suffixes, I gloss the venitive suffixes simply as MT ‘motion 

toward’ in an effort to keep glosses of verbs from being unnecessarily long. Other suffixes 

encode, in part, the mood of perfective verbs. Since the simple, temporal, and irrealis 

moods are always expressed within the perfective aspect, throughout this thesis PFV 

‘perfective’ is omitted from the glosses of morphemes that more specifically indicate SIMP 

‘simple’, TEMP ‘temporal’, or IRR ‘irrealis’ mode. 

Where person and/or number is glossed without specifying a grammatical or 

semantic role, it refers to the subject. This is especially helpful in reducing the length of 

verbal glosses where multiple affixes encode information about the subject.  
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Applying these conventions results, for example, in a reduction in the glossing of 

the verb tɔkana ’he herded them [toward somewhere]’ from 48 characters in (1) to 29 

characters in (2).7 

(1) tɔk-ana-Ø-Ø 

herd.IPFV-VEN.3SG.SUBJ.IPFV-3PL.OBJ-3SG.SUBJ.IPFV 

‘he herded them [toward somewhere]’ ER 1.2b 

(2) tɔk-ana-Ø-Ø  

herd.IPFV-MT-3PL.OBJ-3SG.IPFV 

‘he herded them [toward somewhere]’ ER 1.2b 

1.6 Overview of thesis 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of Suri phonology, word classes (apart from nouns), 

and syntax. The main purpose of Chapter 2 is to provide readers with sufficient background 

to understand the data and arguments presented in subsequent chapters. 

Chapter 3 introduces the inflectional properties and other characteristics of nouns. 

Chapter 4 briefly introduces readers to features of noun modification which apply to both 

non-clausal and clausal constructions. 

Chapters 5 and 6 are the heart of this thesis. Chapter 5 describes non-clausal 

modification of nouns, both syntactically and in terms of the semantic distinction between 

restrictive and non-restrictive modifiers, whereas Chapter 6 describes clausal modification 

of nouns in terms of this same distinction.  

                                                 
7 When from a published text, examples include source information. ER 1.2b refers to Elephant and Rabbit 

Paragraph 1, Sentence 2, Clause b. See Appendix A for the key to source text abbreviations. 
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Chapter 7 compares Suri with neighboring languages regarding the distinction 

between restrictive and non-restrictive modifiers. Chapter 8 presents areas for further study 

and summarizes my conclusions. 
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2 LANGUAGE OVERVIEW 

Section 2.1 provides an overview of Suri phonemes, while 2.2 shows the 

relationship between the phonemes listed in 2.1 and the orthography used in this thesis.  

Section 2.3 briefly describes phonological processes which are pertinent for understanding 

the data in subsequent chapters. Word classes other than nouns and adjectives are 

introduced in 2.4. Section 2.5 concludes the chapter with brief discussions of word order 

and grammatical relations which are followed by a description of equative, attributive, 

existential, and locative clauses. 

2.1 Phonemes 

2.1.1 Consonants 

Table 2 displays the Suri consonant phoneme inventory using the International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) system. Table 2 represents a merging of Last & Lucassen’s (1998: 

379) inventory for Chai and Bryant’s (2013: 27) inventory for Tirmaga. I follow Last & 

Lucassen’s convention of listing “consonants without phonemic status ... between square 

brackets” (1998: 379). Where Chai and Tirmaga differ (or at least where Last & Lucassen 

and Bryant differ), it is noted in parentheses to which variety the analysis applies. The 

palatal stops /c/ and /ɟ/ are often realized as the affricates [t͡ ʃ] and [d͡ʒ], respectively, and so 

I have added the affricates to the inventory (Bryant forthcoming). 
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Table 2: Suri consonant phoneme inventory 

 Labial Dental8 Alveolar Palatal(ized)9 Velar Glottal 

Voiceless 

Stops 

[p] t (Chai) t (Tirmaga) c  

 

k [ʔ] 

(Chai) 

Voiced 

Stops 

b d (Chai) d (Tirmaga) ɟ  

 

ɡ   

Implosive 

Stops 

ɓ   ɗ  ʄ  ɠ   

Voiceless 

Affricate 

   [t͡ ʃ]    

Voiced 

Affricate 

   [d͡ʒ]    

Voiceless 

Fricatives 

 [θ] (Chai) s ʃ (Chai)  

[ʃ] (Tirmaga)  

h 

(Tirmaga) 

 

Voiced 

Fricatives 

[β] [ð] 

[z] (Chai) 

z (Tirmaga) 

 

 [ɣ]   

Nasals m n (Chai) n (Tirmaga) ɲ  ŋ  

Lateral  l (Chai) l (Tirmaga)    

Flap   ɾ (Tirmaga)     

Trill  r (Chai) [r] (Tirmaga)    

Approxi-

mants 

w   j  h 

(Chai) 

Last & Lucassen list five points of articulation for Chai consonants: labial, dental, 

palatal, velar, and glottal (1998: 379), while Bryant (1999, 2013) lists four points of 

articulation for Tirmaga consonants: labial, alveolar, palatal, and velar (1999: 16, 2013: 

27). Last & Lucassen’s glottal category contains the non-phonemic glottal stop [ʔ] and the 

phoneme /h/ which they list as an approximant. Bryant categorizes /h/ as a voiceless velar 

fricative.10 Bryant and Last & Lucassen each note a lack of contrast between dental and 

                                                 
8 I follow Last & Lucassen’s convention of omitting the dental diacritic (cf. Last & Lucassen 1998: 379). 
9 Last & Lucassen present the postalveolar voiceless fricative [ʃ] in the palatal column without comment 

(1998: 379). I have modified the column name to “palatal(ized)” to allow for the postalveolar consonants [t͡ ʃ], 

[d͡ʒ], and [ʃ]. 
10 It is not clear whether Bryant is representing the voiceless velar fricative /x/ with ‘h’ (perhaps influenced 

by the orthography) or presenting the voiceless glottal fricative /h/ in the velar column for the sake of a more 

symmetrical chart. 
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alveolar consonants (Bryant 1999: 17, Last & Lucassen 1998: 379). Last & Lucassen 

explain their choice to conflate the alveolar and dental categories: “Despite the fact that /s/ 

and /ɗ/ are not pronounced in dental, but rather in alveolar position, within the phonological 

system they fit in the dental range” (1998: 379). While it is common practice to move 

elements in a phonemic inventory for the sake of symmetric charts, I prefer to present them 

phonetically. One result of moving elements in the phonemic inventories is that it is not 

clear whether there is a dialectical difference in which Chai has several dental phonemes 

where Tirmaga has alveolar counterparts, or whether both analyses have conflated the 

dental and alveolar categories and simply labeled them differently. 

A few dialect differences are clear. Bryant notes, “In the Chai dialect /t͡ ʃ/ and /ʃ/ are 

contrastive phonemes whereas in Tirmaga [t͡ ʃ] and [ʃ] are free variants of the phoneme /t͡ ʃ/. 

This is the main phonological difference between the two dialects” (2013: 27). Last & 

Lucassen present /r/ as phonemic in Chai, whereas Bryant presents /ɾ/ as phonemic in 

Tirmaga, with [r] being a phonologically-conditioned allophone as well as the realization 

of a geminate [ɾ] (Last & Lucassen 1998: 379, Bryant 1999: 24, 2013: 28). 

2.1.2  Vowels 

Table 3 displays the Suri vowel phoneme inventory. Last & Lucassen and Bryant 

report the same seven vowels for Chai and Tirmaga, respectively (Last & Lucassen 1998: 

380, Bryant 2013: 28). 
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Table 3: Suri vowel phoneme inventory 

 Front Central Back 

Close i  u 

Close-mid e  o 

Open-mid ɛ  ɔ 

Open  a  

Last & Lucassen note that “in closed syllables, /i/ and /u/ are sometimes realized as 

[ɩ] and [ʊ], respectively” (1998: 380). Bryant also observes that /i/ and /u/ “have the -ATR 

allophones [ɩ, ʊ] in CVC syllables” (2013: 33). 

Lengthened vowels have been observed in both Chai and Tirmaga, and are not 

considered phonemic but rather the result of a deleted consonant between two identical 

vowels (Last & Lucassen 1998: 381, Bryant 2013: 28). 

2.2 Orthography 

Table 4 displays the official Suri orthography. Since Chai differentiates between 

/t͡ ʃ/ and /ʃ/ phonemically, efforts are made to spell words containing these according to Chai 

pronunciations. Some spelling rules have been codified, while others continue to be refined 

as the body of written literature in Suri increases. 
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Table 4: Suri orthography 

Orthographic 

symbol 

Phoneme Phonetic 

Variations 

Orthographic 

symbol 

Phoneme Phonetic 

Variations 

A a a  L l l  

B b b p M m m  

Bh bh ɓ p N n n  

Ch ch c t͡ ʃ (Tirmaga) Ng ng ŋ  

D d d  Ny ny ɲ  

Dh dh ɗ  O o o  

E e e  Ɔ ɔ ɔ  

Ɛ ɛ ɛ  R r ɾ (Tirmaga) 

r (Chai) 

r 

G g ɡ ɣ S s s  

Gh gh ɠ  Sh sh ʃ  

H h h  T t t  

I i i ɩ U u u ʊ 

J j ɟ d͡ʒ W w w β 

Jh jh ʄ  Y y j  

K k k  Z z z  

In the remainder of this thesis, examples are presented using the standard 

orthographic symbols in Table 4 except when specific reference is made to phonemic or 

phonetic features. 

2.3 Phonological processes 

Bryant (1999, 2013) has identified several phonological rules. The following 

subsections briefly describe the phonological processes which are most pertinent to the 

present study. Readers are referred to Bryant (2013), Lucassen (1994), and Last & 

Lucassen (1998) for specific rules and examples. 
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2.3.1 Consonant processes 

According to Bryant (2013: 30), most stops, implosives, and fricatives weaken 

word-finally. Bryant (2013: 30-32) provides examples of /t/, /s/, and /h/ deleting word-

finally, while Last & Lucassen (1998: 384, footnote 7) provides examples of  /t/, /s/, and 

/n/ deleting word-finally. 

Bryant (2013: 30-31) illustrates how the voiceless palatalized affricate /t͡ ʃ/ and the 

voiced stop /ɟ/ weaken to [j] word-finally. He also shows that the voiced stops /b/ and /ɡ/ 

weaken to voiceless stops [p] and [k] word-finally, and the voiced implosives /ɓ/ and /ɗ/ 

weaken to [p] and [t] word-finally (Bryant 2013: 31). 

Intervocalically, the voiceless velar stop /k/  weakens to a voiced velar fricative [ɣ], 

the voiced labial implosive /ɓ/ weakens to a voiced labial fricative [β], the voiceless 

palatalized affricate /t͡ ʃ/ weakens to a voiced palatalized approximate [j], and  the voiceless 

stop /t/ weakens to a voiced fricative [ð] or voiced palatalized approximate [j] as illustrated 

in (3) (Bryant 2013: 32). 

(3) /mɛti/  [mɛði] or [mɛji]  ‘grinding rock’ (Bryant 2013: 32) 

When a suffix or an enclitic beginning with a consonant is added to a stem that ends 

with a voiced consonant, the initial consonant of the suffix or enclitic assimilates to the 

voice and place of the final consonant of the stem (Bryant 2013: 38), as seen in (4) and 

(5).11 Manner of articulation is retained, except with [r], as seen in (6). 

                                                 
11 Bryant presents this process as applying to all stem-final consonants, not only voiced consonants (2013: 

38). But note /zuk/ /=te/  [zukte], not *[zukke] or *[zuke]. 
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(4) /hɔl/ /=te/  [hɔlde] 

be_white  =NRSTR 

(5) /nun/ /=te/  [nunde] 

SGPSD.2SGPSR = NRSTR 

(6) /hir/ /=te/  [hirre] 

person = NRSTR 

If the assimilation results in a geminate consonant, the two are merged, as in (7).12 

(7) /g=/ /=te/  /g=ge/  [ge] 

PL= =NRSTR 

When a suffix or an enclitic beginning with a /t/ is added to a stem that ends with 

an /s/, the /t/ is deleted (Bryant 2013: 38). This is illustrated in (8) where the near 

demonstrative circumfix /ŋa-/ /-ta/ is added to the root /ɾɔs/ ‘dog’ resulting in the surface 

form [ŋaɾɔsa] ‘this dog’. 

(8) /ŋa-/ /ɾɔs/ /-ta/   [ŋaɾɔsa] (Orthographically: ngarɔsa) 

DEM- dog -NEAR 

‘this dog’ (Bryant 2013: 38) 

When a suffix or an enclitic beginning with a /t/ is added to a stem that ends with a 

vowel, the /t/ weakens to a [j] (Bryant 2013: 38).13 This is illustrated in (9) where the near 

demonstrative circumfix /ŋa-/ /-ta/ is added to the root /ma/ ‘water’ resulting in the surface 

form [ŋamaja] ‘these waters’. 

(9) /ŋa-/ /ma/ /-ta/   [ŋamaja]  (Orthographically: ngamaya) 

DEM- waters -NEAR 

‘these waters’ (ER 1.4c)
  

                                                 
12 The general pronoun ge is discussed in section 5.6. 
13 This is one result of the intervocalic weakening described above. This process affects many of the examples 

in this thesis. 
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2.3.2 Vowel processes 

Bryant (2013: 33-39) describes several morphophonemic processes that affect 

vowels including ATR vowel harmony, vowel epenthesis, and vowel height dissimilation. 

2.4 Word classes 

Chapter 3 describes noun morphology while chapter 5 includes a description of the 

morphology and syntax of word classes that modify nouns. The following subsections 

describe other Suri word classes including verbs (2.4.1), personal pronouns which function 

as clause subject or object (2.4.2), and adverbs (2.4.3). 

2.4.1 Verbs 

Because the focus of this thesis is noun modication and verbs do not modify nouns 

apart from verbs within relative clauses, only a cursory description of verbs is provided. 

Readers are referred to Last (1995), Last & Lucassen (1998), and Bryant (1999, 2013) for 

detailed descriptions of Suri verb morphology. 

Last & Lucassen state that verb roots are monosyllabic, and that “any divergence 

from this pattern probably points towards some synchronically productive or non-

productive derivational process, such as verb extension or verb compounding” (1998: 382-
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383). Multisyllabic roots include historical causatives (as described in Bryant 2013: 64), 

many statives, and compound verbs such as those involving sɛn ‘say’ plus another root.14 

Many verb roots have suppletive imperfective and perfective forms (Bryant 1999: 

39). Therefore, verbs are divided into two major categories: imperfective and perfective 

(Last & Lucassen 1998: 383). Bryant writes: 

The ... verb system divides into the two main categories of imperfective and 

perfective. Comrie (1976: 16-40) discusses the division of these two aspects 

defining imperfective aspect as an “ongoing process” where a situation is viewed 

from within and perfective aspect as a “complete” situation viewed from the outside 

having a beginning, middle and end. The understanding of perfective aspect should 

not be a “completed” situation but a “complete” situation seen as a whole. Indeed 

this is true of Tirmaga because some subcategories of the perfective aspect involve 

situations that have not yet been completed or even started. (1999: 69) 

The perfective aspect has three main moods: simple, temporal, and irrealis, with 

subject markers varying for each mood. Bryant further divides irrealis into 

jussive/imperative and subjunctive moods, but as the verb forms are identical for these, I 

treat them together (2013: 57, 61-62, 76-77).15 Bryant describes the discourse contexts of 

the simple and temporal perfective moods: “The simple perfective aspect is generally used 

in narratives concerning an event that has already taken place. The temporal perfective 

                                                 
14 Compound verbs involving ‘say’ abound in Ethiopian languages. This is an areal phenomenon in East 

Africa (Cohen et al. 2002). 
15  While Bryant usually refers to these as “modes,” with an ocassional reference to “mood,” I follow 

Kroeger’s distinction between mood and modality: “Mood is a grammatical reflection of the speaker’s 

purpose in speaking,” while “modality covers a wide range of semantic distinctions, but generally relates to 

either the speaker’s attitude toward the proposition being expressed (e.g. his degree of certainty about whether 

the proposition is true or not), or the actor’s relationship to the described situation (e.g. whether he is under 

some kind of obligation to act in a certain way).” Kroeger notes a connection between discourse contexts and 

mood: “certain moods are closely associated with particular speech acts” (2005: 163, 147), which is what we 

see in Suri. 
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usually occurs in non-narrative texts in conjunction with tense markers. It is also commonly 

used in greetings” (Bryant 2013: 77).  

The affix order for imperfective stems is shown in Table 5, which is modified from 

Bryant (2013: 56). 

Table 5: Affix order for verbs with imperfective aspect 

Negative Subject 

Person 

 

Passive 

Voice 

Root Valency 

Adjustment 

Object 

Person & 

Number 

Subject 

Person & 

Number 

Verbal 

Focus 

Bryant illustrates the affix order in Table 5 with the verb in (10).  

(10) nga-ko-yok-ag-ong-o-o 

NEG-1-tell-1/2BEN-2PL.OBJ-1EX-NEG.VF 

‘We will not tell (it to) you.’ (Bryant 2013: 56) 

The affix order for imperfective verbs differs from the order for perfective verbs, 

as shown in Table 6 (cf. Bryant 2013: 56). 

Table 6: Affix order for verbs with perfective aspect 

Subject 

 Person 

 

 

Passive 

Voice 

Root Subject 

Number 

Valency 

Adjustment 

Object 

 Person & Number 

 

Mood +  

Subject Person & 

Number16 

Verbal 

Focus 

                                                 
16 It is unsual that object marking and subject marking should occupy the same slot. Bryant explains: “In the 

perfective aspect, when a participant other than the subject is also referenced on the verb, only the plural 

number suffix -t or the absence of a number suffix for singular subjects [is] used to refer to the subject of the 

clause. The [portmanteau suffixes indicating mood and subject person and number] ... do not occur.... Any 

confusion as to who the subject is would be taken care of within the context of the sentence” (2013: 62-63). 
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Bryant illustrates the affix order in Table 6 with the verb in (11). 

(11) k-ibh-Ø-ag-eny-ɔ 

1-grab-SG-1/2BEN-2SG.OBJ-VF.PFV 

‘I got (it for) you.’ (Bryant 2013: 56) 

The focus position in Suri is immediately after the verb. When a verb is focused, a 

verbal focus suffix occurs on the verb and no argument or independent clause can follow 

the verb (Bryant 2013: 78). The verbal focus suffixes are determined by the aspect and 

modality of the verb.17 If a negated verb is in the focus position, a negative verbal focus 

marker -[G]o ‘NEG.VF’ is employed, regardless of aspect or modality, as in (10) (Bryant 

2013: 83).18 

Negation is marked by the prefix nga- ‘NEG.IPFV’ on verbs with imperfective aspect 

and by the word ngani ‘NEG.PFV’ on verbs with perfective aspect (Bryant 2013: 82-83).  

(12) dori=a nunu nga-k-or-i-o 

house=RSTR SGPSD.2SGPSR NEG.IPFV-1-see-1SG.IPFV-VF.NEG 

‘I don’t see your house.’ (Bryant 2013: 83) 

(13) na tɛrro ngani ku-duri-t-to19 

CCN women NEG.PFV 3.IRR-dance-PL.PFV-VF.NEG 

‘The women had not danced.’ (Bryant 2013: 83) 

Bryant states that Tirmaga is a pronominal argument language with the subject and 

object being marked on the verb (Bryant 2013: 58-59, 63). Last & Lucassen present Chai 

                                                 
17 See Bryant (2013: 78-79) for the specific forms. 
18 In keeping with Bryant’s conventions, -[G] represents the gemination of a preceding consonant (Bryant 

2013: 83). 
19 Bryant notes, “When a verb is negated in order to show that an action has not yet taken place, the word 

ngani precedes the subjunctive perfective aspect verb root” (2013: 83). 
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as “an appositional language, i.e., syntactic relations are established through cross-

reference on the verb and/or ‘case marking’” (1998: 413).20  While object marking is 

consistent in both the imperfective and the perfective aspects, subject marking varies 

significantly. Many of the subject-marking affixes are actually portmanteau affixes, 

indicating not only the person and/or number of the subject, but also the aspect and mood 

of the verb. 

For more information on verb morphology, auxiliaries, and the role of aspect, tense, 

and mood in Suri, readers are referred to Bryant (2013: 55-84). 

2.4.2 Personal pronouns 

Possessive pronouns are described in section 5.2 because they modify nouns. This 

section deals with pronouns which function as clause subjects or objects.  

Pronominal subjects and objects share one form when they occur in SVO order 

while pronominal subjects have a unique form when they occur post-verbally.21  König 

refers to this type of case-marking system as a marked-nominative language, where the 

accusative case is the functionally unmarked case (König 2008: 9, 137).22 Table 7 provides 

a list of subject and object pronouns following Bryant (2013: 50). Since the pronominal 

forms are suppletive, it is impossible to see from Table 7 that the accusative case forms are 

                                                 
20 Whether the subject and object markers are actual arguments or agreement markers is not directly relevant 

to noun modification, so it is not addressed in this thesis. 
21 Similarly, non-pronominal subjects and objects are not case-marked when they occur in normal SVO order, 

but non-pronominal subjects are case-marked when they occur post-verbally. See section 2.5.1 for a 

discussion of word order. 
22 See section 3.1.2 for a discussion of case. 
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unmarked in contrast to the nominative case forms. However, this becomes evident upon 

examination of the case-marking system for nouns in section 3.1.2. In a marked-nominative 

language, nominative case is normally morphologically marked as well as being 

functionally marked. Suri is unusual in that subjects (i.e. nominative case nouns) are not 

morphologically marked when they occur preverbally. It is only when they occur post-

verbally that they are functionally and morphologically marked. 

Table 7: Subject and object pronouns23 

 Preverbal subjects 

pre- & post-verbal objects 

(Unmarked nominative & 

accusative case) 

Post-verbal subjects 

 

(Marked 

nominative case) 

1SG anye anyo 

2SG inye inyo 

3SG (Tirmaga: nɔ)    (Chai: nɔng) nɛa 

1PL age ageu 

2PL ige igeu 

3PL (Tirmaga: yɔ)    (Chai: yɔk) yɔku 

Example (14) illustrates the preverbal subject pronoun anye ‘1SG.NOM’, whereas 

(15) illustrates the post-verbal subject pronoun anyo ‘1SG.MKD.NOM’.  

(14) Na anye kogoshon ma kidhogiye... 

na anye ko-gosh-on-Ø ma-Ø kidho-giye 

CCN 1SG.NOM 1-scoop-MT.1SG.IPFV-1SG water-ACC river-OBL 

‘I was scooping water from (the) river...’ DS 2.9a 

                                                 
23 Pronouns in the Tirmaga and Chai varieties of Suri are identical except for the 3SG and 3PL unmarked 

nominative and accusative pronouns. 
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(15) “... Ale ma kogoshon ꞉anyo hung.”24 

ale ma-Ø ko-gosh-on-Ø ꞉-anyo hung 

FUT water-ACC 1-scoop-MT.1SG.IPFV-1SG PVS-1SG.MKD.NOM simply 

‘“... I will simply scoop water.”’DS 2.13 

Example (16) illlustrates the post-verbal object pronoun anye ‘1SG.ACC’ while (17) 

illustrates the coordinated pre-verbal object pronouns nɔ ‘3SG.ACC’ and yɔ ‘3PL.ACC’. 

(16) ... kodokony anye... 

ko-dok-ony-Ø anye 

3.IRR-obligate-1SG.OBJ-3SG.IRR 1SG.ACC 

‘... it should obligate me...’ DS 8.8a 

(17) Na nɔ dha bere ko yɔ dhagu ːhozo... 

na nɔ  dha bere ko yɔ  

CCN 3SG.ACC surprisingly PAST PCN 3PL.ACC  

 

dhag-u  ꞉-hozo 

hit-3SG.SIMP PVS-hunger.MKD.NOM 

‘Surprisingly, hunger hit him and them...’ DS 8.18a 

The third person pronouns nɔ ‘3SG’ and yɔ ‘3PL’ are also used as discourse markers 

(Bryant p.c.).25 In such cases, they appear near the beginning of a clause, agree in number 

with the subject, and often co-occur with an explicit subject, as in (18) and (19). 

                                                 
24 The prefix ꞉- ‘PVS’ is an orthographic symbol alerting the reader to a post-verbal subject. Non-pronominal 

post-verbal subjects are often marked with tone as well as with a suffix. Since tone is not usually marked in 

the orthography, the prefix indicates to the reader that the tones associated with post-verbal subjects should 

be applied. This is discussed in section 3.1.2.2. Post-verbal pronominal subjects are distinct in form from 

pronominal objects and pre-verbal pronominal subjects and so are unlikely to be mistaken for either of those, 

but are still marked with the post-verbal subject prefix for the sake of consistency.  
25 These markers pertain to participant reference. The specific functions of these discourse markers are 

beyond the scope of this thesis.  
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(18) Nɔ kelley a ghurguri.26 

nɔ kelley-Ø a ghurghur-i 

3SG.DM Rabbit-NOM COP.3.IPFV be_clever-ADJV 

‘Now Rabbit was clever.’ ER 6.1 

(19) ... yɔ mɔra kadhanɛ bhɛ... 

yɔ mɔra-Ø kadh-an-ɛ bhɛ-Ø  

3PL.DM calves-NOM remember-MT.3PL.IPFV-3PL.IPFV place-ACC 

‘... (the) calves remembered (the) place...’ HR 7.2b 

2.4.3 Adverbs 

Suri employs locative, manner, and emphatic adverbs. Examples can be seen in 

(20), (21), and (22), respectively. 

(20) ... oka karanɛ. 

ok-a karanɛ 

go.PFV-3SG.TEMP down 

‘... he went down (the hill)’ (Bryant forthcoming: 11) 

(21) ... na shigin nge bhichang. 

na shigin nge-Ø bhichang 

CCN hartebeest run-3SG.IPFV alone 

‘... Hartebeest ran alone.’ HR 4.2c 

(22) Na dhagiy ꞉hozo goore. 

na dhag-iy ꞉-hozo goore 

CCN hit.PFV-1PL.OBJ PVS-hunger.PVS really 

‘Hunger really hit us.’ DS 3.5 

Suri adverbs “always follow the verb and are typically the last word of a clause” 

(Bryant 1999: 64). Thus, they are often disjointed from the verbs they modify, as seen in 

(22) and (23). 

                                                 
26 In many Suri folk tales, the main characters are animals refered to by their species names. Although the 

names of animal characters in Suri folk tales are usually not capitalized (while other proper nouns are), they 

function as proper nouns and I gloss them accordingly. 
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(23)  “... Ale ma kogoshon ꞉anyo hung.” 

ale ma ko-gosh-on-Ø ꞉-anyo hung 

FUT waters 1-scoop-MT.1SG.IPFV-1SG PVS-1SG.PVS simply 

‘“... I will simply scoop water.”’DS 2.13 

2.5 Syntax overview 

The following subsections provide a brief overview of Suri syntax. Word order 

variations are discussed in section 2.5.1. This is followed by a very brief discussion of the 

grammatical relations subject and object in 2.5.2. This overview concludes with a 

discussion of four types of copular clauses: equative clauses in section 2.5.3, attributive 

clauses in 2.5.4, existential clauses in 2.5.5, and locative clauses in 2.5.6. 

2.5.1 Word order 

The basic word order for a transitive clause is subject-verb-object (SVO), as 

illustrated in (24) (Bryant 2013: 41). 

(24) ... kelley tɔkana teno...27 

kelley-Ø tɔk-ana-Ø-Ø teno-Ø 

rabbit-NOM herd.IPFV-MT-3PL.OBJ-3SG.IPFV goats-ACC 

‘... Rabbit herded goats...’ ER 2.1b 

Bryant notes, “One verb can stand alone as a sentence because the subject is marked 

on the verb. The object may optionally be marked as well” (2013: 59).28 Thus verb-object 

(VO) clauses, as in (25), and verb (V) clauses, as in (26), are quite common.  

                                                 
27 Unless marked with OBJ ‘object’ or BEN ‘benefactive’, person and number marking refers to the subject 

(see section 1.5).  
28 See also section 2.4.1. 
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(25) ... na tɔgɛsɛn teno... 

na tɔg-ɛsɛn-Ø teno-Ø 

CCN herd.IPFV-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.IPFV goats-ACC 

‘... he herded (the) goats...’ ER 2.1d 

(26) ... na mat rang. 

na mat-Ø-Ø rang 

CCN drink.IPFV-3.OBJ-3SG.IPFV completely 

‘... they drank it completely.’ ER 2.1e 

Question words, such as ɔng ‘what.ACC’ in (27), always occur sentence finally 

(Bryant 2013: 41).29 This is a common feature of all Surmic languages (Arensen et al. 

1997). 

(27) “... nɔ ale am ɔng?” 

nɔ ale am-Ø ɔng 

3SG FUT eat-3SG.IRR what.ACC 

“... what will she eat?” DS 8.4b  

The post-verbal position is the focus position in Suri.30 It is the position in which 

question words and critical new information occur. Variation in word order occurs in order 

to focus on a particular constituent (Lucassen 1994: 85, Last 1995: 71). Other possible 

word orders include OVS, SOV, and VOS; however, usually only one NP argument occurs 

per clause (Bryant 1999: 42).31 

                                                 
29 Bryant provides a list of Suri question words in (2013: 54-55). 
30 Adverbs and other non-nuclear constituents (i.e. anything other than a subject, verb, or object) which 

appear after the verb are not in the focus position (Bryant 2013: 78). 
31 Bryant (1999: 42) explains the presence of a single argument in terms of this being a cross-linguistic 

tendency noted by DuBois (1987). However, Bryant’s claim that Tirmaga is a pronominal argument language 

with the subject and object being marked on the verb is another possible explanation for the high frequency 

of clauses with a single NP argument (Bryant 2013: 58-59, 63). Finally, if the subject and object markers are 

agreement markers rather than actual arguments, prodrop of subject and object is a possible explanation. 
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2.5.2 Grammatical relations 

According to Bryant, Tirmaga is a nominative-accusative language and the 

grammatical relations of subject and object are not case-marked when they occur in normal 

SV, SVO, or VO order (2013: 43). However, if the subject occurs in the post-verbal focal 

position it is case-marked as described in section 3.1.2.2.32 

2.5.3 Equative clauses 

Equative clauses are clauses whose semantic predicate is a noun phrase (Kroeger 

2005: 342). Suri equative clauses employ the imperfective copula an ‘COP.IPFV’ or the 

perfective copula te ‘COP.PFV’ followed by a nominal copular complement.33 Examples (28) 

- (30) illustrate equative clauses in imperfective aspect. In (28), the noun su ‘sun’ serves as 

the copular complement. In (29), the copular complement is the noun zuk ‘people’, which 

serves as the head of a relative clause.34 In (30), the copular complement is the coordinated 

noun phrase ‘Chalay, Taruy, and Bhulanɛy’. 

(28) ... ba a su. 

ba a su 

land COP.3.IPFV sun 

‘... (the) land was sun.’  

Free translation: ‘it was dry season’ ER 1.1b 

                                                 
32 König (2008: 137) describes Surmic as a marked nominative language. See section 3.1.2 for a discussion 

of case. 
33 The imperfective copula an ‘COP.IPFV’ is realized as a ‘COP.3.IPFV’ for both singular and plural third person 

subjects. Equative clauses with first- or second-person subjects are rare in my corpus, but other conjugations 

of an ‘COP.IPFV’ are exhibited in attributive clauses in section 2.5.4. 
34 The [k] in zuk ‘people’ is realized as [ɣ] or [g] due to the intervocalic environment created by the clitic =a 

‘RSTR’. See section 2.3.1 for a description of phonological processes. See chapter 6 for a description of 

relative clauses. 
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(29) A zuga bare dokɛa go. 

a zug=a bare dok-ɛ-a(=a) go 

COP.3.IPFV people=RSTR yesterday gather-VR-3PL.TEMP(=RSTR) fire 

‘They were (the) people who gathered at (the) fire yesterday.’ HF 4.12 

(30) Dha bere zuga bany a Chalay ko Taruy ko Bhulanɛy. 

dha  bere zug=a ba-ny a Chalay ko 

surprisingly PAST people=RSTR land-GEN COP.3.IPFV Chalay PCN 

 

Taruy ko Bhulanɛy 

Taruy PCN Bhulanɛy 

‘Long ago (the) people of (the) land were Chalay, Taruy, and Bhulanɛy.’ DC 1.1 

Example (31) illustrates the perfective copula te ‘COP.3.PFV’, with the noun teley 

‘forked_stick’ serving as the copular complement. 

(31) ... na te teley. 

na te teley 

CCN COP.3.PFV forked_stick 

‘... it was (a) forked stick.’ 

Free translation: ‘... it was split.’ BC 9.5d 

Normally, Suri uses the prefix nga- ‘NEG’ to negate verbs with imperfective aspect 

and the word ngani ‘NEG’ to negate verbs with perfective aspect (Bryant 2013: 82-83).35 

However, this does not hold for copulae. A special negative copula ngayo ‘NEG.COP.3.IPFV’ 

is employed for equative clauses with imperfective aspect, as seen in (32).36  

(32) Butomo ngayo. 

butomo ngayo 

lie NEG.COP.3.IPFV 

‘It is not (a) lie.’ BC 7.5 

                                                 
35 See examples in section 2.4.1. 
36 It is possible that ngayo ‘NEG.COP.3.IPFV’ is simply the result of nga- ‘NEG’ + a ‘COP.3.IPFV’ + -o ‘NEG.VF’ 

with an epenthetic [y] between [a] and [o]. There are no occurences of a negated equative clause with 

imperfective aspect with a first- or second-person subject in my corpus, nor do Bryant, Last, or Lucassen 

mention such constructions. It is unclear at this point whether the negated copula would be inflected for 

subject agreement in such a construction. 
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The perfective copula te ‘COP.PFV’ is negated as if it were an imperfective verb, taking the 

prefix nga- ‘NEG’, but otherwise taking affixes which encode perfective aspect, as seen in  

(33), where the prefix kè- ‘1.SBJV’ encodes ‘first person subject’ and ‘subjunctive mood’ 

and the null suffix encodes ‘first person singular subject’ and ‘irrealis’. In Suri, the 

subjunctive mood is a subset of the irrealis mood which is one of three moods of verbs with 

perfective aspect. 

(33) ... ngakète butogi ...37 

nga-kè-te-Ø butogi 

NEG-1.SBJV-COP.PFV-1SG.IRR liars 

‘... that we might not be liars...’ HF 3.2b 

2.5.4 Attributive clauses 

Attributive clauses are clauses whose semantic predicate is an adjective phrase 

(Kroeger 2005: 342). Suri attributive clauses employ the same copulae as those used in 

equative clauses: an ‘COP.IPFV’ and te ‘COP.PFV’, but in attributive clauses the copulae take 

adjectival rather than nominal complements. In (34), the copula a ‘COP.3.IPFV’ agrees with 

the third person subject hozo ‘hunger’ and takes the adjective gɛrs-i ‘be_bad-ADJV’ as its 

copular complement.38 

(34) Nɔ ngabɛrguonu hozo a gɛrsi... 

nɔ nga=bɛrgu=onu hozo a gɛrs-i 

3SG DEM=time=FAR hunger  COP.3.IPFV be_bad-ADJV 

‘(At) that time hunger was bad...’ DS 6.4a 

                                                 
37  It is not clear why there is a mismatch between the singular subject marker and the plural copular 

complement. My gloss ‘that we might not be’ reflects Bryant’s translation (2013: 118). 
38 Adjectives can also fill a dependent slot following a head noun. This is discussed in section 5.3. 
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The copula an ‘COP.IPFV’ receives the same subject marking as other imperfective 

verbs, as seen in (35) and (36).39 

(35) “... inye... ani tiri chi dha?” 

inye ...  an-i tir-i chi dha  

2SG ... COP.IPFV-2SG.IPFV be_fast-ADJV actually truly 

‘“... are you... actually, truly fast?” HF 1.1c 

(36)  “Se kan dɔlmɔchi...” 

 se-Ø k-an-Ø dɔlmɔch-i  

  say-3SG.IPFV 1-COP.IPFV-1PLIN.IPFV be_slow-ADJV 

‘He says we are slow...’ HF 2.2b 

The perfective copula te ‘COP.PFV’ is illustrated in (37) and (38). 

(37) ... dha ruminyaa gɛ te hɔli. 

dha ruminya=a gɛ te hɔl-i 

surprisingly clothes=RSTR PLPSD.3PLPSR COP.3.PFV be_clean-ADJV 

‘... surprisingly their clothes were clean.’ WD 4.2b 

(38) ... na te hɔli. 

na te hɔl-i 

CCN COP.3.PFV be_clean-ADJV 

‘... and it was clean.’ WD 4.1c 

The subject of an attributive clause can be a common noun (e.g. hozo ‘hunger’ in 

(34)), a proper noun (e.g. kelley ‘Rabbit’ in (39)), or a personal pronoun (e.g. inye ‘2SG’ in 

(35)).40 As with non-copular clauses, subjects of copular clauses may be either explicit, as 

in (37), or implicit, as in (38). 

Attributive and equative clauses often appear early in texts, in expositional 

segments. They are also employed text-medially to provide background information and 

                                                 
39 In (36) the attributive clause serves as the complement clause of the matrix verb se-Ø ‘say-3SG.IPFV’. 
40 The names of the animal characters in Suri folk tales function as proper nouns. 
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other asides, as in (39), and near the end of texts in summary statements and conclusions, 

as in (40).41 

(39) Nɔ kelley a ghurguri. 

nɔ kelley a ghurghur-i 

3SG Rabbit COP.3.IPFV be_clever-ADJV 

‘Now Rabbit was clever.’ ER 6.1 

(40) Nɔ kɛngɔ gɛrɛsin a gɛrsi. 

nɔ kɛngɔ gɛrɛs=in a gɛrs=i 

3SG stomach be_bad=NMLZ COP.3.IPFV be_bad=ADJV 

‘Stomach badness is bad.’ (Free: ‘A stomach being bad is bad.’) HR 11.2 

2.5.5 Existential clauses 

Existential clauses are used to indicate that something exists or does not exist. They 

lack a copular complement. Existential clauses are rare in my corpus, but more examples 

are found elsewhere in Suri literature and in Bryant’s (1999 and 2013) data. Suri existential 

clauses employ different copulae from those used in attributive and equative clauses. The 

imperfective existential copula has the singular root ih [often realized as i] ‘EXIST.SG.IPFV’, 

as in (41), and the plural root ɛl ‘EXIST.PL.IPFV’, as in (42). 

(41) I hung.42 

i-Ø hung 

EXIST.SG.IPFV-3SG.IPFV simply 

‘He simply exists.’ (Bryant 1999:65) 

                                                 
41 In (40), the root gɛrɛs ‘bad’ is the basis for both the nominalized subject and the adjectival complement of 

an attributive clause. 
42 This is a common Suri expression (Bryant 1999:65). 
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(42) ... na kɛllo bhichang. 

na k-ɛl-lo bhichang 

CCN 1-EXIST.PL.IPFV-1EX.IPFV alone 

‘... we existed alone.’ 

Free translation: ‘... we were on our own.’ DS 2.14b 

The perfective existential copula has the singular root tɛ ‘EXIST.SG.PFV’, as in (43), 

and the plural root tɛl ‘EXIST.PL.PFV’. 

(43) Kɛtɛwa dhul. 

kɛ-tɛ-(w)a dhul 

1-EXIST.SG.PFV-1SG.SIMP permanently 

‘I existed permanently.’ 

Free translation: ‘I just was.’ (Bryant 2013:77)  

The negative existential copula is ninggɛ ‘NEG.EXIST’, as seen in (44). 

(44) ... yɔ ma ninggɛ. 

yɔ ma ninggɛ 

3pl waters NEG.EXIST 

‘... waters did not exist’ 

Free translation: ‘... there was no water.’ HR 10.9b  

2.5.6 Locative clauses 

Locative clauses are clauses which have a location as the semantic complement. 

They employ the same copulae as those used in existential clauses but have oblique-case 

nouns serving as copular complements. The imperfective locative copula has the singular 

root ih [i] ‘EXIST.SG.IPFV’, and the plural root ɛl ‘EXIST.PL.IPFV’, as in (45). 

(45) “Yaaya, ɛllo tutugɔ hung...” 

yaa~ya ɛl-lo tutug-ɔ hung 

yeah~yeah EXIST.PL.IPFV-2PL.IPFV entrance-OBL simply 

‘“Yeah, yeah, you are simply at (the) entrance...”’ BC 4.1b 
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The perfective locative copula has the singular root tɛ ‘EXIST.SG.PFV’, and the plural 

root tɛl ‘EXIST.PL.PFV’, as in (46). 

(46) Na tɛlda bay rihɔ... 

na tɛl-d-a bay rij-ɔ 

CCN EXIST.PL.PFV-PL.TEMP-3PL.TEMP down shade-OBL 

‘They were down in (the) shade...’ BC 2.4a 
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3 NOUN MORPHOLOGY 

This chapter begins with a description of the inflectional morphology of nouns in 

section 3.1. This is followed in 3.2 by an explantion of two clitics which function like 

nouns. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of compound nouns in 3.3. 

3.1 Inflection 

Suri nouns are inflected for number, case, and deixis. Each is discussed in turn in 

this section. The position of inflectional morphemes on nouns is shown in Table 8 which 

is modified from Bryant (2013: 42). The primary means of inflection is affixation. 

Suppletion and tone changes are also sometimes employed.  

Table 8: Position of inflectional morphemes on noun roots 

Demonstrative Root Number Case 

or 

Demonstrative 

nga- kɛ -n -tonu 

DEM- tree -PL -FAR 

ngakɛndonu 

‘those trees’ 

3.1.1 Number 

Bryant writes: “Nilo-Saharan languages are notorious for having complex number 

marking systems (Dimmendaal 2000: 214-261), and Tirmaga is no exception. From a 
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collection of about 850 nouns, eighteen different singular and plural suffixes have been 

identified” (2013: 45). Not only are multiple suffixes employed, four distinct strategies are 

applied; plurative, singulative, replacive, and suppletive systems are each observed in Suri 

number marking (Bryant 2013: 45-46).43 

In the plurative system, one of at least eight suffixes is used to mark the plural form 

of the noun while the singular form is unmarked. This system is illustrated in (47) and (48), 

with -shina ‘PL’ and -ena ‘PL’ being two of the eight plural marking suffixes listed in Bryant 

(2013: 45).44 

(47) mama-Ø mama-shina 

mother-SG (HR 2.4) mother-PL (HR 1.4) 

(48) gɛr-Ø gɛr-ɛna 

oribi-SG (Bryant 1999: 57) oribi-PL (Bryant 1999: 57) 

In the singulative system, the prefix -(e)y ‘SG’ marks the singular form while the 

plural form is unmarked, as in (49) and (50). 

(49) kalug-ey kalug-Ø 

armpit-SG (HR 6.11) armpit-PL (DC 1.8) 

(50) gola-y gola-Ø 

Highlander-SG (Bryant 1999: 59) Highlander-PL (Bryant 1999: 59) 

                                                 
43 For a more thorough discussion of number marking in Tirmaga Suri, see Bryant (1999: 55-59). See 

Dimmendaal (2000) for number marking in Nilo-Saharan languages. 
44For a complete list of the plurative suffixes, see Bryant (2013: 45). 
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In the replacive system, both the singular and plural forms are marked with 

suffixes.45 There are at least six pairs of replacive suffixes.46 Examples of the replacive 

system are seen in (51) and (52). 

(51) gogotɛn-i gogotɛn-a 

kidney-SG (Bryant 1999: 58) kidney-PL (Bryant 1999: 58) 

(52) kɔm-i kɔm-a 

knee-SG (Bryant 1999: 58) knee-PL (Bryant 1999: 58) 

In the suppletive system, the singular and plural forms may be completely 

dissimilar from one another, as in (53). 

(53) hiri zugo 

person (Bryant 2013: 46) people (Bryant 2013: 46) 

Bryant also considers some nouns to be “irregular” (2013: 46). The singular and 

plural forms are phonologically more closely related than those in which suppletion is clear 

and yet their differences are more than just a matter of suffixes. Examples of these are seen 

in (54) and (55). 

(54) bi beo 

cow (BC 9.3c) cows (DS 6.4b) 

(55) tɔngɔ tenɔ 

goat (Bryant 2013: 46) goats (Bryant 2013: 46) 

The plurative number marking system occurs most frequently (Bryant 2013: 46). 

Since number marking is fairly complex, and has no bearing on the behavior of noun 

                                                 
45 The term “replacive system” does not suggest anything in the noun stem is replaced, but rather that a set 

of singular suffixes is “replaced” by a set of plural suffixes when marking plural rather than singular. 
46 For a complete list of the replacive suffixes, see Bryant (2013: 46). 
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modification constructions, I do not usually separate plural- or singular-marking 

morphemes in the data but treat them together with the noun roots. 

3.1.2 Case 

“Case is a system of marking dependent nouns for the type of relationship they bear 

to their heads” (Blake 2001: 1). Suri is a nominative-accusative language with an unusual 

case-marking system. The grammatical relations of subject and object are not case-marked 

when they occur in normal SV, SVO, or VO order. However, if the subject occurs in the 

post-verbal focal position it is case-marked (cf. section 2.5.2). Suri has four cases: 

nominative, accusative, oblique, and genitive (Bryant 2013: 43-45). Nominative, 

accusative, and oblique cases, which all mark a noun’s relationship to a verbal head, are 

described in this section, while genitive case nouns are described in section 5.1 because 

they always occur in noun modification constructions, marking a noun’s relationship to a 

nominal head. Case markers appear finally in noun phrases. 

3.1.2.1 Accusative and unmarked nominative cases 

Accusative case nouns are morphologically unmarked, as are nominative case 

nouns in their normal pre-verbal position. As discussed in section 2.5.1, the basic word 

order in Suri is SVO. Example (56) illustrates a transitive clause without an explicit subject. 

The verb agrees with the subject and the subject has been prodropped. The object, tiyoy 

‘stake’, is in the usual post-verbal slot for objects and is morphologically unmarked for 
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case. For ease of analysis, the null suffix -Ø ‘ACC’ is included in the morpheme-by-

morpheme lines. 

(56) Na bhaya tiyoy... 

na bhay-Ø-a tiyoy-Ø 

CCN whittle-3SG.OBJ-3SG.TEMP stake-ACC 

‘He whittled a stake...’ HR 7.6a 

Example (57) presents an intransitive clause with normal word order. The subject 

komoru ‘leader’ is unmarked for case. Word order, the transitive verb, and context make it 

clear that komoru ‘leader’ is the subject.47 

(57) Na komoru igomɛsɛ... 

na komoru-Ø igom-ɛsɛ-Ø 

CCN leader-NOM consent-3BEN-3SG.IPFV 

‘(The) leader consented (for the benefit of him)...’ BC 2.3a 

Example (58) presents a transitive clause with normal SVO word order. Both the 

subject and the object are explicit. Here the subject kelley ‘Rabbit’ and the object teno 

‘goats’ are both unmarked for case, and word order makes it clear which is which. 

(58) ... kelley tɔkana teno... 

kelley-Ø tɔk-ana-Ø-Ø teno-Ø 

Rabbit-NOM herd.IPFV-MT.3SG.IPFV-3PL.OBJ-3SG.IPFV goats-ACC 

‘... Rabbit was herding goats...’ ER 2.1b 

Although the basic constituent order is SVO, objects may also appear before verbs. 

In such constructions, the object remains unmarked for case, as illustrated in (59), which 

is a direct content question.  

                                                 
47 For simplicity’s sake, I follow Bryant in using “subject” to refer to both agents in transitive clauses and 

subjects in intransitive clauses (2013: 43, fn. 25). 
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(59)  “Teno tɔgɛsɛn kɛɔng?”48 

teno-Ø tɔg-ɛsɛn-Ø kɛɔng 

goats-ACC herd.IPFV-3BEN.IPFV-2SG why 

‘Why are you herding goats?’ ER 2.4 

Question words, such as kɛɔng ‘why’ in (59), always occur in the focus position, 

that is, the post-verbal position. Objects are morphologically unmarked when they occur 

in the focus position (e.g. in (56) and (58)) as opposed to subjects and verbs which are 

morphologically marked when focused. 

3.1.2.2 Marked nominative case 

As discussed in section 2.5.1, while the basic word order is SVO, subjects may 

appear post-verbally. Bryant explains: “... if the subject is the focal constituent of a clause, 

it follows the verb resulting in an (O-)V-A/S constituent order” (forthcoming: 18).49 In 

such contexts, the subject is marked with nominative case. The form of the marking is 

variable, sometimes involving tone changes and sometimes involving the addition, 

suppletion, or deletion of a final vowel: 

In post-verbal position, a singular subject is morphologically marked by [adding] 

the suffix -ɔ, tone change, or the loss of [a root]-final -ɔ; a post-verbal plural subject 

is marked with the suffix -u or a tone change (Bryant 1999: 45-50). (Bryant 

forthcoming: 18)50 

                                                 
48 Context makes it clear that the subject is 2SG. According to Bryant, when “an object or valence adjusting 

suffix occurs on [an imperfective] verb with a singular subject, the singular person subject suffixes are usually 

deleted” (2013: 59). The benefactive suffix -ɛsɛn ‘3BEN’ on the verb has caused the second person singular 

subject marking to be deleted. 
49 In Bryant (forthcoming) “A” refers to the subject of a transitive clause and “S” to the subject of an 

intransitive clause. 
50 What determines which marker any given post-verbal subject takes is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Last & Lucassen consider this “a disambiguating nominal suffix, without case marker 

status, which is only employed to discriminate SVO from the non-iconic OVS constituent 

order” (1998: 408, cf. Last 1995: 71-74). 

In written texts, post-verbal subjects also receive special orthographic marking. 

Bryant explains, “In the Suri orthography post-verbal subjects are marked with a colon (e.g. 

꞉komoruy-ɔ [‘PVS.leader-MKD.NOM’]) at the beginning of the word” (2013: 43).51 Because 

tone is rarely marked in the Suri orthography, this symbol alerts the reader to a post-verbal 

subject, and the reader is able to make the necessary adjustments, if any, to the tones in the 

word. Even if the tone remains unchanged, the symbol serves as an aide to readers who 

may be expecting the basic constituent order and enables them to more quickly interpret 

the clause accurately.52 

Example (60) presents the mass noun kasay ‘sand’ functioning as a singular post-

verbal subject. It is marked with the suffix -ɔ ‘MKD.NOM.SG’ and orthographically with an 

initial ꞉- ‘PVS’.53 

(60) “Tigisanany ꞉kasayɔ hung hung.” 

tigis-an-any-Ø ꞉-kasay-ɔ hung hung 

slip-MT-1SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV PVS-sand-MKD.NOM.SG simply simply 

‘“The sand simply slipped (out from under) me.”’ ER 4.2c 

                                                 
51 The unicode character A789 resembles a colon but is a word-forming character rather than a punctuation 

mark. It is used for the post-verbal subject marker throughout this thesis and may be used in other contexts 

where it is helpful to disambiguate the post-verbal subject marker from the punctuation mark. 
52 Bryant (p.c.) has attested the effectiveness of this, and I have witnessed it myself in the course of working 

with the Suri Translation Project translators. 
53 See Bryant (1999: 54-55) for a discussion of mass nouns. 
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Proper nouns, such as bhalsa ‘Monitor Lizard’ in (61), follow the same pattern as 

common nouns when they appear as post-verbal subjects. 

(61) Na sɛnɛsɛn ꞉bhalsaɔ... 

na  sɛn-ɛsɛn-Ø  ꞉-bhalsa-ɔ 

CCN say-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.IPFV PVS-Monitor.Lizard-MKD.NOM.SG 

‘Monitor Lizard said to him...’ ER 2.2a 

Example (62) presents a post-verbal subject Tumu ‘God’ whose only case marking 

is tonal. The orthographic symbol facilitates the correct reading of ‘God gave me this 

situation’ and prevents the misreading of *‘This situation gave me God.’ 

(62) Nɔ ngalɔkta dha bere ajany ꞉Tumu... 

nɔ nga-lɔk-ta dha bere aj-any-Ø ꞉-Tumu 

3SG DEM-situation-NEAR surprisingly PAST give-1SGOBJ-3SG.IPFV PVS-God 

‘[It seems] God gave me this situation...’ DS 2.17a 

In (63), the plural post-verbal subject zuk ‘people’ has been marked with an -u 

‘MKD.NOM.PL’.54 

(63) ... senɛsɛnɛ ꞉zugu... 

sen-ɛsɛn-ɛ ꞉-zug-u 

say-3BEN.IPFV-3PL.IPFV PVS-people-MKD.NOM.PL 

‘... (the) people told him...’ DS 1.10b 

While post-verbal subjects often coincide with pre-verbal objects, it is possible to 

have VOS constituent order, as in (64). 

(64) ... na gɔrɔ kedhu nyabi ꞉balɛyɔ... 

na gɔr-ɔ  kedh-u nyabi-Ø ꞉-balɛy-ɔ 

CCN road-OBL split-3SG.PFV ear-ACC PVS-cattail-MKD.NOM.SG 

CCN Obl V O S 

‘... on (the) road (a) cattail split [the cow’s] ear...’ BC 9.5c 

                                                 
54 Intervocalically, /k/ changes  to [ɣ] or [g]. Hence, /zuk/ /-u/ is realized as [zugu]. See section 2.3.1. 
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In terms of marked nominative case, personal pronouns are similar to nouns. As 

stated in section 2.4.2 and shown in Table 7, post-verbal personal pronouns differ in form 

from their nominative and accusative pre-verbal counterparts. Just like nouns, post-verbal 

personal pronouns are marked orthographically with an initial ꞉- ‘PVS’ (e.g. in (15) in 

section 2.4.2). 

3.1.2.3 Oblique case 

The oblique case is marked by a phonologically-conditioned suffix (Bryant 2013: 

44). When a noun stem ends with a vowel, the oblique case marker is -gie (often realized 

as -giye), as in (65) and (66). 

(65) ... na or ma ɛlagiye...55 

na or-Ø-Ø ma ɛla-giye 

CCN see-3PL.OBJ-3SG.IPFV waters spring-OBL 

‘... he saw water at (the) spring...’ ER 2.1c 

(66) Na anye kogoshon ma kidhogiye...56 

na anye ko-gosh-on-Ø ma kidho-giye 

CCN 1SG 1-scoop-MT.1SG.IPFV-1SG waters river-OBL 

‘I was scooping water from (the) river...’ DS 2.9a 

When a noun stem ends with an -n preceded by a [+high] vowel, the oblique case 

marker is -e, as in (67) (Bryant forthcoming: 19). 

                                                 
55 In Suri, ‘water’ is generally expressed as the grammatically plural noun ma ‘waters’. It is common for 

liquids to be grammatically plural throughout Surmic languages (Unseth p.c.). The use of the singular ‘water’ 

in the clausal gloss reflects the usual English expression with a singular noun. 
56 See footnote 48 regarding the lack of a final subject marker. The other verbal affixes make it clear that 1SG 

is the subject of this clause. 
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(67) Dolote a hira kìbhana Ngidinne... 

Dolote a hir=a k[V̀]-ibh-an=a Ngidinn-e 

Dolote COP person=RSTR 3PASS-grab-MT=RSTR Kwegu-OBL 

‘Dolote is (the) person who was brought from (the) Kwegu...’ DC 8a 

Elsewhere, the oblique case marker is -ɔ, as in (68) and (69). 

(68) Na bhoroyɔ ago... 

na bhoroy-ɔ ag-o 

CCN morning-OBL go-3PL.TEMP 

‘In the morning they went’ HF 4.1b 

(69) “... ɛllo tutugɔ hung...” 

ɛl-lo tutug-ɔ hung 

EXIST.PL.IPFV-2PL.IPFV entrance-OBL simply 

‘“... you are simply at (the) entrance...”’ BC 4.1d 

According to Bryant, oblique case marks both locative and instrumental functions 

(2013: 44). Locative functions of the oblique case include encoding ‘at’, ‘in’, ‘to’, and 

‘from’. Bryant notes that “no distinction is made between ‘going to’ or going away from’ 

a location when the oblique case has a locative function” (2013: 44). Context makes it clear 

that ɛla-giye ‘spring-OBL’ in (65) means ‘at/in (the) spring’ while kidho-giye ‘river-OBL’ in 

(66) means ‘from (the) river’. Bryant does not distinguish locative arguments from locative 

adjuncts. While the locative source kidho-giye ‘river-OBL’ in (66) and Ngidinn-e ‘Kwegu-

OBL’ in (67) might be arguments of the verbs in their clauses, the location ɛla-giye ‘spring-

OBL’ in (65) and the time bhoroy-ɔ ‘morning-OBL’ in (68) are clearly adjuncts. In other 

words, oblique case is not restricted to oblique arguments. Example (70) illustrates oblique 

case marking an instrument. 
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(70) Dhakany lalangɔ. 

dhak-any-Ø lalang-ɔ 

hit.IPFV-1SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV bracelet-OBL 

‘She hit me with (a) bracelet.’ (Bryant 2013: 44) 

Oblique case nouns usually appear after the main constituents (S, V, and O), as in 

(65), (66), (67), and (69). In such contexts they often provide important additional semantic 

content to the verb. When oblique case nouns are used to set the time or place of the main 

clause (and are therefore less connected to the verb), they often appear before the main 

constituents. Examples of this can be seen in (64) and (68) above. 

3.1.3 Deixis 

In Suri, spatial deitics are realized as circumfixes. The prefix component is always 

nga- ‘DEM’ while the suffix component varies according to distance from the speaker’s 

perspective: -ta ‘NEAR’, as in example (71), or -tonu ‘FAR’, as in example (72) (Bryant 

2013: 47). The suffixes are subject to the consonant assimilation and t-deletion or 

t-weakening rules described in section 2.3.1. 

(71) “Bhɛgagany ngamaya ganyde ngaa dir....” 

bhɛg-ag-any-Ø nga-ma-ya gany=de  

guard-1/2BEN-1SG.OBJ-2SG.IRR  DEM-waters-NEAR  PLPSD.1SGPSR=NRSTR 

 

ngaa dir 

here long.time 

‘“Guard here these waters of mine for a long time....”’ ER 1.4c 

(72) Na ngakidhoonu ko mɛya keli Mula.  

na nga-kidho-onu ko mɛya k-eli-Ø Mula  

CCN DEM-river-FAR PCN now PASS-call-3SG.IPFV Mula 

‘Until now that river is called “Mula.”’ BC 9.7 
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Inflectional deixis can also be used to indicate metaphoric nearness or distance. In 

(73), kole ‘time’ is an abstract noun, and the time to which the speaker is referring is 

temporally far from the speaker. The distal suffix -tonu ‘FAR’ reflects this. 

(73) Na nɔ ngakoleonu anye kani chinyi.57 

na nɔ nga-kole-onu anye k-an-i chinyi 

CCN 3SG.DM DEM-time-FAR 1SG 1-COP.IPFV-1SG.IPFV small.SG 

‘Now (at) that time I was small.’ DS 1.6 

In (74), lɔk ‘situation’ is an abstract noun and cannot be physically either near or 

far from the speaker. Temporally, the situation is far from the speaker, as is clear in the use 

of bere ‘PAST’. But topically, the situation is quite salient, and the speaker’s use of the 

proximal suffix -ta ‘NEAR’ reflects this. 

(74) Nɔ ngalɔkta dha bere ajany ꞉Tumu...  

nɔ nga-lɔk-ta dha bere aj-any-Ø ꞉-Tumu 

3SG DEM-situation-NEAR surprisingly PAST give-1SGOBJ-3SG.IPFV PVS-God 

‘Surprisingly, God gave me this situation...’ DS 2.17a 

The deictic circumfixes are also used without a noun to form the locational adverbs 

ngaya (somtimes realized as ngaa, as in (75)) ‘here’ (from /nga-Ø-ta/) and ngoonu 

(sometimes realized as ngonu, as in (76)) ‘there’ from /nga-Ø-tonu/).58 

                                                 
57 As mentioned in section 2.4.2, the pronoun nɔ ‘3SG’ is often used as a discourse marker near the beginning 

of a clause to indicate contrast or add emphasis. 
58 For more on these and other “locative demonstrative expressions ... made with the same circumfixes,” as 

well as “some common temporal expressions... modeled after this construction,” see Last & Lucassen (1998: 

401-404). 
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(75) “Bhɛgagany ngamaya ganyde ngaa dir....” 

bhɛg-ag-any-Ø nga-ma-ya gany=de  

guard-1/2BEN-1SG.OBJ-2SG.IRR  DEM-waters-NEAR  PLPSD.1SGPSR=NRSTR 

 

ngaa dir 

here long.time 

‘“Guard here these waters of mine for a long time....”’ ER 1.4c 

(76) Na bhaga ngonu dhul. 

na bhag-a ngonu dhul 

CCN  dwell.PFV-3PL  there forever 

‘They dwelt there forever.’ BC 9.8 

Deictic-marked nouns are not case marked. This is shown in the last column of 

Table 8 in section 3.1, where either case or a demonstrative (deictic) morpheme can occur. 

3.2 Bound word clitics n= ‘SINGULAR’ and g(i)= ‘PLURAL’ 

Suri includes two bound word clitics n= ‘SG’ and g(i)= ‘PL’ which Bryant refers to 

as “the number clitics” (2013: 52).59 These clitics indicate only the grammatical number of 

their referent, appear in many of the same positions as nouns, and cannot stand alone as 

words. When inflected for deixis, they function as demonstrative pronouns, as in (77) and 

(78). 

(77) Nganda ngayo. 

nga-n=da ngayo 

DEM-SG=NEAR NEG.COP.3.IPFV 

‘This is not [the one].’ DC 2.3d 

                                                 
59 I leave it to others to discuss whether g= or gi= is the underlying form. Last & Lucassen note, ““Although 

number marking in modern Chai no longer makes productive use of /-n-/ and /-g-/-like morphemes, remnants 

are found throughout the language” (1998: 382). See also footnote 73 in section 5.2.1. 
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(78) Ngagiya a lɔga Buga buga.... 60 

Nga-gi=ya a lɔg=a buga~buga  

DEM-PL=NEAR COP.3.IPFV words=RSTR hyena~hyena 

‘These are the words of Hyena....’ (Free: ‘This is the story of Hyena....’) HR 1.1 

These bound word clitics are also used to form general pronouns, as discussed in 

section 5.6.  

3.3 Compound nouns 

My corpus includes clauses in which two unmarked, uncoordinated nouns function 

as a single argument. Examples include dori tutuk ‘house entrance’ in (79)  and bi kɛrɛ 

‘cow horn’ in (80).  

(79) ... na owono dori tutuk. 

na o -(w)ono-Ø dori tutuk 

CCN open -MT.3SG.IPFV-3SG.IPFV house entrance 

‘... he opened (the) house entrance.’ HR 9.8c 

(80) Na heo ilob bi kɛrɛ “dhok dhok.” 

na heo ilob-Ø-Ø bi kɛrɛ dhok dhok 

CCN so pound-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV cow horn knock knock 

‘So he pounded (the) cow horn, “knock knock.”’ HR 6.10 

I analyze these as compound nouns, where the second element is a part of the first 

element, rather than as modified noun constructions. Structurally, the two elements lack 

any marking that would indicate a relationship (no head marking, no genitive inflections, 

no restrictive or non-restrictive markers...), occur without a conjunction, and together fill 

an argument slot. Semantically, the second element is inherently part of the first (e.g. 

                                                 
60 In Suri folk tales, animal characters are often refered to by a reduplicated name. 
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houses generally have doors, cows generally have horns, animals generally have offspring, 

people generally have children) and together they fill a grammatical role called for by the 

verb in the clause in which they appear. If it was simply a case of an unmarked modification 

construction, the question of inverted constituent order arises (i.e. a head-final construction 

bi kɛrɛ ‘cow horn’ rather than *kɛrɛ bi ‘horn of cow’ which would follow the head-initial 

order found everywhere else in the language). The modification of compound nouns is 

discussed in sections 5.2.6. 
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4 NOUN MODIFICATION: PRELIMINARY MATTERS 

Some features of noun modification in Suri apply to both non-clausal and clausal 

constructions. This chapter serves as an introduction to these features and clarifies 

terminology used throughout this thesis.61 

4.1 Parallels between various noun modification constructions 

Suri is a head-initial language (Bryant 2013: 40), and usually both the head and 

dependent of a phrase are marked (Bryant 1999:  41). This applies to both non-clausal and 

clausal dependents. In each construction (genitive, pronominal possessive, adjectival, and 

relative clause), the head precedes the noun. The head-dependent relationship is marked in 

similar ways from one construction to the next. Will observes that parallels between 

various noun modification constructions (e.g. between genitive constructions and relative 

clause constructions) is a trait throughout Surmic languages (1989: 136).62  

Suri employs two major strategies across the various modification constructions. 

One involves the use of the restrictive clitic =a ‘RSTR’, and the other the use of the non-

restrictive clitic =te ‘NRSTR’. Example (81) illustrates the eight main noun modification 

                                                 
61 In writing to a broad audience, there is often a dilemma of whether to start with “the forest” or “the trees.” 

I have chosen to present some generalities of Suri noun modification before moving into specifics, especially 

because this allows me to present and clarify some terminology up front. Those readers who prefer to look 

at specifics before generalities may want to read chapters 5 and 6 before this chapter. 
62 See chapter 7 and Appendix B for a sample of noun modification in other Surmic languages. 
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constructions in Suri. Only seven of the eight occur in my corpus, but the construction 

illustrated in (e) occurs elsewhere in Abbink, et al. (2013).63 In (a)-(d), the head noun bi 

‘cow’ is marked with =a ‘RSTR’, while in (e) - (h), it is marked with =te ‘NRSTR’.64 Reading 

across, the modifiers in (a) and (e) are genitive-case noun phrases, in (b) and (f) they are 

possessive pronouns, in (c) and (g) they are derived adjectives, and in (d) and (h) they are 

relative clauses.65  

(81) (a)  bi=a  komoruy-ny (e)  bi=ye hir  kon-uny 

 cow=RSTR leader-GEN  cow=NRSTR person SPEC.SG-GEN 

 ‘(the) leader‘s cow’  ‘a person’s cow’ (Daniel Bambu 2013: 166) 

 

(b) bi=a nunu (f) bi=ye nun=de 

 cow=RSTR SGPSD.2SGPSR  cow=NRSTR SGPSD.2SGPSR=NRSTR 

 ‘his cow’   ‘his cow’ 

 

(c) bi=a hɔl-i (g) bi=ye hɔl-i 

 cow=RSTR be_white-ADJV  cow=NRSTR be_white-ADJV 

 ‘white cow’   ‘white cow’ 

 

(d) bi=a hɔl=a (h) bi=ye hɔl=de 

 cow=RSTR be_white=RSTR  cow=NRSTR be_white=NRSTR 

 ‘cow which is white’  ‘cow which is white’ 

Analyzing the eight types of noun modification in light of one another allows for a 

clearer understanding of each.  

                                                 
63 The extra-corpus example come from an expository text, and the same construction appears in other non-

narrative texts in Abbink et al. (2013). Occurence in narrative texts has not yet been confirmed. 
64 The clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ is subject to consonant assimilation and weaking as described in section 2.3.1. Thus, 

it is realized as =ye following a vowel and as =de following the consonants [n] and [l]. 
65 The modifier in (81) (e) is the genitive-case noun phrase hir kon-uny ‘person SPEC.SG-GEN’. The specific 

indefinite article kon ‘SPEC.SG’ is described in section 5.5. 
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4.2 Restrictive/Non-restrictive 

While the terms “restrictive” and “non-restrictive” are often limited to discussions 

of relative clauses, I argue that restriction is a key factor throughout noun modification 

constructions in Suri.  I base my definitions of restrictive and non-restrictive relationships 

on Kroeger’s discussion of restrictive versus non-restrictive relative clauses: 

[In a typical restrictive relative clause,] the reference of the NP as a whole is 

determined in two stages: the head noun designates a class which the referent must 

belong to; and the modifying clause restricts (or narrows) the identity of the referent 

to a specific member of that class.... A non-restrictive relative clause is one in which 

the referent of the head noun can be identified independently, and the clausal 

modifier simply presents additional information about the referent. (2005: 231) 

Within this thesis, following Kroeger’s definition exactly could present a few 

problems, so I have modified his terminology. The term “specific” has a more technical 

meaning in discussions of definiteness and specificity, so I instead use the term “particular” 

here. The phrase “a specific member of that class” does not easily allow for the referent to 

be more than one, none, or all of the items in the class, so I instead use “a particular subset 

of a set,” which, as in mathematics, may be empty or may contain one, more than one, or 

all of the items in the set. To expand the use of the terms “restrictive” and “non-restrictive” 

beyond the realm of relative clauses, I refer to restrictive and non-restrictive relationships 

rather than restrictive and non-restrictive clauses. Thus, I arrive at the following 

descriptions:  
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In a restrictive relationship, the head noun designates a set to which the referent 

must belong, and the restrictive modifier narrows the identity of the referent to a particular 

subset within the set. 

In a non-restrictive relationship, the modifier does not serve to narrow the identity 

of the referent of the head noun, but rather presents additional information about the 

referent. 

As discussed later, “additional information” may or may not be new information. 

Some would hold that the term “modifier” only refers to dependents which have a 

restricting role, while other dependents are not technically modifiers (Kroeger p.c.). But 

given the parallels between the constructions in Suri and the precedents seen in Kroeger 

(2005) and Dixon (2010), I see no reason to call one set “modifiers” and the other set “non-

modifying dependents.” 

In Suri, restrictive relationships between head nouns and their modifiers are marked 

by the restrictive clitic =a ‘RSTR’, and non-restrictive relationships are marked by the non-

restrictive clitic =te ‘NRSTR’. Non-clausal constructions of both types are discussed in 

chapter 5 and clausal constructions of both types are discussed in chapter 6. 

4.3 Relative clauses 

As Dixon observes, “There are in the literature a variety of definitions for ‘relative 

clause’ [as well as] a range of typological studies” (2010: 314). I limit my discussion of 

relative clauses to those clauses which are syntactically embedded in, and share a common 
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argument with, the matrix (or main) clauses in which they appear. Dixon lists some 

structural requirements in his “characterization of a canonical relative clause construction.” 

Along with a few other characteristics, he writes:  

The RC [relative clause] functions as a syntactic modifier of the CA [common 

argument] in the MC [main clause]. At the semantic level, it will normally provide 

information about the CA which assists in focusing -- or restricting -- the reference 

of the CA. This is a ‘restrictive RC’.... Alternatively, the RC may provide further, 

background, information about a CA which is already uniquely identified (say, if it 

is a pronoun or a proper name). This is a ‘non-restrictive RC’.... (2010: 314) 

Andrews draws a distinction between relative clauses, which he considers to be 

inherently restrictive, and “nonrestrictive relatives” (2007: 206).  He defines relative 

clauses to be inherently restrictive, but acknowledges that in some languages "the same 

construction seems able to function as both a relative clause and as a nonrestrictive 

relative..." (2007: 206-207). Andrews seems to conflate concepts of a clause which is 

syntactically dependent on a head noun phrase with the semantic role of restriction 

("delimit... by specifying...") but if languages such as Japanese (Andrews 2007: 207) and 

Majang (Joswig forthcoming) use the same construction for both (restrictive) relative 

clauses and "nonrestrictive relatives" (per Andrews' terminology), perhaps Andrews' 

definition is too narrow. 

Fabricus-Hansen & Ramm state:  

... while there seems to be general consensus as to the syntactic-semantic analysis 

of the canonical restrictive relative clause this, to the best of our knowledge, does 

not hold for the non-restrictive varieties. It is not quite clear what their syntactic 

status is, e.g., whether they should be considered adjuncts to the noun (or 

determiner) phrase or to the matrix clause itself, nor is it clear how their semantic 

contribution should be accounted for compositionally. (2008: 14) 
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While matters of the semantic contributions of non-restrictive relative clauses may 

not be straightforward, I argue that non-restrictive clauses in Suri are, syntactically, 

modifiers of the head nouns which they follow. They may fill the syntactic slot of a 

modifier within a noun phrase, just as restrictive relative clauses may. Suri relative clauses, 

both restrictive and non-restrictive, are described in chapter 6. 
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5 NON-CLAUSAL NOUN MODIFICATION CONSTRUCTIONS 

Chapter 6 describes how nouns are modified by relative clauses, whereas this 

chapter describes how nouns are modified by words which do not form a relative clause. 

Section 5.1 describes how nouns are modified by genitive-case nouns. Section 5.2 

describes how possessed nouns are modified by possessive pronouns. Section 5.3 explains 

how different types of adjectives modify nouns. Section 5.4 describes how numerals 

modify nouns.  Section 5.5 deals with two indefinite words which sometimes modify the 

head of a noun phrase and other times function as the head of a noun phrase. The chapter 

concludes in Section 5.6 with a description of a small class of general pronouns that 

function as heads of noun phrases. 

5.1 Genitive noun constructions 

When common nouns are modified with a genitive-case noun, the head noun is 

marked with =a ‘RSTR’ and the modifying noun is marked with a genitive case suffix.66 If 

the modifier is a common noun ending in a vowel or approximate, the case suffix is realized 

as -ny, as in (82). 

                                                 
66 As mentioned in section 4.1, genitive noun constructions not following this pattern have yet to be found in 

narrative texts but have been found in expository texts. 
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(82) Na ogu bhɛa komoruny... 67 

na og-u bhɛ=a [komoruy-ny]  

CCN go-3SG.PFV place=RSTR [leader-GEN] 

‘He went to (the) leader’s place...’ BC 2.2.a 

If the modifier is a common noun ending in a consonant, the case suffix is realized as -uny, 

as in (83).68 

(83) ... na amɛ kɛginyaa dusuny. 

na am-ɛ kɛginya=a [dus-uny] 

CCN eat-3PL.IPVF wild_animals=RSTR [brushland-GEN] 

‘... they ate wild animals of (the) brushland.’ DS 3.15b 

When proper nouns are marked for genitive case, sometimes the same pattern which 

applies to common nouns is followed, as seen in (84).  

(84) ... sɛrɛu komorumoa Shawuyny. 

sɛrɛ-u komorumo=a [Shawuy-ny] 

take_over-3SG.PFV leadership=RSTR [Shawuy-GEN] 

‘... he took over Shuwuy’s leadership.’ DC 2.10.c 

Other times a different pattern is employed for proper nouns. In this pattern, the head noun 

is still marked with =a ‘RSTR’, but proper nouns ending in a vowel are unmarked for case, 

as in (85), while those ending in a consonant are marked for genitive case with -i (Bryant 

1999: 53-54). I found no examples of the latter form in my corpus, but an example can be 

seen in (86).  

(85) ... Ngabal sawa ruma Ngadɔsa... 

Ngabal saw-a rum=a [Ngadɔsa-Ø] 

Ngabal smell.PFV-3SG.PFV cloth=RSTR [Ngadɔsa-GEN] 

‘... Ngabal smelled Ngadɔsa’s cloth...’ WD 1.2b 

                                                 
67 Throughout this chapter, I present the noun modification construction in bold and place brackets around 

the modifier. 
68 I leave it to others to discuss whether -uny or -ny is the underlying form. 
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(86) A dadaba Bartagisi. 

a dadab=a [Bartagis-i] 

COP.3SG.IPFV book=RSTR [Bartagis-GEN] 

‘It is Bartagis’ book.’ (Bryant 1999: 54) 

A mix of patterns can be seen in (87); shigin ‘Hartebeest’ is marked with the 

genitive case suffix -uny while dɔlmɛ ‘Frog’ is unmarked. 69  

(87) Lɔga shiginuny ko ga dɔlmɛ70 

lɔg=a [shigin-uny] ko g=a [dɔlmɛ-Ø] 

words=RSTR [Hartebeest-GEN] PCN PL=RSTR [Frog-GEN] 

‘(The) words of Hartebeest and those of Frog’ HF 0  

5.2 Possessive pronoun constructions 

Suri possessive pronouns encode properties of the both the possessor and the 

possessed noun. Possessive pronouns are introduced in section 5.2.1. This is followed by 

descriptions of noun phrases in which possessive pronouns modify common nouns (5.2.2), 

kinship terms (5.2.3), nouns inflected for deixis (5.2.4), proper nouns (5.2.5), and 

compound nouns (5.2.6). 

5.2.1 Introduction to possessive pronouns 

In Suri, possessive pronouns encode the number of the possessed noun as well as 

the person and number of the possessor, as in (88) and (89).71  

                                                 
69 It is not clear at this point why there are two patterns for inflecting proper nouns for genitive case. I leave 

that as an area for further study. 
70 Although the names of animal characters in Suri folk tales are usually not capitalized (while other proper 

nouns are), they function as proper nouns and I gloss them accordingly. The corpus reference “HF 0” is used 

to refer to the title of the Hartebeest and Frog text. 
71 This is a common feature of possessive pronouns in Surmic languages (Unseth 1991: 91). 
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(88) bia nanu 

bi=a [nanu] 

cow=RSTR [SGPSD.1SGPSR] 

‘my cow’ HR 6.3 

(89) bea ganyu 

be=a [ganyu] 

cows=RSTR [PLPSD.1SGPSR] 

‘my cows’ (Bryant 2013: 51) 

The fourteen possessive pronouns are presented in Table 9, first in their surface 

structures when they follow a head noun, and then in their underlying forms (given in 

parentheses).72 Further examples of these are provided later in this chapter. 

Table 9: Possessive pronouns (adapted from Bryant (2013: 51)) 

POSSESSOR 

PERSON/NUMBER 

SINGULAR POSSESSED NOUN PLURAL POSSESSED NOUN 

1SG nànu  (nànu) gànyu  (gànyu) 

2SG nùnu  (nùnu or nùːnú) gùnyu  (gùnyu) 

3SG nɛ̀nɛ  (nɛ̀nɛ or nèːné) gɛ̀nyɛ  (gɛ̀nyɛ or gèɲé) 

1PL(EXCL) nayò  (nayò) gayò  (gayò) 

1PL(INCL) nà  (nnà) gà  (ggà) 

2PL nù  (nnù) gù  (ggù) 

3PL nɛ  (nnɛ or nné) gɛ  (ggɛ or ggé) 

Note that when the possessed noun is singular, as in bi ‘cow’ in (88) above, the 

possessive pronoun begins with /n/, and when the possessed noun is plural, as in be ‘cows’ 

in (89) above, the possessive pronoun begins with /g/. 73  According to Bryant, the 

                                                 
72 Where two underlying forms are presented, the first is from Bryant (2013: 51) and the second is from Last 

& Lucassen (1998: 397). Where only one underlying form is presented, Bryant’s data matches Last & 

Lucassen’s data, with ocassional tone differences. 
73 The use of  /n/ to encode ‘singular’ and /g/ to encode ‘plural’ is common throughout Surmic languages 

(Unseth 1991). This is part of a more widespread phenomenon found throughout most of the E. Sudanic 

group and much of the Nilo-Saharan family, in which “a mainly alveolar element” connotes singular and “a 

mainly velar element” connotes plural (Bryan 1968: 169, 214-215). 
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possessive pronouns are comprised of at least two morphemes, the first of which is a 

number clitic which corresponds to the number of the possessed noun (n= ‘SG’ for singular 

possessed nouns, and g= ‘PL’ for plural possessed nouns) (2013: 51).74 Historically, the 

rest of the elements in the possessive pronouns may have encoded distinct pieces of 

information about the the possessor or the possessed item, but this is no longer clear. 

Unseth observes, “The Suri forms maintain the usual Surmic distinctions of marking the 

number of both the possessor and the possessed noun, though the forms show considerable 

reduction” (1991: 96).75 Since the rest of the pronoun is influenced not only by the person 

and number of the possessor, but also by the number of the possessed item (compare, for 

example, -anu in nanu ‘SGPSD.1SGPSR’ with -anyu in ganyu ‘PLPSD.1SGPSR’), I gloss the 

possessive pronouns as one unit, without indicating morpheme breaks. 

Possessive pronouns beginning with a geminated consonant are usually realized 

with a single initial consonant, as in example (90), unless appearing in a compound word 

(Bryant p.c.). 

(90) Na mamashinaa gɛ ɛl ɔrɔ. 

na mamashina=a [gɛ] ɛl-Ø ɔr-ɔ 

CCN mothers=RSTR [PLPSD.3PLPSR] EXIST.PL.IPFV-3.IPFV town-LOC 

‘Their mothers lived in town.’ HR 1.4 

                                                 
74 In Bryant’s analysis, these are the same number clitics discussed in section 3.2 of this thesis. 
75 Unseth notes difficulty in identifying with certainty to which language “Suri” refers, especially in older 

data. Here, he is refering to data from a Southeast Surmic language. While not all of the forms exactly match 

Bryant’s Tirmaga data or Last & Lucassen’s Chai data, it is quite similar and the reduction, in contrast to 

possessive pronouns in other Surmic languages, applies to each of these. 
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5.2.2 Modifying common nouns with possessive pronouns 

When Suri common nouns are modified by possessive pronouns, the head noun is 

marked with the restrictive clitic =a ‘RSTR’ and is followed by a possessive pronoun.76 We 

see that the same strategy is employed whether the possessed noun is singular, as in (91), 

or plural, as in (92). 

(91) ... tɛriya nɛnɛ dɛbu... 

tɛriy=a [nɛnɛ] dɛb-u 

wife=RSTR SGPSD.3SGPSR get.angry-3SG.SIMP 

‘... his wife got angry...’ DS 9.16.b  

(92) ... oyonyaa gɛnyɛ a wush. 

oyonya=a [gɛnyɛ] a wush 

years=RSTR [PLPSD.3SGPSR] COP.3.IPFV four 

‘... her years were four.’ (Free: ‘... she was four years old.’) DS 2.4b 

This construction is used whether the modified noun serves as a subject, as in (91) and (92) 

above, or as an object, as in (93). 

(93) Na kelley iwa tena gɛnyɛ...77 

Na kelley iw-a ten=a [gɛnyɛ] 

CCN rabbit get-3SG.TEMP goats=RSTR PLPSD.3SGPSR 

‘Rabbit got his goats...’ ER 7.1a 

                                                 
76 In this section, the discussion of common nouns is limited to those which are not inflected for deixis. The 

modification of nouns inflected for deixis is discussed in section 5.2.4. 
77 The root of iwa is ibh ‘get’. The [bh] weakens to [β] intervocalically, yielding [iβa], which is expressed 

orthographically as iwa. 
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5.2.3 Modifying kinship terms with possessive pronouns 

When possessive pronouns modify certain kinship terms, such as mama ‘mother’, 

they may be realized as bound-word clitics which attach to their head nouns rather than 

free possessive pronouns which follow their head nouns.78 In such cases, the kinship term 

nouns also take different forms. In (94), the possessive pronoun nɛnɛ ‘SGPSD.3SGPSR’ 

modifies mama ‘mother’ according to the pattern described above for possessive pronouns 

modifying common nouns, with the restrictive clitic =a ‘RSTR’ attaching to the head noun. 

(94) Nɔ dha buga buga ujugɛsɛn mamaa nɛnɛ dhere. 

nɔ dha buga~buga ujug-ɛsɛn  

3SG DM Hyena~hyena throw-3BEN.IPFV 

 

mama=a  [nɛnɛ]  dhere 

mother=RSTR  [SGPSD.3SGPSR] really 

‘And Hyena really threw (in) his mother.’ HR 3.1 

In (95), however, the same relationship is expressed as a single word jɔnɛ ‘his mother’. 

(95) Na ko nɔ kelley kelley ujugɛsɛ jɔnɛ ma...79 

na ko nɔ kelley~kelley ujug-ɛsɛ-Ø  

CCN PCN 3SG.DM Rabbit~rabbit throw-3BEN.PFV-3SG.PFV 

 

jɔ=nɛ    ma  

mother.3SGPSR=SGPSD.3SGPSR waters 

‘And then Rabbit threw his mother (into) (the) waters...’ HR 3.3 

                                                 
78 These shortened forms belong to the same category as full possessive pronouns and are in complementary 

distribution with them. 
79 The benefactive suffix -ɛsɛ ‘3BEN.PFV’ causes the singular subject marking on the verb to be null. Word 

order makes it clear that the subject is Rabbit (cf. Bryant 2013: 62-63). 
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Kinship terms which can be modified in this alternate way take different forms 

depending on the number of the possessor.80 In example (96), we see that the singular baba 

‘father’ takes alternate forms when presented with a second- or third-person possessor and 

that the possessor is indicated as a clitic rather than as a free possessive pronoun. 

(96) (a) bàba=a  [nànu] (b) bàba=a  [nayò] 

 father=RSTR [SGPSD.1SGPSR]  father=RSTR [SGPSD.1PLEXPSR] 

 ‘my father’ (Bryant 2013: 51)  ‘our (EXCL) father’ (Bryant forthcoming) 

 

(c) chogo=nu  (d) chogung=gù 

 father.2SGPSR=SGPSD.2SGPSR  father.2PLPSR=SGPSD.2PLPSR 

 ‘your (SG) father’ (Bryant 2013: 50)  ‘your (PL) father’ (Bryant 2013: 50) 

 

(e) chɔgɔ=nɛ  (f) chɔging=gɛ̀ 

 father.3SGPSR=SGPSD.3SGPSR  father.3PLPSR=SGPSD.3PLPSR 

 ‘his father’ (Bryant 2013: 50)  ‘their father’ (Bryant 2013: 50) 

Note that in these cliticized forms the person and number of the possessor determine not 

only the clitic, but also the form of the word to which the clitic attaches. For example, 

compare chogo in (96) (c) with chɔgɔ in (96) (e).81 The plural form babachina ‘fathers’, 

however, retains its form regardless of the possessor, as seen in (97). 

                                                 
80 This is a feature found in several Surmic languages (Unseth 1991: 91). 
81 Discussing the underlying forms and morphophonemic processes is beyond the scope of this thesis. A 

quick comparison of the forms for ‘father’ against the corresponding forms for ‘mother’ (e.g. in (99)) shows 

the morphophonemic processes are complex. 
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(97) (a) bàbachina=a gànyu 

 fathers=RSTR PLPSD.1SGPSR 

 ‘my fathers’ (Bryant 2013: 51) 

 

(b) bàbachina=a  gùnyu 

 fathers=RSTR PLPSD.2SGPSR 

 ‘your (SG) fathers’ (Bryant 2013: 51) 

 

(c) bàbachina=a  gɛ̀nyɛ 

 fathers=RSTR PLPSD.3SGPSR 

 ‘his fathers’ (Bryant 2013: 51) 

These shorter forms have been observed for close kinship terms such as mother, 

father, sister, and brother (Bryant 2013: 50). According to Bryant, the cliticized forms are 

not possible with first person possession (2013: 50). This holds true in my corpus. Bryant 

also claims that if the kinship term is plural, cliticized forms do not appear. However, the 

folk tale Hyena and Rabbit contains both constructions for ‘mothers’, as seen in (98) and 

(99). 

(98) ... na ibhta mamashinaa gɛ... 

na ibh-t-a mamashina=a gɛ 

CCN hold-PL.PFV-3PL.TEMP mothers=RSTR PLPSD.3PLPSR 

‘... they took hold (of) their mothers...’ HR 2.3b 

(99) Na ujuktɛsɛ jugɛ ma. 

na ujuk-t-ɛsɛ-Ø ju=gɛ ma 

CCN throw-PL.PFV-3BEN.PFV-3PL.PFV mothers=PLPSD.3PLPSR waters 

‘They threw their mothers (into) (the) waters.’ HR 2.6 

In (100) and (101) mamaa nunu and junu both express ‘your (SG) mother’.  
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(100) “Ye, dha bere ke inye mamaa nunu irogiyu kɛr.” 

ye dha bere ke-Ø inye mama=a [nunu]  

yes DM PAST seem-3SG 2SG mother=RSTR [SGPSD.2SGPSR]  

 

irogiy-u  kɛr  

tend-2SG.TEMP well 

‘“Ah, yes, it seems you tended your mother well.”’ HR 3.2 

(101) “Ay, inye dha bere junu ngani irogiyto dhul.” 

ay inye dha bere ju=nu  

no 2SG DM PAST mother=SGPSD.2SGPSR  

 

ngani irogiy-Ø-to  dhul  

NEG  tend-2SG.IRR-NEG.VF at_all 

‘“Ah, you did not tend your mother at all.”’ HR 3.5 

Perhaps the decision to use one form over the other is a matter of discourse. There 

seems to be a tendency for the longer forms to be used for the first reference in a paragraph 

and the shorter forms to be used later in the paragraph. 

5.2.4 Modifying nouns inflected for deixis with possessive pronouns 

When a head noun which has been inflected for deixis, such as ngamaya ‘these 

waters’ in (102), is modified by a possessive pronoun, the head noun takes no further 

marking and the possessive pronoun is marked with =te ‘NRSTR’.82 

                                                 
82 As might be expected, this is a quite rare construction. In fact, it only appears once in my corpus. But as 

Elephant and Rabbit is a well-edited text, the construction is worth considering.  It is also worth considering 

in light of other instances of possessive pronouns marked with the non-restrictive clitic, such as those 

discussed in section 5.2.5. Inflection for deixis is discussed in section 3.1.3. 
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(102) “Bhɛgagany ngamaya ganyde ngaa dir....” 83 

bhɛg-ag-any-Ø nga-ma-ya [gany=de]  

guard-1/2BEN-1SG.OBJ-2SG.IRR DEM-waters-NEAR [PLPSD.1SGPSR=NRSTR] 

 

ngaa dir 

here long.time 

‘“Guard here for me these waters of mine for a long time....”’ ER 1.4c 

Inflecting for deixis inherently restricts a noun. A possessive pronoun relates a noun 

to its possessor, and in that process often has a restrictive role. However, in (102) above, 

ganyu ‘PLPSD.1SGPSR’ does not have a restrictive role. The demonstrative construction 

ngamaya ‘these waters’ makes clear what body of water is being refered to, while the 

possessive pronoun ganyu ‘PLPSD.1SGPSR’ either adds the information that the water 

belongs to Elephant or draws attention to that possession, providing the basis of authority 

for Elephant to charge Monitor Lizard to guard the water. Thus, it is not surprising that the 

possessive pronoun is marked with the non-restrictive clitic =te rather than the restrictive 

clitic =a. A similar phenomenon is discussed in section 5.2.5 below. 

5.2.5 Modifying proper nouns with possessive pronouns 

Possessive pronouns occasionally modify proper nouns. In such constructions, both 

the proper noun and the possessive pronoun are marked with =te, as in (103). 

                                                 
83  Note that the final vowel of the possessive pronoun deletes before the clitic attaches. Thus, ganyu 

‘PLPSD.1SGPSR’+ =te ‘NRSTR’ becomes ganyde in (102). Otherwise, *ganyuye would be expected. 
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(103) “Ok yogɛsɛniso ngɔrɔngɔrɔye nunde na rogono kamaktɛo.” 

ok yog-ɛsɛn-i-so ngɔrɔ~ngɔrɔ=ye [nun=de] 

go tell-3BEN-??-?? elephant~elephant=NRSTR [SGPSD.2SGPSR=NRSTR] 

 

na  rogono ka-mak-t-ɛ-o 

CCN   tomorrow 1-wrestle-PL.PFV-RA-1EX.IRR 

‘“Go tell your Elephant, and tomorrow let us wrestle each other.”’ ER 3.1b 

When modifying a proper noun, the possessive pronoun does not serve as a 

restrictor (there are generally no smaller subsets within a set labeled by a proper noun); it 

rather provides additional information. In (103) above, Elephant is already an established 

character and doesn’t belong to Monitor Lizard, and yet Rabbit refers to ngɔngɔrɔye nunde 

‘your Elephant’.84 In dialogue, such a construction tends to have a pejorative sense as it 

downplays the importance of the referent (Michael Bryant, personal communication). In 

(103), the possessive pronoun has at least a distancing function (e.g. “he’s your elephant, 

not mine”).  

5.2.6 Modifying compound nouns with possessive pronouns 

Recall from section 3.3 that compound nouns can be employed to represent part-

whole relationships, and that in such constructions the part follows the whole, as in (104), 

copied here from (80). 

                                                 
84 In Elephant and Rabbit, as in many Suri folk tales, the main characters are identified by their species names, 

but these labels serve as proper nouns rather than common nouns. This is evident in the way they are presented. 

They appear without introductory material, as if they are already known participants. They do not appear in 

constructions such as, “There was a certain man named...” like humans often do. They are more human-like 

than the common noun animals such as goats and cattle which also appear in many folk tales. 
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(104) Na heo ilob bi kɛrɛ “dhok dhok.” 

na heo ilob-Ø-Ø bi kɛrɛ dhok dhok 

CCN so pound-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV cow horn knock knock 

‘He seemed to pound (the) cow horn, “knock knock.”’ HR 6.10 

It is possible for the first constituent of a compound noun to be modified by a 

possessive pronoun. When this happens, the pronoun immediately follows the first 

constituent, coming between the two constituents of the compound noun, as in (105). 

(105) “Ye, anye ngakamio tilaa kujoni bia nanu kɛrɛyɔ?”85 

ye anye  nga-k-am-i-o  tila=a k-uj-on-i 

oh 1SG NEG.IPFV-1-eat-1SG.IPFV-NEG porridge=RSTR PASS-hit-MT-ADJV 

 

bi=a  [nanu] kɛrɛy-ɔ 

cow=RSTR [SGPSD.1SGPSR] horn-OBL 

‘“Oh, am I not eating hit-from-my-cow’s horn porridge?”’ HR 6.3 

It is highly unusual for a compound noun to be penetrated by a modifier,86 but this 

construction preserves both the normal order for compound words (whole-part, bi kɛrɛ 

‘cow horn’) and the normal order for noun modification (head-modifier, bi=a nanu ‘my 

cow’). In (105) above, kɛrɛy ‘horn’ is part of bi ‘cow’, and the restrictive modification bia 

nanu ‘my cow’ clarifies of which cow the horn is a part. Thus, bi=a nanu ‘my cow’ still 

functions as the first constituent of the compound noun. In keeping with phrase-final case 

marking in Suri, the second constituent of the compound, kɛrɛy-ɔ ‘horn-OBL’, carries 

                                                 
85 This example comes from the folk tale Hyena and Rabbit, in which Rabbit pretends to obtain porridge 

from his cow’s horn. This sentence is quite complex, containing a rhetorical question with a negated verb as 

well as a passive verb phrase which has been adjectivized to serve as the modifier of the object of the matrix 

clause verb. The focus in this section is on the compound noun and the possessive pronoun. The adjectivized 

verb phrase is discussed in section 5.3.1. 
86 Syntactic impenetrability and inseparability are standard syntactic criteria for distinguishing compounds 

from phrases (Lieber & Štekauer (2009: 8, 11), but as other “universal rules” in linguistics are occasionally 

violated, I am comfortable maintaining my analysis while noting the rarity of such a phenomenon. 
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oblique case inflection for the compound as a whole, indicating the compound’s function 

in the matrix clause.  

This same construction is seen in (106), where kakaa nanu ‘my grandmother’ 

functions as the first constituent, refering to the whole of which kawarɛ ‘eyes’ is a part. 

(106) “Nɔ kakaa nanu kawarɛ a chagi.”87 

nɔ kaka=a [nanu] kawarɛ  

3SG.DM grandmother=RSTR [SGPSD.1SGPSR] eyes  

 

a  chag-i 

COP.3.IPFV  be_green-ADJV 

‘“But my grandmother’s eyes are green.”’ DS 8.3b 

5.3 Adjectival constructions 

Two types of adjectives are described in the following subsections. Section 5.3.1 

deals with adjectives derived from verb roots, while 5.3.2 deals with non-derived adjectives. 

5.3.1 Derived adjectives 

Most adjectives are derived from stative verb roots, and are formed by affixing -i 

‘ADJV’ to the root.88 Such adjectives can serve as attributive copular complements, as 

discussed in section 2.5.4. Derived adjectives can also serve directly as modifiers of head 

nouns. In such cases, the head noun is marked with either =a ‘RSTR’, as in (107), or =te 

‘NRSTR’, as in (108), and the adjective follows with no additional marking. 

                                                 
87 In Suri, saying one’s eyes are green means one is blind. 
88 Stative verb roots form the base of many modifiers in Suri, both adjectival and verbal. Verbal modifiers 

based on stative verb roots are discussed in sections 6.1 and 6.2. 
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(107) Na komoru tɔgɛsɛ bia hɔli... 

na  komoru  tɔg-ɛsɛ bi=a  [hɔl-i] 

CCN leader herd-3BEN cow=RSTR [be_white-ADJV] 

‘(The) leader herded (a) white cow to him...’ BC 8.6a 

(108) Nɔ ngabɛrguonu beye mɛri ninggɛ.89 

nɔ nga-bɛrgu-onu be=ye [mɛr-i] ninggɛ 

3SG DEM-time-FAR cattle=NRSTR [be_many-ADJV] NEG.EXIST 

‘But at that time there were not many cattle.’ DS 3.8 

While most adjectives are derived from stative verb roots such as hɔl ‘be_white’ in 

(107), non-stative verb roots can also take the derivational suffix -i ‘ADJV’. In (109) below, 

the non-stative verb root madh ‘teach’ takes -i ‘ADJV’ and follows hir=a ‘person=RSTR’ to 

form ‘teacher’. 

(109) “... na dhakiy hira madhi ni!” 

na  dhak-iy hir=a [madh-i]  ni 

CCN hit-1PLOBJ person=RSTR [teach-ADJV] RM 

‘“... (the) teaching person will hit us!’” 

Free translation: ‘“... (the) teacher will hit us!”’ WD 3.3c 

Derived adjectives do not exhibit number agreement with their heads. Examples 

(107) and (109) have singular heads, while examples (108) and (110) have plural heads. In 

each case, the adjective consists of only a root plus the adjectival suffix -i ‘ADJV’. 

(110) zuk=te [mushug-i] 

people= NRSTR [be_few-ADJV] 

‘(a) few people’ DS 6.13a 

Derived adjectives may retain some verbal inflection, as seen in (111), where a 

passive verb kujon ‘was hit’ takes the adjectivizing affix. Here, the entire verb phrase (the 

                                                 
89 The [t] in the nonrestrictive relator clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ is subject to consonant weakening intervocalically, 

resulting in =ye. 
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verb plus the oblique argument) becomes an adjective by means of the derivational -i ‘ADJV’ 

affixing to the verb. 

(111) “Ye, anye ngakamio tilaa kujoni bia nanu kɛrɛyɔ?”90  

ye anye  nga-k-am-i-o  tila=a [k-uj-on-i 

oh 1SG NEG.IPFV-1-eat-1SG.IPFV-NEG porridge=RSTR [PASS-hit-MT-ADJV 

 

bi=a  nanu kɛrɛy-ɔ] 

cow=RSTR SGPSD.1SGPSR horn-OBL] 

‘“Oh, am I not eating hit-from-my-cow’s horn porridge?”’ HR 6.3 

5.3.2 Non-derived adjectives 

While most adjectives are uninflected for number, there are at least two pairs of 

adjectives in Suri which do agree in number with their heads: chinyi/chichi ‘small’ and 

bu/bibi ‘big’ (Bryant 1999: 74-75).91 Examples (112) - (115) illustrate each of these in 

attributive clauses. 

(112) Na nɔ ngakoleonu anye kani chinyi.  

na nɔ nga-kole-onu anye k-an-i chinyi 

CCN 3SG DEM-time-FAR 1SG 1-COP.IPFV-1SG.IPFV small.SG 

‘Now (at) that time I was small.’ DS 1.6 

(113) Ngagiya a chichi. 

nga-gi=ya a chichi 

DEM-PL=NEAR COP.3.IPFV small.PL 

‘These are small.’ (Bryant 1999: 75) 

                                                 
90 The modified compound noun bia nanu kɛrɛy ‘my cow’s horn’ is discussed in section 5.2.6 (see example 

(105)). 
91 Note that the plural forms chichi ‘small.PL’ and bibi ‘big.PL’ include reduplication of the initial phonemes 

([ch] and [b]) of their singular counterparts. Given the lack of number agreement for other non-clausal 

modifiers, it is difficult to comment on the productivity of reduplication in Suri. 
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(114) Hiri a bu. 

hiri a bu 

person COP.3.IPFV big.SG 

‘(The) person is big.’ (Last & Lucassen 1998: 400) 

(115) Ngagiya a bibi. 

nga-gi=ya a bibi 

DEM-PL=NEAR COP.3.IPFV big.PL 

‘These are big.’ (Bryant 1999: 75) 

These adjectives can also fill the dependent slot in a noun phrase. In (116), bu 

‘big.SG’ modifies the noun phrase biye hir konuny ‘someone’s cow’. The resulting noun 

phrase serves as the object of orɛ ‘they found’. 

(116) ... na orɛ biye hir konuny bu gore...92 

na or-ɛ bi=ye hir kon-uny [bu] gore 

CCN find-3PL.IPFV cow=NRSTR person SPEC.SG-GEN [big.SG] INTNS 

‘... they found someone’s really big cow...’ (Daniel Bambu 2013:166) 

Bryant indicates that although three of these four ‘big/small’ words end in [-i], this 

should not be considered to be the adjectival suffix -i ‘ADJV’ but rather part of the inflected 

stem (1999: 74). This claim is supported by the fact that the plural forms clearly retain [-i] 

when marked with the relator clitic =a ‘RSTR’, as seen in (117). 

                                                 
92 My apologies for a complicated example here. Simple constructions involving bu ‘big.SG’ (or one of its 

counterparts) directly following a noun are scarce in my corpus and other available data. The co-occurance 

of multiple modifiers is discussed in section 6.4. 
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(117) Na lɔm nyagarinyaa chichia ko ga bibia.93 

na lɔm-Ø nyagarinya=a [chichi=a] 

CCN have-3SG.IPFV airplanes=RSTR [small.PL=RSTR] 

 

ko g=a [bibi=a]  

PCN PL=RSTR [big.PL=RSTR] 

‘There are small airplanes and big ones.’ (Bryant 1999: 75) 

5.4 Numerals 

Numerals may modify nouns both clausally and non-clausally.94 When numerals 

modify nouns in non-clausal constructions, they follow their head nouns directly, without 

either constituent being marked with a relator clitic, as seen in (118) and (119). In (118), 

wush ‘four’ immediately follows erro ‘children’ to form the object noun phrase erro wush 

‘four children’. In (119), dhɔnɛ ‘one’ immediately follows tagi ‘month’ to form the adjunct 

noun phrase tagi dhɔnɛ ‘one month’. Note the absence of the relator clitics =a ‘RSTR’ and 

=te ‘NRSTR’. 

(118) Na wurtɔ mama hudhugo erro wush... 

na wurtɔ mama hudhug-o erro [wush] 

CCN afterwards Mother birth-??? children [four] 

‘Afterwards, Mother birthed four children...’ DS 3.1a 

(119) Na koo kɛtɛwa Jawagiye tagi dhɔnɛ. 

na koo kɛ-tɛ-(w)a Jawa-giye tagi [dhɔnɛ] 

CCN then 1-EXIST.SG.PFV-1SG.SIMP Jeba-LOC month [one] 

‘Then I was in Jeba one month.’ DS 9.6 

                                                 
93 The modification constructions in this sentence may be better analyzed as relative clauses, with the gloss 

‘There are airplanes which are small and ones which are big.’ (Restrictive relative clauses are discussed in 

section 6.1.) Here, I follow Bryant’s analysis of adjectival constructions. Neither analysis interferes with the 

observation that [-i] is retained when the modifiers are marked with a clitic. 
94 Clausal constructions involving numerals are discussed in section 6.3. 
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Numerals can also function substantivally, serving directly as arguments, as seen 

in (120), where raman ‘two’ is the subject of ergi ‘died’, and in (121), where dhɔnɛ ‘one’ 

is the object of kamaga ‘I grabbed’. 

(120) ... na raman ergi sɛgɛn. 

na raman er-gi sɛgɛn 

CCN two die-??? also 

‘... and two also died.’ DS 3.1b 

(121) Na kamaga dhɔnɛ na kuso. 

na ka-mag-a dhɔnɛ na k-us-Ø-o 

CCN 1-grab-1SG.TEMP one CCN 1-eat.PFV-3SG.OBJ-1EX.TEMP 

‘I grabbed one and we ate it.’ DS 6.3 

5.5 Specific indefinite articles 

Suri has two specific indefinite articles kon ‘SPEC.SG’ and gen ‘SPEC.PL’ which 

sometimes function as modifiers in noun phrases and other times function as pronouns.95 

These may appear in the modifier slot following a head noun and are often marked with 

the restrictive clitic =a ‘RSTR’, as in (122). 

(122) Na kali [kon=a] ɛsɛdh-t-a lɔk [gen=a] 

CCN day [SPEC.SG=RSTR] think.PFV-PL.PFV-3PL.TEMP words [SPEC.PL=RSTR] 

 ‘One day they thought some words’ HR 2.1a 

The specific indefinite article kon ‘SPEC.SG’ collocates with singular head nouns 

while gen ‘SPEC.PL’ collocates with plural head nouns, resulting in constructions such as 

kali kon=a ‘one day’ and lɔk gen=a ‘some words’, both illustrated in (122).  

                                                 
95 Haspelmath (1997), Lyons (1999), and Kroeger (2018 and personal communications) each helped shape 

my understanding of specificity and indefiniteness and contributed to my categorizing kon and gen as specific 

indefinite articles. 
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While the specific indefinite articles share some traits with adjectival modifiers, 

there are some differences as well. Head nouns modified by a specific indefinite article are 

not marked with relator clitics. The articles themselves are optionally marked with the 

restrictive relator clitic =a ‘RSTR’. Example (122) illustrates both kon ‘SPEC.SG’ and gen 

‘SPEC.PL’ marked with =a ‘RSTR’, while (123) illustrates an unmarked gen ‘SPEC.PL’. 

(123) Na yogo lɔg gen... 

na yog-o lɔg [gen] 

CCN speak-3PL.IRR words [SPEC.PL] 

‘They speak some words...’ (Daniel Bambu 2013: 122) 

A noun phrase with kon or gen may serve as an adjunct such as kali kona ‘one day’ 

in (122), an object such as lɔg gen ‘ some words’ in (123), or a subject such as tɔng kona 

‘a goat’ in (124). 

(124) Na kali kona tɔng kona garu. 

na kali [kon=a] tɔng [kon=a] gar-u 

CCN day SPEC.SG=RSTR goat [SPEC.SG=RSTR] disappear-3SG.SIMP 

‘One day a goat disappeared.’ DS 4.3 

A noun phrase containing kon or gen as a modifier may also serve as a postposed 

subject, as seen in (125).96 

(125) ... bere kɔdhaganyi ꞉Gɔlay konnɔ ngasarra... 

bere kɔdhag-Ø anyi ꞉-Gɔlay [kon(n)]-ɔ  

PAST name-3SG.IPFV 1SG PVS-Highlander [SPEC.SG]-MKD.NOM 

 

nga-sar-ra 

DEM-name-NEAR 

‘... a Highlander named me this name...’ DS 9.28 

                                                 
96 The post-verbal subject is the noun phrase Gɔlay kon ‘a (specific) Highlander’. The post-verbal subject 

marking -ɔ ‘PVS’ affixes to the end of the noun phrase while the orthographic marking ꞉ ‘PVS’ (indicating any 

tone changes needed because the subject is post-verbal) marks the beginning of the noun phrase. 
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Unlike other modifiers, kon ‘SPEC.SG’ and gen ‘SPEC.PL’ may stand alone as 

arguments in a clause, functioning as pronouns. In (126) kon=a ‘SPEC.SG=RSTR’ serves as 

a subject, and in (127) it serves as an object. 

(126) Na wurtɔ kona garu... 

na wurtɔ kon=a gar-u 

CCN afterwards SPEC.SG=RSTR disappear-3SG.SIMP 

‘Afterwards, another disappeared...’ DS 4.6a 

(127) Na kindɛsɛ kona sɛgɛn. 

na k-ind-ɛsɛ-Ø kon=a sɛgɛn 

CCN 1-slaughter-3BEN.PFV-SG.PFV SPEC.SG=RSTR also 

‘I also slaughtered her another.’ DS 5.15 

The specific indefinite articles can also serve as post-verbal subjects, as in (128) - (130). 

(128) Nɔ elinɛ ːkonnɔ chi. 

nɔ eli-nɛ-Ø ꞉-kɔn(n)-ɔ chi 

3SG call-APASS.3.IPFV-3SG PVS-SPEC.SG-MKD.NOM actually 

‘But another actually called.’ HF 4.5 

(129) Yɔ dha elinɛ ːgenne chi. 

yɔ dha eli-nɛ-Ø ꞉-gen(n)-e chi 

3PL surprisingly call-APASS.3.IPFV-3PL PVS-SPEC.PL-MKD.NOM actually 

‘But surprisingly others actually called.’ HF 4.11 

(130) “... Na hunde mat ꞉konnɔye yogogonydɔ.” 

 

na hunde mat-Ø-Ø ꞉-kon(n)-ɔ=ye 

CCN COND drink-3PL.OBJ-3SG.IPFV PVS-SPEC.SG-MKD.NOM=SUBORD 

 

yog-og-ony-Ø-dɔ 

tell-1BEN-1SG.OBJ-2SG.IRR-VF.IRR 

‘“... If someone drinks them, tell me.”’ ER 1.5 

The primary function of the specific indefinite articles kon ‘SPEC.SG’ and gen 

‘SPEC.PL’ is to indicate that the speaker has a particular referent in mind, but the referent’s 

identity is not made explicit, nor is the hearer expected to be able to identify the particular 
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referent. The hearer knows that the field has been limited to a particular subset, but may 

not know which subset. Sometimes the ‘indefinite’ component is more salient, as in kali 

kona ‘one day’ in (122). In such cases, kon is generally translated as ‘a’ or ‘one’ in English, 

and gen is translated as ‘some’. The articles are also useful if there is not a simple label for 

the broader set which kon or gen is used to narrow. Such is the case in (130), which is in a 

folk tale with a variety of animal participants. It would be hard for Elephant, the speaker 

of the utterance, to predict what sort of animal might drink his waters, nor would he care 

who drank them, just that someone had without his permission. 

The specific indefinite articles can also carry the secondary function of indicating 

another subset of a set already introduced, as in (126) and (127). In such cases, kon ‘SPEC.SG’ 

is generally translated as ‘another’ in English, and gen is translated as ‘other(s)’.  

Consider (131) and (132), copied from (124) and (126) above:  

(131) Na kali kona tɔng kona garu. 

na kali [kon=a] tɔng [kon=a] gar-u 

CCN day SPEC.SG=RSTR goat [SPEC.SG=RSTR] disappear-3SG.SIMP 

‘One day a goat disappeared.’ DS 4.3 

(132) Na wurtɔ kona garu... 

na wurtɔ kon=a gar-u 

CCN wurtɔ SPEC.SG=RSTR disappear-3SG.SIMP 

‘Afterwards, another disappeared...’ DS 4.6a 

Both of these examples come from the same paragraph in Daniel’s Story. In (131), one 

goat disappeared, and there kon ‘SPEC.SG’ primarily carries the sense of ‘indefinite’. The 

narrator had been tending goats, and one of them disappeared. It does not matter to the 
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story which goat disappeared. In (132), a second goat is referenced, and there kon ‘SPEC.SG’ 

carries the sense of ‘another’. 

The specific indefinite articles tend to appear near the beginning of discourse 

segments. Bryant writes, “In texts, the indefinite pronouns are often used in presentational 

sentences to introduce new participants or ideas to the listener” (2013: 52).97 In my corpus 

of narrative texts, kali kona ‘one day’ occurs about as frequently as all the other 

constructions involving kon or gen put together, and usually introduces a new episode 

and/or an inciting incident. About twenty percent of the constructions involving kon or gen 

are used to introduce or differentiate another subset of a set which has already had a subset 

introduced, carrying the sense of ‘other/another’ as well as introducing a new participant 

or non-participant referent. Only about fifteen percent of the specific indefinite 

constructions carried only the sense of ‘indefinite’ without any clear discourse-level 

function. 

5.6 General pronouns 

The bound word clitics n= ‘SG’ and g= ‘PL’ can serve as the head of modified noun 

phrases. In such cases they function pronominally, indicating only the number (singular or 

plural) of their antecedents, and are joined with a relator clitic, either =a ‘RSTR’ or =te 

‘NRSTR’, as shown in Table 10.  

                                                 
97 Bryant uses the term “indefinite pronouns” for what I refer to as “specific indefinite articles.” While they 

do sometimes function pronominally, their ability to fill the modifier slot in a noun phrase has led me to stray 

from Bryant’s terminology. 
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Table 10: General pronouns (modified from Bryant (2013: 52)) 

 Singular Plural 

Restrictive na (n= =a) ga (g= =a) 

Non-restrictive inde (i-n= =te) 98 ge (g= =te) 

These four pronouns are employed in both non-clausal and clausal modification 

constructions. Non-clausal constructions involving these pronouns are discussed here, 

while clausal counterparts are discussed in chapter 6. 

The plural restricted general pronoun ga ‘PL=RSTR’ often appears in titles, as in 

(133) and (134). 

(133) Ngagiya a lɔga buga buga ko ga kelley kelley.99 

nga-gi=ya a  lɔg=a [buga~buga-Ø]  

DEM-PL=NEAR COP.3.IPFV words=RSTR [hyena~hyena-GEN]  

 

ko g=a  [kelley~kelley-Ø]  

PCN PL=RSTR [rabbit~rabbit-GEN] 

‘These are (the) words of Hyena and (the) ones of Rabbit.’  

(Free: ‘This is the story of Hyena and of Rabbit.’) HR 1.1 

(134) Lɔga shiginuny ko ga dɔlmɛ 

lɔg=a [shigin-uny] ko g=a [dɔlmɛ-Ø] 

words=RSTR [Hartebeest-GEN] PCN PL=RSTR [Frog-GEN] 

‘(The) words of Hartebeest and those of Frog’ HF 0  

Bryant refers to the four words in Table 10 as “relative pronouns” (2013: 52). They 

do indeed function pronominally, but they are not prototypical relative pronouns. They 

                                                 
98  Bryant notes: “A word initial [i] occurs [due] to phonological pattern pressure. The suffix is also 

phonologically conditioned by the ‘consonant assimilation’ and ‘t-deletion or -weakening’ rules” (2013: 52, 

fn. 38). 
99 Note that here buga buga ‘Hyena’ and kelley kelley ‘Rabbit’ function as proper nouns not common nouns, 

and therefore follow the usual pattern for proper nouns ending with a vowel or approximate, taking the null 

genitive case marker. Constructions involving lɔg=a ‘words=RSTR’ plus a genitive case noun can refer to 

words spoken by that noun, words concerning that noun, the situation or matter of that noun, or the question 

of that noun. 
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appear as constituents in matrix clauses, rather than as relative clause-level pronouns 

refering back to matrix-level nominal antecedents. They often serve as heads of relative 

clauses and they include the relator clitics; perhaps it is in this sense that they are termed 

“relative pronouns.”  
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6 CLAUSAL MODIFICATION CONSTRUCTIONS 

Suri nouns are also modified by relative clauses. As with other modifiers in Suri, 

relative clauses may be either restrictive or non-restrictive. Relative clauses follow the 

same pattern of non-clausal modifiers, with the use of the clitic =a ‘RSTR’ to indicate a 

restrictive relationship and the use of the clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ to indicate a non-restrictive 

relationship. Both relative clause constructions employ the gap strategy, with verbs within 

the relative clause being fully inflected. Restrictive relative clauses are discussed in section 

6.1, while non-restrictive relative clauses are discussed in section 6.2. Copular relative 

clause constructions, which may be either restrictive or non-restrictive, are discussed in 

section 6.3. Constructions involving multiple modifiers are discussed in section 6.4. 

6.1 Restrictive relative clauses 

This section describes the structure, distribution, and functions of restrictive 

relative clauses. 

6.1.1 Structure of restrictive relative clauses 

A restrictive relationship between a relative clause and its head is indicated with 

the restrictive clitic =a ‘RSTR’. This parallels the non-clausal restrictive modification 
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constructions discussed in Chapter 5. In restrictive relative clauses, this clitic =a ‘RSTR’ 

attaches to both the head and to the verbs within the relative clause, as seen in (135). 

(135) ... na basɛ zuga lɔmɛa beo ko tenɔ sɔng. 100 

na bas-ɛ  ꞉-zug=a [Ø lɔm-ɛ=a beo  

CCN live-3PL.IPFV PVS-people=RSTR [Ø have-3PL.IPFV=RSTR cows  

 

ko tenɔ] sɔng 

PCN goats] only 

‘... only people who had cows and goats lived.’ DS 6.4b 

The gap strategy is employed, and verbs within the relative clause are fully inflected, 

as in (135) and (136).101 

(136) ... yɔ mɔra kadhanɛ bhɛa dha tɔgɛsɛna ꞉kelley kelley... 

yɔ mɔra kadh-an-ɛ bhɛ=a  

3PL calves remember-MT-3PL.IPFV place=RSTR  

 

[dha tɔg-ɛsɛn-Ø=a ꞉-kelley~kelley Ø] 

[DM herd-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.IPFV=RSTR PVS-Rabbit~rabbit Ø]  

‘... the calves remembered the place (to) which Rabbit herded them...’ HR 7.2b 

It is possible for the relative clause to consist of a single word, as in (137). 

(137) Taruy a hira kunasa. 

Taruy a hir=a [Ø kunas-Ø=a] 

Taruy COP.3.IPFV person=RSTR [Ø dream-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘Taruy is (a) person who dreams.’ DC 4.1 

                                                 
100 There is a typo in the source text and zuga should be ꞉zuga. It is clear from the context that this is a 

postposed subject. The correction is reflected in the morpheme-by-morpheme line. The adverb sɔng ‘only’ 

appears in the usual clause-final position for adverbs. It modifies the matrix-level verb basɛ ‘they lived’, not 

the relative clause-level verb lɔmɛ ‘they had’, and carries the sense of ‘exclusively’ (i.e. these people lived, 

but no one else did). 
101 Throughout the discussion of relative clauses, the gapped element in the relative clause is indicated with 

Ø appearing in the normal slot for the element, according to Suri word order conventions. Full inflection of 

verbs is less observable in 3SG imperfective forms, which employ a null suffix for subject agreement, but 

they are as fully inflected as their counterparts with other subjects, moods, and/or valency-adjusting affixes. 
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Stative verbs follow the same pattern as dynamic verbs when they appear in 

restrictive relative clauses; the restrictive clitic =a ‘RSTR’ attaches to both the head noun 

and the relative clause verb, as in (138). 

(138) “Ay, anye ngakamio ganyjoa rɛghɛa!” 

ay anye nga-k-am-i-o ganyjo=a [Ø rɛgh-ɛ=a] 

oh 1SG NEG-1-eat-1SG.IPFV-NEG figs=RSTR [Ø be_pink-3PL.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘“Oh, haven’t I been eating figs which are pink?!”’ HR 5.3b 

When a restrictive relative clause includes more than one verb, each verb within 

the relative clause is marked with =a ‘RSTR’, as in (139). 

(139) ... na ɔs ke na bo gɔlɔnya tul.102 

na ɔs-Ø-Ø  ke  n=a [Ø bu=a 

CCN roast-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV become.INF SG=RSTR [Ø be_big=RSTR 

 

Ø gɔlɔny=a tul]  

Ø be_red=RSTR IDEO.red] 

‘... he roasted it to become one which is big (and) is really red.’  HR 10.2b 

The number clitics n= ‘SG’ and g= ‘PL’ can serve as heads of restrictive relative 

clauses, as in (139) above.103 

While it is rare for proper nouns to serve as the heads of restrictive relative clauses, 

it is possible in Suri. When a proper noun serves as the head of a restrictive relative clause, 

it is also marked with =a ‘RSTR’, as in (140). 

                                                 
102 The clitic =a ‘RSTR’ sometimes undergoes an assimilation and merging process when following [o] or [u] 

(Bryant 2013: 54). The modifier bo is the result of bu ‘be_big’ + =a ‘RSTR’. The two segments are expressed 

in their underlying forms in the morpheme-by-morpheme line. The ideophone tul ‘IDEO.red’ collocates with 

gɔlɔny ‘be red’ to indicate something is especially red (Bryant forthcoming: 11). 
103 The number clitics are introduced in section 3.2 and their function as heads of modified noun phrases is 

described in section 5.6. 
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(140) ... kɛhɛto ko Yoseba kunasa. 104 

kɛ-hɛ-t-o ko Yoseb=a [Ø kunas-Ø=a]  

1-be_alike-PL.PFV-1EX.TEMP PCN Joseph=RSTR [Ø dream-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘... (I) and Joseph who dreamed are alike.’ 

Free translation: ‘... Joseph the dreamer and I are alike.’ DS 9.29b 

Bryant notes that =a ‘RSTR’ has a variant =o ‘RSTR’ (forthcoming: 8). 105  An 

example of this can be seen in (141).  

(141) Na koo iwa tilaa ulugunyo gɔrɔ... 

na koo iw-a tila=a [uluguny-Ø=o Ø gɔr-ɔ] 

CCN then grab-3SG.TEMP porridge=RSTR [hide-3SG.IPFV=RSTR Ø road-OBL] 

‘Then he grabbed the porridge which he had hidden along the road...’ HR 7.9a 

6.1.2 Distribution of restrictive relative clauses 

In this section, the distribution of the head noun with respect to the restrictive 

relative clause and the distribution of the resulting noun phrase with respect to the matrix 

clause are discussed. 

6.1.2.1 Distribution within the relative clause 

The head of a restrictive relative clause may serve as the subject of the relative 

clause, whether the clause is transitive, as in (142), or intransitive, as in (143). 

                                                 
104 It is common for the 1SG component to be elided in kɛhɛto ko [someone] ‘(I) and [someone] are alike’ 

constructions. 
105 This may be due to the same phonological process mentioned in footnote 102. 
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(142) ... na basɛ zuga lɔmɛa beo ko tenɔ sɔng.  

na bas-ɛ  ꞉-zug=a [Ø lɔm-ɛ=a beo  

CCN live-3PL.IPFV PVS-people=RSTR [Ø have-3PL.IPFV=RSTR cows  

 

ko tenɔ] sɔng 

PCN goats] only 

‘... only people who had cows and goats lived.’ DS 6.4b 

(143) Taruy a hira kunasa. 

Taruy a hir=a [Ø kunas-Ø=a] 

Taruy COP.3.IPFV person=RSTR [Ø dream-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘Taruy is (a) person who dreams.’ DC 4.1 

The head of a restrictive relative clause can also serve as the object of the relative clause, 

as in (144); or as an oblique within the relative clause, as in (145). 

(144) ... na irgi maa dhakana ꞉kelleyɔ.106 

na irg-i ma=a [Ø dhakan-Ø=a ꞉-kelley-ɔ] 

CCN drink.PFV-3PL.IRR waters=RSTR [Ø conquer-3SG=RSTR PVS-rabbit-PVS]  

‘... that they would drink the waters which Rabbit conquered.’ ER 7.2b 

(145) ... yɔ mɔra kadhanɛ bhɛa dha tɔgɛsɛna ꞉kelley kelley... 

yɔ mɔra kadh-an-ɛ  bhɛ=a  

3PL calves remember-MT.3PL.IPFV-3PL.IPFV place=RSTR  

 

[dha tɔg-ɛsɛn-Ø=a ꞉-kelley~kelley Ø] 

[DM herd-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.IPFV=RSTR PVS-Rabbit~rabbit Ø]  

‘... the calves remembered the place (to) which Rabbit herded them...’ HR 7.2b 

6.1.2.2 Distribution within the matrix clause 

Restrictive relative clauses and their heads often follow matrix verbs, as in (142) - 

(145), but they may also precede them, as in (146). 

                                                 
106 Note that (144) contains a post-verbal subject ꞉kelleyɔ ‘rabbit (PVS)’. The default constituent order when 

a post-verbal subject occurs is OVS (Bryant 2013: 41). 
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(146) Na mɛya komortɛna lamɛa zugo bere tewa tenyi tɔmɔn ko dhɔnɛ.107 

na mɛya komortɛn=a  [Ø lam-ɛ=a    zugo]  

CCN now leaders=RSTR  [Ø protect-3PL.IPFV=RSTR people] 

 

bere  te  wa tenyi  tɔmɔn ko dhɔnɛ 

PAST  COP.3.PFV  REC generations ten  PCN one 

‘Now (the) leaders who protect (the) people have been eleven generations.’  

(Free: ‘Now there have been eleven generations of leaders who protect the 

people.’) BC 10.8 

A noun phrase containing a restrictive relative clause may serve as the subject of a 

matrix clause, whether in normal word order, as in (146) above, or postposed, as in (147). 

(147) ... na basɛ zuga lɔmɛa beo ko tenɔ sɔng.  

na bas-ɛ  ꞉-zug=a [Ø lɔm-ɛ=a beo  

CCN live-3PL.IPFV PVS-people=RSTR [Ø have-3PL.IPFV=RSTR cows  

 

ko tenɔ] sɔng 

PCN goats] only 

‘... only people who had cows and goats lived.’ DS 6.4b 

A noun phrase containing a restrictive relative clause may also serve as the object 

of a matrix clause, as in (148) and (149).  

(148) ... na irgi maa dhakana ꞉kelleyɔ. 

na irg-i ma=a [Ø dhakan-Ø=a ꞉-kelley-ɔ] 

CCN drink.PFV-3PL.IRR waters=RSTR [Ø conquer-3SG=RSTR PVS-rabbit-PVS]  

‘... that they would drink the water which Rabbit conquered.’ ER 7.2b 

(149) ... yɔ mɔra kadhanɛ bhɛa dha tɔgɛsɛna ꞉kelley kelley... 

yɔ mɔra kadh-an-ɛ  bhɛ=a  

3PL calves remember-MT.3PL.IPFV-3PL.IPFV place=RSTR  

 

[dha tɔg-ɛsɛn-Ø=a ꞉-kelley~kelley Ø] 

[DM herd-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.IPFV=RSTR PVS-Rabbit~rabbit Ø]  

‘... the calves remembered the place (to) which Rabbit herded them...’ HR 7.2b 

                                                 
107 The word tewa is a contraction of te ‘COP.3.PFV’ and wa ‘REC’. 
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The head of a relative clause may also serve as the complement of a matrix-level 

copula, as in (150). 

(150) Taruy a hira kunasa. 

Taruy a hir=a [Ø kunas-Ø=a] 

Taruy COP.3.IPFV person=RSTR [Ø dream-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘Taruy is (a) person who dreams.’ DC 4.1 

6.1.3 Functions of restrictive relative clauses 

 As mentioned in section 4.2, Kroeger writes that in a typical restrictive relative 

clause, “the reference of the NP as a whole is determined in two stages: the head noun 

designates a class which the referent must belong to; and the modifying clause restricts (or 

narrows) the identity of the referent to a specific member of that class” (2005: 231). This 

is the primary function of Suri restrictive relative clauses. 

In (151), the restrictive relative clause serves to clarify to which Yoseb ‘Joseph’ the 

speaker is refering; it differentiates this Joseph from any other Joseph. 

(151) ... kɛhɛto ko Yoseba kunasa.  

kɛ-hɛ-t-o ko Yoseb=a [Ø kunas-Ø=a]  

1-be_alike-PL.PFV-1EX.TEMP PCN Joseph=RSTR [Ø dream-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘... (I) and Joseph who dreamed are alike.’ 

Free translation: ‘... Joseph the dreamer and I are alike.’ DS 9.29b 

A restrictive relative clause may also be used to indicate a subset of a larger set. 

For example, in (152), hira kunasa ‘person who dreams’ does not serve to clarify which 
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person is being refered to, but does narrow the set from any person to a person who 

dreams.108 

(152) Taruy a hira kunasa.  

Taruy a hir=a [Ø kunas-Ø=a] 

Taruy COP.3.IPFV person=RSTR [Ø dream-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘Taruy is (a) person who dreams.’ 

Free translation: ‘Taruy is a dreamer.’ DC 4.1 

In considering (152) and (153), which occur in the same text, we see that restriction 

need not indicate uniqueness or exclusivity - the hira kunasa ‘person who dreams’ in (152) 

is not the only dreamer, as is clear later with the mention of zuga kunasɛa ‘people who 

dream’ in (153). 

(153) Timba a zuga kunasɛa. 

Timba a zug=a [Ø kunas-ɛ=a]  

Timba COP.3.IPFV   people=RSTR [Ø dream-3PL.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘Timba are people who dream.’ 

Free translation: ‘Timba are dreamers.’ DC 6.1 

Taruy is not a member of the Timba, so the hira kunasa ‘person who dreams’ in (152) is 

not a subset of the zuga kunasɛa ‘people who dream’ in (153). Taruy is not the only person 

who dreams, but the restrictive clause does clarify what kind of hir ‘person’ he is. Similarly, 

Timba are not the only people who dream, but the restrictive clause does clarify what kind 

of zug ‘people’ they are. 

Restrictive relative clauses headed by a number clitic may be employed in cleft 

constructions such as (154) and in appositional constructions such as in (155). 

                                                 
108 In Suri, a hira kunasa ‘person who dreams’ fills a particular social role. 
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(154) Anna bere matta urɔ.109 

a (n)n=a bere [Ø mat-Ø-ta=a] urɔ 

COP.3.IPFV SG-RSTR PAST [Ø drink-3.OBJ-3SG.TEMP=RSTR] milk 

‘He was one who was drinking milk.’ DC 8.17 

(155) ... zugo ga mera kɔ̀dhɔyɔ ngonu... 

zugo g=a [Ø mer=a] kɔ̀-dhɔ-Ø-yɔ ngonu 

people PL-RSTR [Ø be_many=RSTR] PASS-be_alone-PASS-VF there 

‘... people, ones who were many, were left there...’ 

Free translation: ‘... many people were left there...’  DS 6.14b  

Note that in (155) zugo ‘people’ is not syntactically modified by ga mera ‘ones who were 

many’, and thus is not marked with a relator clitic. 

6.2 Non-restrictive relative clauses 

This section describes the structure, distribution, and functions of non-restrictive 

relative clauses. 

6.2.1 Structure of non-restrictive relative clauses 

Non-restrictive relative clauses follow the same pattern as other non-restrictive 

modifiers. They follow the head they modify and are marked by the non-restrictive clitic 

=te ‘NRSTR’, which appears clause-finally, as in (156). 

                                                 
109 Most likely, =a ‘RSTR’ has merged with the [a] in -ta ‘3SG.TEMP’ due to a morphophonemic process.  

Since bere ‘PAST’ is in its usual second-position slot, I do not mark it as part of the modifier. 

The expression ‘one who was drinking milk’ is used to indicate the age range of a child. 
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(156) “... na jɔya hirre ale lam zugoye.” 110 

na jɔ-y-a  hir=re [Ø ale 

CCN find-PL.PFV-3PL.TEMP person=NRSTR [Ø FUT 

 

lam-Ø  zugo=ye] 

protect-3SG.IPFV people=NRSTR] 

“... they will find (a) person who will protect (the) people.” DC 2.1d 

While both restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses follow the head they 

modify and employ the gap strategy, they differ in how they are marked. As discussed in 

section 6.1.1, all verbs in restrictive relative clauses are marked with the clitic =a ‘RSTR’. 

Non-restrictive relative clauses, on the other hand, are marked with the clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ 

which occurs clause-finally, as in (156) above.111 

As with non-clausal modification, the heads of non-restrictive relative clauses are 

marked with the clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ if they are simple common nouns, as in (156) above, 

but are unmarked if they are inflected for deixis, as in (157).112 

(157) Na ngahironu kɔɛye, beo ninggɛ. 

na nga-hir-onu [Ø kɔ-ɛ-Ø-Ø=ye]  

CCN DEM-person-FAR [Ø take-VAL-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV=NRSTR]  

 

beo ning-gɛ 

cows NEG.EXIST-3PL.IPFV 

‘That person who took her, cows did not exist.’ 

Free: ‘That person who took her did not have any cows.’ DS 1.2 

My corpus lacks any examples of proper nouns serving as heads of non-restrictive 

relative clauses, but this has not been ruled out as a possible construction. 

                                                 
110 As mentioned in footnote 101, the gapped element in a relative clause is indicated with Ø appearing in the 

normal slot for the element, according to Suri word order conventions. 
111 Of course, if a verb is the final element of a non-restrictive relative clause, the clitic will attach to the verb. 
112 I use “simple common nouns” to refer to those nouns which are not inflected for deixis. 
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Stative verbs follow the same pattern as dynamic verbs when they appear in non-

restrictive relative clauses; the non-restrictive clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ attaches to both the head 

noun and to the end of the relative clause. The head noun in (158) is not marked with the 

clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ because it is inflected for deixis. 

(158) ... na tɔgu ngabiya hɔlde... 

na  tɔg-u  nga-bi-ya  [Ø hɔl-Ø=de]  

CCN herd-3SG.PFV DEM-cow-NEAR [Ø be_white-3SG.IPFV=NRSTR] 

‘... he herded this cow which was white...’ BC 9.5b 

The number clitics n= ‘SG’ and g= ‘PL’ can also serve as heads of non-restrictive 

relative clauses, as in (159) and (160), where they function pronominally. 

(159) “... inde rɔan sabbɔye a bi inɔng?” 

(i)n=de [rɔ-an-Ø-Ø Ø sabbɔ=ye]   
SG=NRSTR  [milk-MT.IPFV-3SG.OBJ-2SG.IPFV Ø first=NRSTR] 

 

a bi inɔng 

COP.3.IPFV cow which  

‘“... (the) one which you milk first is which cow?”’ BC 9.3c 

(160) A ge madhɛsɛnɛ lɔgɔ na ɛdɛyɛye. 113 

a  g=e [Ø madh-ɛsɛn-ɛ lɔgɔ  

COP.3.IPFV PL=NRSTR [Ø teach-3BEN.IPFV-3PL.IPFV things  

 

na Ø ɛd-ɛyɛ=ye] 

CCN Ø do_wrong-3PL.SIMP=NRSTR] 

‘They are (the) ones who taught them things and did wrong.’ (Daniel Bambu 2013: 183) 

Non-restrictive relative clauses can contain coordinated clauses, as illustrated in 

(160) above. In such cases, =te ‘NRSTR’ still appears only once, at the end of the full relative 

                                                 
113 Since g= ‘PL’ is an argument of each verb in (160), Ø appears in both of the coordinated clauses within 

the relative clause to indicate the gaps. The same holds for n= ‘SG’ in (161) and (162). 
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clause, as seen also in (161) and (162). Note that the final word of the relative clause, to 

which the clitic attaches, need not be a verb. 

(161) Na nɔ inde yelliy na ngabhɔdhinɛye a Tumu sɔng.  

na  nɔ (i)n=de [Ø yell-Ø-iy na   

CCN  3SG.DM SG=NRSTR [Ø love-SG-1PLOBJ CCN   

 

Ø nga-bhɔdh-inɛ-o=ye]   a  Tumu sɔng 

Ø NEG-change_mind-R/A-NEG=NRSTR COP.3.IPFV God only 

‘(The) one who loves us and does not change his mind is God only.’ DS 4.8 

(162)  “Mamaa nunu aynde kùjɛsɛn tiyoy na kìlak dori kuragiyeye.” 

mama=a [nunu] a  (y)n=de [Ø 

mother=RSTR [SGPSD.2SGPSR] COP.3.IPFV SG=NRSTR [Ø 

 

k[V̀]-uj-ɛsɛn-Ø   tiyoy  na Ø 

PASS-strike-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.IPFV stake  CCN Ø 

 

k[V̀]-ilak-Ø  dori kura-giye=ye]  

PASS-hang-3SG.IPFV house roof-LOC=NRSTR]  
‘“Your mother is one who was struck (with a) stake and was hung from (the) house 

roof.”’ HR 8.7 

Adverbs which modify relative clause verbs appear within the relative clause, as 

seen in (159), where sabbɔ ‘first’ modifies rɔan ‘you milk’. Just as in matrix clauses, 

adverbs within relative clauses occupy the usual clause-final position for adverbs (cf. 

example (161), where sɔng ‘only’ occupies the final position of the matrix clause). 

Verbs in non-restrictive relative clauses may be grammatically positive, as in yelliy 

‘loves us’, or negated, as in ngabhɔdhinɛo ‘does not change his mind’ in (161) above. They 

may be in active voice, as in both yelliy ‘loves us’ and ngabhɔdhinɛo ‘does not change his 

mind’ in (161) above, or passive, as in kùjɛsɛn ‘was struck by’ and kìlak ‘was hung’ in (162) 

above. 
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6.2.2 Distribution of non-restrictive relative clauses 

In this section, the distribution of the head noun with respect to the non-restrictive 

relative clause and the distribution of the resulting noun phrase with respect to the matrix 

clause are discussed. 

6.2.2.1 Distribution within the relative clause 

The head of a non-restrictive relative clause can serve as the subject of the relative 

clause, whether the clause is transitive, as in (163), or intransitive, as in (164). 

(163) “... na jɔya hirre ale lam zugoye.” 

na jɔ-y-a  hir=re [Ø ale 

CCN find-PL.PFV-3PL.TEMP person=NRSTR [Ø FUT 

 

lam-Ø  zugo=ye] 

protect-3SG.IPFV people=NRSTR] 
“... they will find (a) person who will protect (the) people.” DC 2.1d 

(164) ... na tɔgu ngabiya hɔlde... 

na  tɔg-u  nga-bi-ya  [Ø hɔl=de]  

CCN herd-3SG.PFV DEM-cow-NEAR [Ø be_white=NRSTR] 

‘... he herded this cow which was white...’ BC 9.5b 

It is possible for the head of a multi-clausal non-restrictive relative clause to serve 

as an argument of only one of the clauses within the relative clause, as in (165).114 

                                                 
114 This is discussed further in section 6.2.3. 
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(165) Inde ujugɛsɛn na ma rɔkɛ ‘buye’ dha bere irogiyu kɛr. 

(i)n=de  [Ø ujug-ɛsɛn-Ø-Ø  

SG=NRSTR [Ø throw_in-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV  
 

na ma  rɔk-ɛ ‘bu=ye’] 

CCN waters make_sound-3PL.IPFV ‘booh’=NRSTR 
 

dha  bere  irogiy-Ø-u  kɛr 

surprisingly PAST  tend-3SG.OBJ-3SG.SIMP  well 

‘One who throws her in and (the) waters make a sound “booh,” surprisingly he 

tended her well.’ HR 2.5 

The head of a non-restrictive relative clause can also serve as the object of the 

relative clause, as in (166), or as an oblique of the relative clause, as in (167). 

(166) “... inde rɔan sabbɔye a bi inɔng?” 

(i)n=de [rɔ-an-Ø Ø sabbɔ=ye]  a bi inɔng  

SG=NRSTR  [milk-MT.IPFV-2SG.IPFV Ø first=NRSTR] COP.3.IPFV cow which  

‘“... (the) one which you milk first is which cow?”’ BC 9.3c 

(167) “... Na zug gena any kago bheye ɛllɛ ꞉liwauye... 

na zug [gen=a] any k-ag-o bhe=ye  

CCN people [SPEC.RSTR] let 3.IRR-go-3PL.PFV place=NRSTR 

 

[ɛl-lɛ   ꞉-liwa-u=ye Ø] 

[EXIST.PL.IPFV-3PL.IPFV PVS-grain-PVS=NRSTR Ø] 

‘“... Let some people go (to a) place (in) which grain exists...”’ 

Free translation: ‘“Let some people go to a place where there is grain...”’ DS 6.7 

6.2.2.2 Distribution within the matrix clause 

A noun phrase containing a non-restrictive relative clause may serve as the subject 

of a matrix clause, as in (168), where the noun phrase in bold is the subject of irogiyu ‘he 

tended’. 
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(168) Inde ujugɛsɛn na ma rɔkɛ ‘buye’ dha bere irogiyu kɛr. 

(i)n=de  [Ø ujug-ɛsɛn-Ø-Ø  

SG=NRSTR [Ø throw_in-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV  
 

na ma  rɔk-ɛ ‘bu=ye’] 

CCN waters make_sound-3PL.IPFV ‘booh’=NRSTR 
 

dha  bere  irogiy-Ø-u  kɛr 

surprisingly PAST  tend-3SG.OBJ-3SG.SIMP  well 

‘One who throws her in and (the) waters make a sound “booh,” surprisingly has 

tended her well.’ HR 2.5 

A noun phrase containing a non-restrictive relative clause may also serve as the 

object of a matrix clause, as in (169). 

(169) “... na jɔya hirre ale lam zugoye.” 

na jɔ-y-a  hir=re [Ø ale 

CCN find-PL.PFV-3PL.TEMP person=NRSTR [Ø FUT 

 

lam-Ø  zugo=ye] 

protect-3SG.IPFV people=NRSTR] 

“... they will find (a) person who will protect (the) people.” DC 2.1d 

6.2.3 Functions of non-restrictive relative clauses 

The functions of non-restrictive relative clauses are much like those of non-clausal 

non-restrictive modifiers: to add new information or to draw attention to already-known 

information about the head. 

As with non-clausal modification of nouns inflected for deixis, clausal modification 

of such nouns is always non-restrictive. The set of possible referrents named by the noun 

is already restricted by the deictic inflection, so any modifiers serve to add new information 
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or draw attention to already-known information about the noun. In (170), the hir ‘person’ 

in ngahironu kɔɛye ‘that person who took her’ is already an established participant.  

(170) Na ngahironu kɔɛye, beo ninggɛ. 

na nga-hir-onu [Ø kɔ-ɛ-Ø-Ø=ye]  

CCN DEM-person-FAR [Ø take-VAL-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV=NRSTR]  

 

beo ning-gɛ 

cows NEG.EXIST-3PL.IPFV 

‘That person who took her, cows did not exist.’ 

Free: ‘That person who took her did not have any cows.’ DS 1.2 

It is also already known that the man referred to took the author’s mother in marriage. In 

Suri culture, it is quite rare for a man to take a wife without paying a bride price, usually 

in the form of cattle, to her family (Abbink 2013: 16). In (170), the author is drawing 

attention to the already-known information of the man taking a wife, and doing so makes 

the clause which follows, the lack of cattle, more remarkable. 

In the sentences leading up to (171), the author has recounted his uncle’s initial 

kindness and provision for him and his orphaned siblings, and his later harshness and 

refusal to house or feed them. The author is reflecting on the propensity of people to be 

fleeting in their affections, and contrasting that with one who is consistent in his love.  

(171) Na nɔ inde yelliy na ngabhɔdhinɛye a Tumu sɔng. 

na  nɔ in=de [Ø yell-Ø-iy  na   

CCN  3SG.DM SG=NRSTR [Ø love-SG-1PLOBJ CCN   

 

Ø nga-bhɔdh-inɛ-o=ye]   a  Tumu sɔng 

Ø NEG-change_mind-R/A-NEG=NRSTR COP.3.IPFV God only 

‘But (the) one who loves us and does not change his mind is God only.’ DS 4.8 
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The pronoun nɔ ‘3SG’ is often used to mark contrast between a previous participant 

and the main participant of the current clause. This is its function in (171). While the adverb 

sɔng ‘only’ makes clear there is only one entity which meets the criteria set forth in the 

relative clause, the relative clause itself is not restrtictive. It could allow for others which 

meet the criteria, and it draws attention to the criteria.  The function of the relative clause 

is not to clarify to which Tumu ‘God’ he is referring; it is to draw attention to these 

characteristics.  

Non-restrictive relative clauses, especially when headed by a number clitic, can be 

used to draw attention to a set of conditions. In (172), n= ‘SG’ is the subject of the first 

clause within the complex relative clause.115 The second clause within the complex relative 

clause does not include n= ‘SG’ as a constituent, but the event of the waters splashing is 

understood as a direct result of one throwing his mother in the waters. 

(172) Inde ujugɛsɛn na ma rɔkɛ ‘buye’ dha bere irogiyu kɛr. 

(i)n=de  [Ø ujug-ɛsɛn-Ø-Ø  

SG=NRSTR [Ø throw_in-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV  
 

na ma  rɔk-ɛ ‘bu=ye’] 

CCN waters make_sound-3PL.IPFV ‘booh’=NRSTR 
 

dha  bere  irogiy-Ø-u  kɛr 

surprisingly PAST  tend-3SG.OBJ-3SG.SIMP  well 

‘One who throws her in and (the) waters make a sound “booh,” surprisingly he 

tended her well.’ HR 2.5 

                                                 
115 I use the term “complex relative clause” to refer to relative clauses consisting of coordinated clauses as 

well as those consisting of embedded elements. 
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Here, the non-restrictive relative clause is used to present conditions which, if met, will 

lead to a certain conclusion. This scenario is contrasted with one in (173), in which the 

waters do not make a big splash, which leads to a different conclusion: 

(173) Inde ujugɛsɛn mamaa nɛnɛ bhɔgɛ na ma ‘bu’ ngarɔkɛoye dha bere jɔnɛ ngani 

kirogiyto. 

 

(i)n=de [Ø  ujug-ɛsɛn  mama=a nɛnɛ  

SG=NRSTR [Ø  throw_in-3BEN.IPFV mother=RSTR SGPSD.3SGPSR  
 

bhɔgɛ na  ma ‘bu’ nga-rɔk-ɛ-o=ye] 

pool CCN waters ‘booh’ NEG-make_sound-3PL.IPFV-NEG.VF=NRSTR 
 

dha  bere jɔnɛ  ngani  k-irogiyt-Ø-o 

surprisingly PAST mother.3SGPSR NEG  PASS-tend-3SG.IRR-NEG.VF 

‘One who throws his mother in (the) pool and (the) waters do not make a sound 

“booh,” surprisingly his mother was not tended [taken care of].’ HR 2.4b 

In (174) we again see a non-restrictive relative clause being used to present a set of 

conditions. In this case the conditions have already been met. Squirrel, the speaker in (174), 

tells Rabbit this to help him find his mother, who was missing. This is all new information 

for Rabbit. 

(174)  “Mamaa nunu aynde kùjɛsɛn tiyoy na kìlak dori kuragiyeye.”116 

mama=a [nunu]  a   (y)n=de [Ø k[V̀]-uj-ɛsɛn 

mother=RSTR [SGPSD.2SGPSR] COP.3.IPFV SG=NRSTR [Ø PASS-strike-3BEN  

 

tiyoy  na Ø k[V̀]-ilak  dori kura-giye=ye]  

stake  CCN Ø PASS-hang  house roof-LOC=NRSTR]  
‘“Your mother is one who was struck by (a) stake and was hung from (the) house 

roof.”’  HR 8.7 

                                                 
116 The word aynde is a contraction of a ‘COP.3.IPFV’ and (i)n=de ‘SG=NRSTR’. dori kura ‘house roof’ is a 

compound noun. 
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6.3 Copular relative clauses 

Suri relative clauses employ a separate equative copula than those used in matrix-

level clauses.117  Examples (175) and (176), both from Dolote Came From Sogore or 

Ngidini, illustrate this well. The copula a ‘COP.3.IPFV’ occurs in a matrix-level equative 

clause in (175) while the copula ku ‘RC.COP’ occurs in a relative clause-level equative 

clause in (176). 

(175) Taruy a hira kunasa. 

Taruy a hir=a [Ø kunas-Ø=a] 

Taruy COP.3.IPFV person=RSTR [Ø dream.IPFV-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘Taruy is (a) person who dreams.’ DC 4.1 

(176) Na kali ngahira ku Taruyte kunau... 

na kali kon=a nga-hir-ra [Ø ku Taruy=te]  

CCN day SPEC.SG=RSTR DEM-person-NEAR [Ø RC.COP Taruy=NRSTR] 

 

kuna-u 

dream.PFV-3SG.PFV 

‘One day this person who was Taruy dreamed...’ DC 2.1a 

In both (175) and (176) hir ‘person’ is equated with Taruy, a proper noun. In (175) Taruy 

‘Taruy’ is the subject and hir ‘person’ is part of the copular complement of the matrix 

clause. In (176) they appear together in the noun phrase which functions as the subject of 

kunau ‘he dreamed’. Note that (175) employs the usual attributive/equative copula a 

‘COP.3.IPFV’, while (176) employs ku ‘RC.COP’.118 

                                                 
117 Section 2.5 discusses matrix-level copulae. 
118 For context, example (175) occurs in part of a summary section at the end of the text. Example (176) 

occurs earlier in the text after Taruy is established as a character, but Taruy has not been mentioned in the 

immediately preceding sentences.  
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Many languages, including Suri, have quantificational predicates where a numeral 

serves as a copular complement. Pustet notes, “Frequently, an existential construction... 

must be used with quantificational predicates” (2003: 31). This is the case in Suri. Since 

numerals may fill the relative clause copular complement slot, they are treated here along 

with nominal copular complements. 

6.3.1 Structure of copular relative clauses 

Copular relative clauses follow the same basic pattern as other relative clauses in 

Suri, immediately following the head noun and employing the gap strategy. They appear 

with a number of structural variations regarding the marking of both the head noun and the 

copular complement.  

The head of a copular relative clause can be marked with =a ‘RSTR’ or =te ‘NRSTR’, 

or be unmarked. In example (177), the head hir ‘person’ is marked with =a ‘RSTR’ while 

the copular complement ngɛrɛ ‘traditional healer’ is unmarked. 

(177) ... nɔ hira ku ngɛrɛ kunau.... 

nɔ hir=a [Ø ku ngɛrɛ] kuna-u 

DM person=RSTR [Ø RC.COP traditional_healer] dream-3SG.SIMP 

‘... (the) person who was (the) traditional healer dreamed....’ DC 2.3b 

In example (178), the head erro ‘children’ is marked with =te ‘NRSTR’ while the 

copular complement wush ‘four’ is unmarked.119 

                                                 
119 In example (178), =te ‘NRSTR’ is realized as =ye in accordance with the t-weakening rule described in 

section 2.3.1. 
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(178) ... mattɛ ꞉erroye ku wush. 

mat-tɛ ꞉-erro=ye [Ø ku wush] 

drink.IPFV-3PL.IPFV PVS-children=NRSTR [Ø RC.COP four] 

‘... four children drank [from it].’ DS 3.9b 

In example (179), the head noun doriyo ‘classes’ is unmarked, as is the copular 

complement raman ‘two’.120 

(179) ... na a erroa doriyo ku raman kari.  

na a erro=a doriyo [Ø ku raman] kari 

CCN COP.3.IPFV children=RSTR classes [Ø RC.COP two] together 

‘... they are together children of (the) classes which are two.’ 

Free: ‘... they are children (in) (the) second grade together.’ WD 1.1b 

Relative clause copular complements can be unmarked, as in (177) - (179) above, 

or marked with =te ‘NRSTR’.121 In example (180), the head hir ‘person’ is inflected for 

deixis and otherwise unmarked, while the relative clause copular complement Taruy 

‘Taruy’ is marked with =te ‘NRSTR’. 

(180) Na kali ngahira ku Taruyte kunau... 

na kali kon=a nga-hir-ra [Ø ku Taruy=te]  

CCN day SPEC.SG=RSTR DEM-person-NEAR [Ø RC.COP Taruy=NRSTR] 

 

kuna-u 

dream-3SG.PFV 

‘One day this person who was Taruy dreamed...’ DC 2.1a 

In my corpus, whenever an unmodified common noun (e.g. ngɛrɛ ‘traditional healer’ 

in (181) or oona ‘uncle’ in (182)) fills the copular complement slot following ku ‘RC.COP’, 

                                                 
120  The noun phrase doriyo ku raman ‘classes which are two (i.e. second grade)’ itself modifies erro 

‘children’. 
121 There are no clear examples in my corpus of a relative clause copular complement being marked with =a 

‘RSTR’. It is not clear at this point whether this is ungrammatical or simply absent from the corpus. I suspect 

this would be ungrammatical, as non-copular restrictive relative clauses are marked on the relative clause 

verb rather than on other constituents. 
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it is unmarked. The head noun is marked with =a ‘RSTR’, as in many other modified noun 

constructions. 

(181) Na ayɛsɛ hiraa ku ngɛrɛ na dagɛsɛ dhebe... 

na ay-ɛsɛ-Ø hira=a [Ø ku ngɛrɛ]  

CCN give-3BEN.PFV-3SG.PFV person=RSTR [Ø RC.COP traditional.healer]  

 

na dag-ɛsɛ-Ø  dhebe 

CCN smear-3BEN.PFV-3SG.PFV  clay 

‘He took (the) person who was (a) traditional healer and smeared clay (on) him...’ 

DC 2.9a 

(182) Na hira ku oona dɛbu... 

na hir=a [Ø ku oona] dɛb-u 

CCN person=RSTR [Ø RC.COP uncle] become.angry-3SG.PFV 

‘(The) person who was my uncle became angry...’ DS 4.4a 

When a numeral serves as a copular complement, it is sometimes unmarked, as in 

(183) and (184), and sometimes marked with =te, as in (185).  

(183) ... na a erroa doriyo ku raman kari. 

na a erro=a doriyo [Ø ku raman] kari 

CCN COP.3.IPFV children=RSTR classes [Ø RC.COP two] together 

‘... they are together children of (the) classes which are two.’ 

Free translation: ‘... they are children (in) (the) second grade together.’ WD 1.1b 

(184) ... mattɛ ꞉erroye ku wush. 

mat-tɛ ꞉-erro=ye [Ø ku wush] 

drink.IPFV-3PL.IPFV PVS-children=NRSTR [Ø RC.COP four] 

‘... children who are four [in number] drank.’ 

Free translation: ‘...four children drank.’ DS 3.9b 

(185) ... asanɛ ngazukta ku siziye bay. 

asan-ɛ nga-zuk-ta [Ø ku sizi=ye] bay  

visit-3PL.IPFV DEM-people-NEAR [Ø RC.COP three=NRSTR] down 

‘... they visited down (with) these people who were three.’ 

Free translation: ‘... they stayed with these three people.’ DC 1.4b 
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6.3.2 Distribution of copular relative clauses 

The relative clause copula ku ‘RC.COP’ appears with both singular third person 

subjects, as in (186), and plural third person subjects, as in (187). 

(186) ... nɔ hira ku ngɛrɛ kunau.... 

nɔ hir=a [Ø ku ngɛrɛ] kuna-u 

DM person=RSTR [Ø RC.COP traditional_healer] dream-3SG.SIMP 

‘... (the) person who was (the) traditional healer dreamed....’ DC 2.3b 

(187) ... lusa ku dehunyɛa ganyu hoya ɔra nɛ... 

lus=a [Ø ku  dehunyɛ=a ganyu]  

boys=RSTR [Ø RC.COP friends=RSTR PLPSD.1SGPSR] 

 

ho-y-a   ɔr=a nɛ 

come-PL.PFV-3PL.TEMP town=RSTR SGPSD.3PLPSR 

‘... boys who were my friends came (from) their town...’ DS 9.10b 

Like its matrix-level counterpart a ‘COP’, ku is not inflected to agree in number with 

third person subjects. I have not yet encountered copular relative clauses with first or 

second person pronominal heads, so it is unclear whether ku ‘RC.COP’ would be inflected 

to agree with first or second person subjects. The three folk tales in my corpus lack any 

occurances of ku, but it appears in Why did Ngadɔsa’s Cloth Smell Bad?,  Dolote Came 

From Sogore or Ngidini, and Daniel’s Story. 

The relative clause copula ku ‘RC.COP’ can take a proper noun as its copular 

complement, as seen in (188). Here, Shawuy, a person’s name, serves as the copular 

complement. 
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(188) Na ngahirra ku Shawuyte te komoru.  

na  nga-hir-ra  [Ø ku  Shawuy=te]  te komoru 

CCN DEM-person-NEAR [Ø RC.COP Shawuy=NRSTR] COP.PFV leader 

‘This person who was Shawuy was (the) leader.’ DC 1.5 

The first relative clause of (189) has a different kind of proper noun, a language name, 

serving as the copular complement: 

(189) Na lɔga ku Gɔlachɛn bhɛa ku holugun Surichɛn shɛɛ ngayokonɛo... 122 

Na  lɔg=a  [Ø ku   Gɔla-chɛn] bhɛ=a [Ø ku   

CCN words=RSTR [Ø RC.COP Amharic-language] place=RSTR [Ø RC.COP 

 

holugun  Suri-chɛn]  shɛɛ  nga-yok-on-ɛ-o  

meaning  Suri-language] well NEG-tell-MT-3PL.IPFV-NEG.VF 

‘(The) words which were Amharic they did not speak well [into] (a) place which is 

meaning(ful) (in) Suri...’ 

Free: ‘They did not translate well the Amharic words into Suri...’ DS 6.10a 

6.3.3 Functions of copular relative clauses 

Throughout my corpus, whenever the head of a copular relative clause is a noun 

inflected for deixis, the relative clause is marked with =te ‘NRSTR’, indicating a non-

restrictive relationship. This is consistent with other modification constructions in which 

the head noun has been inflected for deixis. 

It seems there are some restrictions on what can be equated at the matrix level in 

Suri. It is quite common to find constructions such as (190)  where a hira... serves as an 

intermediary between the matrix subject and a noun which indicates a social or familial 

relationship. It is not yet clear whether such constructions are necessary or simply a 

                                                 
122 Bryant notes “the word bhe ‘place’ has many uses in Tirmaga,” including expressing reasons, opinions, 

and comparisons (2013: 90, 91, 97). It can be difficult to render some of the uses in natural English.  
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common discourse feature. In (190), new information is given about “that person” who was 

by then an established participant in the text. Note the use of a as the matrix copula and ku 

as the relative copula. 

(190) Nɔ ngahironu a hira ku ngosoniya nɛnɛ sɛgɛn... 123 

nɔ nga-hir-onu a hir=a [Ø ku 

3SG DEM-person-FAR COP.3.IPFV person=RSTR [Ø RC.COP 

 

ngosoniy=a  nɛnɛ]  sɛgɛn 

maternal.relative=RSTR  SGPSD.3SGPSR] also 

‘But that person was also a person who was a maternal relative of his...’ DS 8.6a 

Examples (191) and (192) also illustrate nouns which indicate a familial or social 

role in the position of a relative clause copular complement rather than as a direct argument 

of the matrix verb.  

(191) Na hira ku oona dɛbu... 

na hir=a [Ø ku oona] dɛb-u 

CCN person=RSTR [Ø RC.COP uncle] become.angry-3SG.PFV 

‘(The) person who was my uncle became angry...’ DS 4.4a 

(192) ... lusa ku dehunyɛa ganyu hoya ɔra nɛ... 

lus=a [Ø ku  dehunyɛ=a ganyu]  

boys=RSTR [Ø RC.COP friends=RSTR PLPSD.1SGPSR] 

 

ho-y-a   ɔr=a nɛ 

come-PL.PFV-3PL.TEMP town=RSTR SGPSD.3PLPSR 

‘... boys who were my friends came (from) their town...’ DS 9.10b 

                                                 
123 The adverb sɛgɛn ‘also’ appears in the normal, clause-final slot for adverbs (cf. section 2.4.3). 
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6.4 Complex modification 

Suri noun phrases may consist of a head modified by more than one modifer, as in 

(193).  

(193) “Nganda chinyi gɛrɛse kɛyɛbtɔ?...” 

nga-n=da  [chinyi]  [Ø gɛrɛs-Ø=e]  

DEM-SG=NEAR [little.SG] [Ø be_bad-3SG.IPFV=NRSTR] 
 

kɛ-yeb-t-ɔ 

1.SBJV-trust-PL.PFV-VF 

‘“Shall we trust this little one which is bad?....”’ DS 1.12b 

Here the head of the noun phrase nganda ‘this one’ is a demonstrative pronoun, formed by 

inflecting the number clitic n= ‘SG’ for deixis. The first modifier is the non-derived 

adjective chinyi ‘little.SG’ which, as usual for the non-derived adjectives, fills the 

dependent slot with no additional marking.124 The second modifier is a relative clause 

formed by the stative verb stem gɛrɛs ‘be_bad’ marked with the non-restrictive clitic =te.125  

Example (194) contains a doubly-modified compound noun.126  

(194) ... tɔnga nanu hoynɛa bo kindogony... 

tɔng=a  [nanu]  hoynɛ=a  [Ø bu=a] 

goat=RSTR [SGPSD.1SGPSR] offspring=RSTR [Ø be_big.SG=RSTR] 
 

k-indog-ony-Ø 

PASS-slaughter-1/2BEN-3SG.SUBJ 

‘... my goat’s offspring which was big was slaughtered for me...’ DS 5.13b 

                                                 
124 Non-derived adjectives are discussed in section 5.3.2. 
125 The clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ is realized as =e following [s], in accordance with the t-deletion rule discussed in 

section 2.3.1. 
126 The modification of compound nouns with possessive pronouns is discussed in section 5.2.6. 
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In (194), the first constituent of tɔng hoynɛ ‘goat offspring’ is modified with a possessive 

pronoun, resulting in tɔnga nanu hoynɛ ‘my goat’s offspring’. This is then modified with 

the relative clause bo ‘which is big’. The resulting noun phrase tɔnga nanu hoynɛa bo ‘my 

goat’s offspring which was big’ is the subject of the passive verb kindogony ‘was 

slaughtered for me’. 

Relative clauses can contain coordinated clauses, even if the head of the relative 

clause is only an arguement of one of the coordinated clauses, as in (195). 

(195) Inde ujugɛsɛn mamaa nɛnɛ bhɔgɛ na ma ‘bu’ ngarɔkɛoye dha bere jɔnɛ ngani 

kirogiyto. 

(i)n=de  [Ø ujug-ɛsɛn-Ø    mama=a [nɛnɛ]  

SG=NRSTR [Ø throw_in-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.IPFV mother=RSTR SGPSD.3SGPSR  
 

bhɔgɛ na  ma  ‘bu’ nga-rɔk-ɛ-o=ye] 

pool CCN waters ‘booh’ NEG-make_sound-3PL.IPFV-NEG.VF=NRSTR] 
 

dha  bere  jɔnɛ   ngani k-irogiyt-o 

surprisingly PAST mother.3SGPSR  NEG PASS-tend.PVF-NEG.VF 

‘One who throws his mother in (the) pool and (the) waters do not make a sound 

“booh,” surprisingly his mother was not tended [taken care of].’ HR 2.4b 

Note that in (195) the two coordinated sequential clauses within the relative clause have 

different subjects from one another. The entire relative clause is marked clause-finally with 

the non-restrictive clitic =te ‘NRSTR’. In example (196) we see a similar construction. While 

the final constiuent of the relative clause in (195) is a verb, in (196) it is an ideophone. 
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(196) Inde ujugɛsɛn na ma rɔkɛ ‘buye’ dha bere irogiyu kɛr. 

(i)n=de  [Ø ujug-ɛsɛn-Ø-Ø  

SG=NRSTR [Ø throw_in-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV  
 

na ma  rɔk-ɛ ‘bu=ye’] 

CCN waters make_sound-3PL.IPFV ‘booh’=NRSTR 
 

dha  bere  irogiy-Ø-u  kɛr 

surprisingly PAST  tend-3SG.OBJ-3SG.SIMP  well 

‘One who throws her in and (the) waters make a sound “booh,” surprisingly he 

tended her well.’ HR 2.5 

Copular relative clauses may contain modified nouns serving as copular 

complements. In such cases, the constituents of the copular complement retain the markers 

used to relate them to each other and take no additional marking, as seen in (197). 

(197) ... lusa ku dehunyɛa ganyu hoya ɔra nɛ... 

lus=a [Ø ku dehunyɛ=a [ganyu]] hoy-a 

boys=RSTR [Ø RC.COP friends=RSTR [PLPSD.1SGPSR]] come.3PL.TEMP 

 

ɔr=a [nɛ] 

village=RSTR [SGPSD.3PLPSR] 

‘... boys who were friends of mine came (from) their village...’ DS 9.10b 

Example (198) illustrates multiple types of noun modification.  

(198) “Ye, anye ngakamio tilaa kujoni bia nanu kɛrɛyɔ?”127  

ye anye  nga-k-am-i-o  tila=a [k-uj-on-i 

oh 1SG NEG.IPFV-1-eat-1SG.IPFV-NEG porridge=RSTR [PASS-hit-MT-ADJV 

 

bi=a  [nanu] kɛrɛ-(y)ɔ] 

cow=RSTR [SGPSD.1SGPSR] horn-OBL] 

‘“Oh, am I not eating hit-from-my-cow’s horn porridge?”’ HR 6.3 

                                                 
127 This example is also is discussed in section 5.2.6, where it appears as example (105), and section 5.3.1, 

where it appears as example (111). 
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Example (198) is a rhetorical question with a grammatically negative matrix verb. The 

head of the noun phrase filling the object slot of the matrix verb ngakamio ‘am I not eating’ 

is tila ‘porridge’. The head noun tila ‘porridge’ is restrictively modified by kujoni bia nanu 

kɛrɛyɔ ‘hit-from-my-cow’s-horn’. This phrase (kujoni bia nanu kɛrɛyɔ) is an adjectival 

phrase derived from the verbal phrase kujon bia nanu kɛrɛyɔ ‘was hit from my cow’s horn’. 

This verbal phrase is comprised of the passive verb kujon ‘was hit’ and the oblique 

arguement bia nanu kɛrɛyɔ ‘from my cow’s horn’. The oblique arguement is formed by 

affixing the oblique marker -ɔ ‘OBL’ (along with an epenthetic approximate -y) to the end 

of the modified compound noun bia nanu kɛrɛ ‘my cow’s horn’. The first element bi ‘cow’ 

of the compound noun bi kɛrɛ ‘cow horn’ is restrictively modified by the possessive 

pronoun nanu ‘my’. 
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7 NOUN MODIFICATION IN RELATED LANGUAGES 

In this chapter, I briefly compare Suri with several related languages in terms of 

noun modification constructions. Section 7.1 contains a discussion of the feature of parallel 

structures across various types of noun modification. In section 7.2 the rarity of structurally 

distinct restrictive and non-restrictive modification constructions in related languages is 

highlighted. 

7.1 Parallel structures across clausal and non-clausal modification constructions 

The use of parallel structures for clausal and non-clausal modification is quite 

common among Surmic languages.128 That is, clausal modification constructions generally 

parallel non-clausal modification constructions. In describing Me’en, another Southeast 

Surmic language, Will writes:  

There is an interesting parallel between the adjective, the relative construction, and 

the genitive in their relationship to the governing noun within the noun phrase. All 

three of them are preceded by the noun and linked to it by the -de suffix functioning 

as a relator. In fact this seems to be another [Surmic] characteristic, since parallels 

can be observed in a number of other [Surmic] languages as well. (1989: 135-136) 

Within Surmic studies, terminology has varied with regard to what Will (1989) 

calls a “relator.” Arensen (1982) and Bryant (1999 and 2013), writing about Murle and 

                                                 
128 For this section, I sampled six Surmic languages - Mursi (Mütze 2014), Me’en (Will 1989, 1991), and 

Kwegu (Hieda 1998) from the Southeast Surmic branch, Tennet (Randal 1998) and Murle (Arensen 1982) 

from the Southwest Surmic branch, and the North Surmic language Majang (Joswig forthcoming). 
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Suri, respectively, also use the term “relator.”129 Randal, writing about Tennet, uses the 

term “associative markers” (1998: 259). Mütze analyzes modified nouns in Mursi as being 

in construct form and writes, “The construct form suffix /-a/ serves as a ‘relator’... which 

the head noun... needs to ‘relate’ to its modifier” (2014: 62). Hieda, writing about Kwegu, 

uses the term “independent relative marker” (1998: 357).  For the sake of easier comparison, 

the term “relator particle” is used throughout this chapter to refer to a word, clitic, or suffix 

which serves to indicate a modifying relationship between a head noun and its modifier. 

Will’s claim of parallel structures holds for the majority of Surmic languages that I 

sampled. Mursi consistently marks the head of modified noun constructions with the relator 

particle -a, whether the modifier is clausal or non-clausal (Mütze 2014: 62-67). Me’en, as 

mentioned above, marks the head of modified noun constructions with the relator particle 

-de, whether the modifier is clausal or non-clausal (Will 1989: 135-136). Tennet marks the 

head-modifier relationship with the intervening relator particle ci(-k), whether the modifier 

is clausal or non-clausal (Randal 1998: 225-229, 259).130 Murle often marks both clausal 

and non-clausal modification with the relator particle o occuring between the head and the 

modifier (Arensen 1982: 53, 93, 100-104).131 Kwegu and Majang are outliers with regard 

to parallel structures in noun modification. Kwegu does not exhibit parallels between any 

of the modification types (Hieda 1998). Majang marks the heads of modified noun 

                                                 
129 Bryant writes of a “specific relator” and a “non-specific relator” in 1999, and of a “default relator” and a 

“prominent relator” in 2013. 
130 A different particle wa is sometimes used preceding a relative clause (Randal 1998: 262). 
131 Murle also employs ci as a relator particle throughout non-clausal modification constructions, but not for 

clausal modification constructions (Arensen 1982: 53). 
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constructions with modified case when the modifiers are non-clausal but only sometimes 

when the modifiers are clausal (Joswig forthcoming: 168-169, 310, 320-321). 

Much less common than the use of parallel structures across clausal and non-clausal 

modification in Surmic langauges is the use of two distinct patterns across each type of 

modification. Arensen reports two patterns for non-clausal modification in Murle, but only 

one of these is employed in relative clauses (1982). Randal reports two patterns for relative 

clause constructions in Tennet, but only one of these is employed in non-clausal 

modification (1998). The other four languages sampled exhibit, at most, one pattern each. 

7.2 Distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive modification 

7.2.1 Within Surmic languages 

Outside of this thesis on Suri, there are no clear analyses of structurally distinct 

non-restrictive constructions in Surmic languages. 

Arensen notes that in Murle both ci and o are employed as relator particles in non-

clausal modification constructions but finds no distinction between the two: “these two 

particles are interchangeable” (1982: 53). Murle seems to have only one construction for 

relative clauses. This construction employs one of the two relator particles used in non-

clausal modification, o ‘REL’ (Arensen 1982: 104). There is no attestation by Arensen of 

the relator particle ci ‘REL’ introducing a relative clause in Murle. 
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While Murle has two patterns for non-clausal modification and only one for clausal 

modification, Tennet has only one pattern (employing ci) for non-clausal modification but 

two (employing ci or employing wa) for clausal modification. Randal explains that the 

associative markers ci and wa are used to mark the distinction “between information that 

is known to both the speaker and the listener and information that is new to one or both of 

them” (1998: 262).  

Joswig states, “Relative clauses in Majang can be both restrictive and non-

restrictive (descriptive), without any change to how they are formed” (forthcoming: 400). 

7.2.2 In other Nilo-Saharan languages 

Turkana, a language in the Nilotic branch of the Eastern Sudanic language family, 

marks non-clausal modifiers as restrictive or non-restrictive by means of distinct agreement 

markers on the modifiers (Dimmendaal 1983: 217). Restrictive and non-restrictive relative 

clauses are identical in form but are differentiated by means of word order (Dimmendaal 

1983: 311). 

In Gaam (also known as Gaahmg), a language in the Eastern Jebel branch of the 

Eastern Sudanic language family, both clausal and non-clausal noun modifiers are “either 

marked or unmarked for definiteness” by means of clitics (Stirtz 2011: 297). There may be 

overlap in function between ‘restrictive’ and ‘definiteness’, but this has not been 

expounded upon. 
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Lango, a language in the Nilotic branch of the Eastern Sudanic language family, 

marks both clausal modification and most types of non-clausal modification with an 

“attributive particle” following the head noun (Noonan 1992: 154). Interpretations of 

definiteness or indefiniteness can be ensured by means of demonstrative or indefinite 

suffixes. Noonan does not discuss restrictive or non-restrictive distinctions of non-clausal 

modifiers. He does note that “relative clauses in Lango are always restrictive” (1992: 218 ). 

A search for restrictive/non-restrictive distinctions in other Nilo-Saharan languages 

has yielded very few results.132  It could be that structural distinctions exist for many 

languages but have not yet been described, or it could be that structurally distinct restrictive 

and non-restrictive modification constructions are quite rare within Nilo-Saharan 

languages. Dimmendaal suggests that there may be other ways that restrictive and non-

restrictive distinctions are manifested: 

I am quite sure that the restrictive/non-restrictive distinction in Eastern 

Sudanic/Nilo-Saharan languages is more widespread than many of us think. But 

one has to know a language rather well before becoming aware of such subtle 

distinctions, which is why the distinction may have gone unnoticed for different 

languages. If you have two distinct formal markers, the non-restrictive/restrictive 

distinction is easier to detect than if you have one formal marker contrasting with 

an alternative syntactic strategy such as juxtaposition or nominalisation. (p.c.) 

I leave it to others to explore alternate possibilities such as those mentioned by 

Dimmendaal. 

                                                 
132 My searching included, among other sources, the WorldCat database, the google scholar search engine, 

and personal communications with Gerrit Dimmendaal, Andreas Joswig, and Pete Unseth. 
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7.2.3 Within Ethiopian languages 

Heine & Nurse state, “[The] distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive 

relatives is generally not marked in African languages, and many only have restrictive 

relative clauses” (2000: 225). This holds for Ethiopian languages.133 Joswig suggests the 

Afro-Asiatic languages in Ethiopia (including Cushitic, Omotic, and Semiticlanguages) do 

not have non-restrictive relative clauses (p.c.). In my research, I have found no reported 

cases of non-restrictive relative clauses among the Afro-Asiatic languages of Ethiopia, nor 

have my interactions during discourse analysis workshops which included discussions of 

relative clauses with speakers of such languages contradicted this claim. 

                                                 
133 Ferguson claims “the languages of Ethiopia constitute a linguistic area in the sense that they tend to share 

a number of features which, taken together, distinguish them from any other geographically defined group of 

languages in the world.... Not every language in Ethiopia has all these features, and a few languages do not 

fit the pattern at all, but in general most of the laguages in an area roughly coincident with Ethiopia’s 

boundaries have features of pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and patterns of expression which are, taken 

together, distinctive and characteristic of the area” (1976: 63-64). 
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8 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I present areas for further study as well as a summary and 

implications of my conclusions. Section 8.1 includes discussion of data in my corpus which 

could not be fully accounted for by my analysis and suggestions of further study which 

may lead to refined analysis. In section 8.2 I summarize my findings and discuss the 

implications thereof for the fields of linguistics, multilingual education, and translation. 

8.1 Areas for further study 

While the distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive relationships accounts 

for most noun modification constructions in Suri, there are examples in which this 

explanation is insufficient. 

8.1.1 Mismatch between restrictive and non-restrictive marking 

In some instances, there is a mismatch between the marking on the head and the 

marking on the modifier. For example, usually when a possessive pronoun modifies a noun 

which has been marked with the non-restrictive =te ‘NRSTR’ the pronoun is also marked 

with =te ‘NRSTR’.134 However, it is possible for a possessive pronoun to follow a noun 

                                                 
134 See section 5.2. 
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marked with =te ‘NRSTR’ without the possessive pronoun taking the same marking, as in 

(199). 

(199) ... bere a ewoye nanu? 

bere  a  ewo=ye  [nanu] 

PAST COP.3.IPFV debt=NRSTR SGPSD.1SGPSR 

‘... was it my debt?’ DS 8.8b 

Note that (199) is a question. The head noun ewo ‘debt’ is in question, and in 

context, this rhetorical question is used to convey the same content as, ‘It was not my debt’. 

Here, nanu ‘SGPSD.1SGPSR’ is still functioning restrictively. It is not clear at this point why 

ewo ‘debt’ is marked with =te ‘NRSTR’ rather than the expected =a ‘RSTR’. Perhaps the 

non-existence of the speaker’s debt or the conventions of yes/no questions leads to the 

marking with =te ‘NRSTR’ rather than =a ‘RSTR’. Here, =te ‘NRSTR’ may have more to do 

with the referent not being known by the speaker (either because it is the focus of a question 

or because it does not exist) than with non-restriction. 

Modified nouns may be embedded within larger noun modification constructions, 

and these constructions may include a combination of restrictive and non-restrictive 

relationships, as in (200). 

(200) A komoruyte kaluga awureni.135 

a komoruy=te [kalug=a  [Ø awur]=e]-ni 

COP.3.IPFV leader=NRSTR [armpits=RSTR [Ø be_hot]=NRSTR]-RES 

‘He was a leader (with) armpits which were hot.’ DC 1.8 

                                                 
135 According to Bryant, having hot armpits “means that he was a powerful leader” (2013: 165, fn. 112). The 

suffix -ni ‘RES’ is a discourse marker of resolution (Bryant 2007). 
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In (200), the noun kalug ‘armpits’ is marked by the restrictive clitic =a ‘RSTR’, indicating 

it is restrictively modified by the immediately-following constituent awur ‘be hot’. The 

modified noun phrase kaluga awure ‘armpits which were hot’ itself modifies komoruy 

‘leader’ non-restrictively, as indicated by the non-restrictive =te ‘NRSTR’ marking the end 

of the head noun and the end of the modifying noun phrase.136 It is not clear at this point 

how restrictive and non-restrictive markers interact with each other throughout the 

language. While awur ‘be_hot’ is both the restrictive modifier of kalug ‘armpits’ and the 

final constituent of the non-restrictive modifer of komoruy ‘leader’, it is marked only with 

the non-restrictive marker =te ‘NRSTR’. 

8.1.2 Numerals 

In my corpus, there is no clear norm for numerals modifying head nouns. Numerals 

may modify nouns in both non-clausal and clausal constructions and both heads and 

numerals are optionally (and somewhat independently of one another) marked with =te 

‘NRSTR’ as seen in (201) - (204).  

(201) Na wurtɔ mama hudhugo erro wush... 

na wurtɔ mama hudhug-o erro [wush] 

CCN afterwards Mother birth-??? children [four] 

‘Afterwards, Mother birthed four children...’ DS 3.1a 

                                                 
136 The non-restrictive clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ is subject to morphophonological processes as described in section 

2.3.1.  
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(202) ... na a erroa doriyo ku raman kari.  

na a erro=a doriyo [Ø ku raman] kari 

CCN COP.3.IPFV children=RSTR classes [Ø RC.COP two] together 

‘... they are together children of (the) classes which are two.’ 

Free: ‘... they are children (in) (the) second grade together.’ WD 1.1b 

(203) ... mattɛ ꞉erroye ku wush. 

mat-tɛ ꞉-erro=ye [Ø ku wush] 

drink-3PL.IPFV PVS-children=NRSTR [Ø RC.COP four] 

‘... children who were four [in number] drank.’ 

Free translation: ‘... four children drank.’ DS 3.9b 

(204) ... asanɛ ngazukta ku siziye bay. 

asan-ɛ nga-zuk-ta [Ø ku sizi=ye] bay  

visit-3PL.IPFV DEM-people-NEAR [Ø RC.COP three=NRSTR] down 

‘... they visited down (with) these people who were three.’ 

Free translation: ‘... they stayed with these three people.’ DC 1.4b 

It is not clear at this point why one construction is chosen over the other when a 

numeral modifies a noun. 

Examples (201) and (203) both contain the numeral wush ‘four’ modifying the noun 

erro ‘children’. In (201), the modification is non-clausal with neither constituent marked 

for restriction. In (203), the modification is clausal, the head is marked for non-restriction 

and the numeral is unmarked. In (201) the author is refering to the births of his brothers 

and sisters, four particular children. The context of (203) is that the speaker is describing 

conditions during a famine, when four children would drink one cow’s milk (a higher than 

usual ratio of children to milk). It is remarkable that that many children would drink from 

the same cow, so the non-restrictive =te ‘NRSTR’ might be expected. But wush ‘four’ also 

still has a restrictive function, in that it restricts the set of ‘children’ to four of them. In this 

example, erro ‘children’ is not refering to four specific children, but rather is used in a 
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general sense. It seems that the =te marking the head noun here may have more to do with 

non-specificity than with non-restriction. 

In addition to the numeral dhɔnɛ ‘one’ which can modify nouns, there is also the 

verb dhɔnɛn ‘be_one’ which can also modify nouns, as seen in (205). There do not seem 

to be verbal counterparts for other numerals in Suri. 

(205) Ngadɔsa ko Ngabal bhakɛ ɔra dhɔnɛna...  

Ngadɔsa ko Ngabal bhak-ɛ ɔr=a [dhɔnɛn-Ø=a] 

Ngadɔsa PCN Ngabal inhabit-IPFV town=RSTR [be_one-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘Ngadɔsa and Ngabal inhabit a town which is one...’ 

Free translation: ‘Ngadɔsa and Ngabal inhabit the same town...’ WD 1.1a 

8.1.3 Derived adjectives versus relative clauses 

Verb roots can be used to restrictively modify nouns both when they are converted 

into adjectives, as described in section 5.3.1 and illustrated in (206), and when they are 

verbs in restrictive relative clauses, as described in section 6.1 and illustrated in (207). It is 

not clear at this point what causes a preference for one construction over the other. 

(206) “... na dhakiy hira madhi ni!” 

na  dhak-iy hir=a [madh-i]  ni 

CCN hit-1PLOBJ person=RSTR [teach-ADJV] RM 

‘“... (the) teaching person will hit us!’” 

Free translation: ‘“... (the) teacher will hit us!”’ WD 3.3c 

(207) Taruy a hira kunasa.  

Taruy a hir=a [Ø kunas-Ø=a] 

Taruy COP.3.IPFV person=RSTR [Ø dream-3SG.IPFV=RSTR] 

‘Taruy is (a) person who dreams.’ DC 4.1 
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The validity of both derived adjectival constructions and relative clause 

constructions holds for dynamic roots such as madh ‘teach’ in (206) and kunas ‘dream’ in 

(207) as well as for stative roots such as hɔl ‘be_white’ in (208) and (209). 

(208) Na komoru tɔgɛsɛ bia hɔli... 

na  komoru  tɔg-ɛsɛ bi=a  [hɔl-i] 

CCN leader herd-3BEN cow=RSTR [be_white-ADJV] 

‘(The) leader herded (a) white cow to him...’ BC 8.6a 

(209) “Ok tɔga bia hɔla...” 

ok-Ø tɔg-Ø-a bi=a [Ø hɔl=a] 

go-SG.IRR herd-SG.IRR-VF.1/2SG.IRR cow=RSTR [Ø be_white=RSTR] 

‘“Go herd (the) cow which is white...”’ BC 8.5e 

8.1.4 Modifiers with both restrictive and non-restrictive functions 

A single modifier may have both restrictive and non-restrictive functions. Consider 

the relative clause rɔan sabbɔye ‘which you milk first’ in (210): 

(210) “... inde rɔan sabbɔye a bi inɔng?” 

(i)n=de [rɔ-an-Ø-Ø Ø sabbɔ=ye]  a  

SG=NRSTR  [milk-MT.IPFV-3SG.OBJ-2SG.IPFV Ø first=NRSTR] COP.3.IPFV  

 

bi inɔng 

cow which 

‘“... (the) one which you milk first is which cow?”’ BC 9.3c 

Here, the relative clause clearly has a restrictive component, and yet is marked with the 

nonrestrictive =te ‘NRSTR’. The noun phrase which it helps form is the subject of a question. 

In the context, it matters that it is the first-milked cow, since that cow has greater value 
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than the others.137 It seems that here the restrictive function of the relative clause is not as 

salient as the additive function, and so the relative clause is marked with =te ‘NRSTR’ rather 

than =a ‘RSTR’. The marking on the head noun could be =te ‘NRSTR’ to be in accordance 

with the relative clause, or it could be because it is the subject of a question, or it could be 

because the referent is unknown to the speaker. If it is either of the final two reasons, it 

would seem that the =te marking the head noun has more to do with the referent not being 

known by the speaker than with non-restriction. 

Consider also the relative clause in (211). 

(211) Inde ujugɛsɛn na ma rɔkɛ ‘buye’ dha bere irogiyu kɛr. 

(i)n=de  [Ø ujug-ɛsɛn-Ø-Ø  

SG=NRSTR [Ø throw_in-3BEN.IPFV-3SG.OBJ-3SG.IPFV 
 

na ma  rɔk-ɛ ‘bu=ye’] 

CCN waters make_sound-3PL.IPFV ‘booh’=NRSTR 
 

dha  bere  irogiy-Ø-u  kɛr 

surprisingly PAST  tend-3SG.OBJ-3SG.SIMP  well 

‘One who throws her in and (the) waters make a sound “booh,” surprisingly he 

tended her well.’ HR 2.5 

Here the relative clause again clearly has a restrictive component, but is also carrying 

important information about the referent. It seems that as in (210) above, the additive 

function of the relative clause is more salient than the restrictive function, and so the 

relative clause is marked with =te ‘NRSTR’ rather than with =a ‘RSTR’. The marking on the 

                                                 
137 Bryant writes: “Whenever there is a new watering place that they are not familiar with and they don’t 

know if it is good or not, the Suri will herd one cow that they consider to be spiritually powerful to the 

watering place first and milk some milk onto the ground. By doing this they are purifying this new watering 

place for the other cows to drink from. Each person has their own cow they consider to be spiritually powerful. 

In this situation the [speaker] knows that the white cow is the one that the [addressee] always takes to the 

river first so he is aggravating him by asking him this question” (Abbink et al. 2013: 161). 
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head noun could be =te ‘NRSTR’ to be in accordance with the relative clause, or it could be 

because the matrix clause is describing a future possible event, or it could be because the 

referent is unknown to the speaker. If it is either of the final two reasons, it would seem 

that the =te marking the head noun has more to do with non-specificity than with non-

restriction. 

Modifiers which simultaneously have both restrictive and non-restrictive functions 

but are marked with the non-restrictive clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ not only indicate that the non-

restrictive function of a given modifier is more salient than the restrictive function, but also 

provide support for Bryant’s (2013) analysis of =a as a marker encoding ‘default’ and =te 

as a marker encoding ‘prominent’. The interplay between discourse prominence and non-

restrictive marking is worth investigating across a larger corpus. 

It would be worth considering whether the relator particles on the head nouns 

actually encode slightly different information from their counterparts on the modifiers. It 

seems that heads might be marked for (non-)specificity while modifiers are marked for 

(non-)restriction. Bryant’s (1999) analysis of =a encoding ‘specific’ and =te encoding 

‘non-specific’ may be the better explanation for the marking on heads while my analysis 

of =a encoding ‘restrictive’ and =te encoding ‘non-restrictive’ may better account for the 

marking on modifiers. Specificity and restriction collocate most of the time, as do non-

specificity and non-restriction. This, plus the head-marking particles having the same 

surface structures as the modifier-marking particles, would account for each of us 

interpreting the particles on both heads and modifiers through one lens rather than two. 
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8.1.5 Modifiers with ambiguous grammatical classification 

As mentioned in section 5.3.2, the adjectives chinyi/chichi ‘small’ and bu/bibi ‘big’ 

agree in number with the heads they modify. When bu ‘big’ precedes a plural noun, 

however, it carries a sense of ‘many’ and does not agree in number with the noun, as seen 

in (212). 

(212) ... bu zugo dhakɛ hor... 

[bu] zugo dhak-ɛ hor 

[many] people play-3PL.IPFV hor 

‘... many people were playing hor...’ BC 1.3a 

The underlying grammatical class of chinyi/chichi ‘small’ and bu/bibi ‘big’ is 

unclear. Bryant indicates that he considers them to be nouns or at least noun-like (1999: 

74-75). Last & Lucassen note that a few adjectives (which would include chinyi/chichi 

‘small’ and bu/bibi ‘big’) “show number agreement strongly resembling the number 

marking on nouns” (Last & Lucassen 1998: 399). Bryant writes that chinyi/chichi ‘small’ 

and bu/bibi ‘big’ “exhibit noun characteristics in a noun phrase,” and indicates that the 

main characteristic to which he is refering is inflection for number (1999: 74). Last & 

Lucassen add that bu “may serve as a general intensifier” of verbs, of other adjectives, and 

of nouns if it precedes the head noun (1998: 400, 406). In my corpus, chinyi ‘small.SG’ can 

also similarly function adverbally as a diminisher.138 Given the broad distribution and 

multiple functions of chinyi/chichi and bu/bibi, they may be better considered to be general 

                                                 
138 Adverbial constructions are beyond the scope of this thesis, so examples are not provided. Readers are 

directed to Last & Lucassen (1998: 400-406) for examples and commentary. Additional examples may be 

found without comment in many of the texts within Abbink et. al (2013). 
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descriptors of magnitude, carrying the senses of ‘big/little’ with nouns, ‘very/a little’ with 

adjectives, and ‘really/a little’ with verbs. 

The modifier kumulɔ ‘all’ also functions atypically. It can modify a noun in the 

normal modifier slot, but without any marking on either it or the noun it modifies, as seen 

in (213).  

(213) Shɔɔ ko hunde aha kumulɔ kɔ̀bhɔttɛ...  

shɔɔ ko hunde aha [kumulɔ] kɔ̀-bhɔt-t-ɛ 

even PCN COND things [all] PASS-change-PL.PFV-3PL.IPFV=SUBORD 

‘Even if all things were changed...’ DS 4.9a 

However, kumulɔ ‘all’ can also appear clause-finally. In (214), kumulɔ ‘all’ seems 

to modify liwa ‘grain’ and yet does not directly follow the head. 

(214) “Na hunde liwa kɔɛ ꞉inyo kumulɔye...” 

na hunde liwa kɔ-ɛ ꞉-inyo [kumulɔ]=ye 

CCN COND grain take-MA-2SG.IRR PVS-2SG.MKD.MOM [all]=SUBORD 

‘“If you take away all (the) grain...”’ DS 8.4a 

It is possible that kumulɔ ‘all’ is functioning adverbially in (214); clause-final is the normal 

position for adverbs. If so, it modifies kɔɛ ‘you take away’, changing the sense from ‘take’ 

to ‘take all’. 

 In addition to functioning adjectivally and perhaps adverbially, kumulɔ ‘all’ can 

function substantivally, serving directly as a subject or object. 139  Given its broad 

distribution and multiple functions, kumulɔ ‘all’ might be considered as carrying the senses 

‘all, completely, fully’. 

                                                 
139 Examples occur outside of my corpus, but can be seen in Abbink et al. (2013). 
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8.1.6 Comparison with other subordinate clauses 

Another area for futher study concerns relative clauses in the broader context of 

subordinate clauses. Adjunct (or adverbial) clauses are typically marked with a clitic =te, 

which bears a striking resemblence to the non-restrictive clitic =te ‘NRSTR’ employed in 

noun modification constructions. These may well be the same clitic. Non-restrictive 

relative clauses function to add information or draw attention to already-known 

information. This is quite similar to the basic functions of adjunct clauses. It is also worth 

noting that adjunct clauses are typically headed by either hunaa or hunde, which, as Bryant 

points out, “are probably derived from the word hun meaning ‘thing/situation’” and the 

relator clitics =a and =te (2013: 87). 

8.1.7 Discourse genres 

This thesis provides an analysis of noun modification constructions in Suri 

narrative texts. The texts in my corpus, while all narrative texts, include portions which 

may be categorized as expository or hortatory. A study of noun modification in non-

narrative genres would indicate whether noun modification constructions are consistent in 

structure and function throughout the language or whether there are genre-specific features. 

As some of the data in this thesis comes from non-narrative portions of narrative texts, 

genre-specific features of noun modification may refine my findings. 
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8.2 Summary and implications 

While there is overlap between the concepts of restrictive/non-restrictive, 

definite/indefinite, specific/non-specific, and default/prominent, the restrictive/non-

restrictive distinction dominates noun modification in Suri. Restrictive and non-restrictive 

relationships are key in Suri noun modification, both clausal and non-clausal.  

Suri is the only Surmic language to be reported as having structurally distinct non-

restrictive relative clauses, and the only language to employ a two-marker system 

throughout both clausal and non-clausal modification. This has implications for historical 

linguistics – comparison with other Surmic languages should indicate whether Suri retained 

or innovated this system. This would in turn lead to a refined concept of Proto-Surmic. 

 Suri is one of only a few Ethiopian languages to have non-restrictive relative 

clauses. In contexts such as multilingual education and translation, it will be helpful to keep 

this in mind. School curriculum related to studying a given language as a subject will vary 

with regard to how relative clauses are taught depending on the language being studied as 

well as on the language of instruction. If there is a mismatch between these languages 

having non-restrictive relative clauses or not, more explanation may be needed, as a simple 

morpheme-by-morpheme translation may not suffice. Curriculum for Suri as a language of 

study may include coverage of non-restrictive relative clauses where curricula for 

neighboring languages understandably would not. 

When translating a non-restrictive relative clause from Suri into a language without 

non-restrictive relative clauses, such as Amharic, another grammatical construction will be 
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needed to convey the same information. Non-restrictive relative clauses may still be an 

appropriate choice when translating from a language such as Amharic into Suri.  When 

translating a relative clause from a language which does not make a syntactic distinction 

between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses, such as Majang, the translator will 

need to determine which type of relative clause it is in order to render it accurately in Suri. 

The reverse process (translating from Suri into a language such as Majang) will be simpler, 

as the two types will be expressed with the same grammatical construction. 

Restrictive relative clauses are similar in structure and function to other restrictive 

noun modification strategies in Suri. When a simple noun phrase is modified with a 

possessive pronoun or a genitive, the head noun is marked with =a. Possessive and other 

genitive relationships can be considered restricting, clarifying, or specifying which of the 

elements within a set is being refered to. Such constructions do not provide new 

information about the head noun or draw special attention to already-known information. 

Suri relative clauses marked with =a serve a similar function. Thus it seems most plausible 

that the =a in non-clausal noun modification is the same as the =a in clausal noun 

modification, and not just historically related to it. 

While the focus of this thesis is Suri noun modification, it also leads to a better 

understanding of other aspects of the language. The findings of this thesis provide support 

for Suri stative roots being classified along with dynamic verb roots as verb roots rather 

than as adjectives. Stative roots can be the basis of matrix-level verbs without needing any 

derivational affixes. At least some non-stative verb roots can be the basis of derived 

adjectives. Any limits on this seem to be semantic rather than syntactic. These features 
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which Suri stative roots share with dynamic verb roots may be helpful in analyzing the 

status of stative roots in other languages. 
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Abbreviation Title Source 

BC Balawasa Comes From Gobi Daniel Bambu (2013: 159-162) 

DC Dolote Came From Sogore or Ngidini Daniel Bambu (2013: 164-166) 

DS Daniel‘s Story Daniel Bambu (2013: 187-194) 

ER Elephant and Rabbit Bryant & Abbink (2013: 114-117) 

HF Hartebeest and Frog Bryant & Abbink (2013: 117-119) 

HR Hyena and Rabbit Bryant & Abbink (2013: 106-113)  

WD Why did Ngadɔsa’s Cloth Smell Bad? Ruma Ngadɔsa ɔngɔnayɔ (2014)
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 This appendix contains a summary of the available data on genitive, adjectival, and 

relative clause modification constructions in Surmic languages. Table 11 shows how 

possessed nouns are marked in a subset of Surmic languages when they are modified by 

genitive case nouns. 

Table 11: Modification of nouns by genitive case nouns in Surmic languages 

Language Form of head Form of modifier Notes 

Suri Nhead=a Nmodifier-(u)ny   

/Nmodifier.proper-i 

 

Mursi Nhead-a Nmodifier-(u)ny   

/Nmodifier.proper-i 

-a is analyzed as a 

construct form suffix 

Me’en Nhead-de Nmodifier-un  

/Nmodifier-on 

 

Kwegu Nhead ka Nmodifier 

/ka Nmodifier.proper 

ka is analyzed as a 

preposition140 

Tennet Nhead ci(-k) Nmodifier-o 

/ci(-k) Nmodifier.proper-i 

ci with singular head noun, 

cik with plural head noun 

Murle Nhead ci Nmodifier-o/u  

 Nhead o Nmodifier-o/u  

Majang Nhead [NPPossessor]-onk  

/[NPPossessor]-(i)k 

analyzed as “possessive” 

rather than “genitive”141 

In each of the languages in Table 11 except Kwegu, the head noun is followed by 

a genitive case modifier. The South Surmic languages are all analyzed as having a relator 

particle which immediately follows the head noun (whether it be as a clitic, a suffix, or a 

separate word), coming between the head and the modifier. Mursi constructions are 

identical to those used in Suri.142  The North Surmic language Majang may employ a 

modified form for the head noun. According to Joswig, “There are two possessive markers 

                                                 
140 Analyzed as such by Hieda (1998: 356) 
141 Anaylyzed as such by Joswig (forthcoming: 186). 
142 The analyses are different, but the surface structures are identical. 
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in Majang, the choice of which depends on the nature of the words they attach to, and also 

on the semantics of the possessing noun” (forthcoming: 187).  

Regarding Kwegu genitive constructions, Hieda writes, “Neither the possessed 

noun nor the possessor undergo any morphological modification; instead, the two are 

linked by a preposition” (1998: 356). 

Table 12 shows how possessed nouns are marked in a subset of Surmic languages 

when they are modified by a possessive pronoun. 

Table 12: Modification of nouns by possessive pronoun in Surmic languages 

Language Form of head Form of modifier Notes 

Suri Nhead=a POSSPRO  

 Nhead[proper or deictic] POSSPRO=te  

 Nhead[kin term] =POSSPRO(clitic form)  

Mursi Nhead=a POSSPRO  

Me’en Nhead =POSSPRO
143  

Kwegu Nhead POSSPRO  

Tennet Nhead ci(-k) POSSPRO ci with singular head noun, 

cik with plural head noun 

Murle Nhead ci=POSSPRO
144   

 Nhead o=POSSPRO
145  

Majang Nhead.[case_modified] POSSPRO.[case]  

Table 12 shows that Suri has three constructions for modifying a noun with a 

possessive pronoun. The most common, marking the head with the restrictive clitic =a 

‘RSTR’ and following it with an unmarked possessive pronoun, is the same structure seen 

                                                 
143 Will describes the possessive pronouns as suffixes on head nouns (1989: 131). I present them as bound-

word clitics. 
144  Arensen analyzes this whole construction as a pronoun: “The possessive pronouns are formed by 

combining the particles ci or o and the dependent person suffixes” (1982: 93). He describes the 

morphophonemic processes involved in such combining on pages 93-95. 
145 See footnote 144. 
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in Mursi and is similar to that seen in Tennet (though with a different relator particle). 

Murle constructions are also similar in that they involve a relator particle between the head 

noun and the possessive pronoun. 

The construction which involves an unmarked head (limited to proper nouns and 

nouns inflected for deixis)  and a possessive pronoun marked with the nonrestrictive clitic 

=te ‘NRSTR’ has no clear counterpart in the sampled languages.  

The third Suri construction, that of a kin term followed by a clitic form of a 

possessive pronoun, looks much like the construction employed for all modification with 

possessive pronouns in Me’en, as described by Will (1989: 131).146 Kwegu also has head 

nouns immediately followed by a possessive pronoun, with no intervening relator particle. 

There is a lack of concensus regarding the status of adjectives in Surmic languages. 

Whether other Surmic languages have true adjectives, stative verbs, or both is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. Table 13 shows how nouns are marked in a subset of Surmic languages 

when they are modified by an adjective. 

                                                 
146 Will (1989: 131) considers the possessive pronouns to be suffixes, but they could also be analyzed as 

bound-word clitics. Modification of kin terms with possessive pronouns is complex throughout Surmic 

languages, and is therefore not included in this general comparison of noun modification constructions. 
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Table 13: Modification of nouns by adjectives in Surmic languages 

Language Form of head Form of modifier Notes 

Suri Nhead=a Adj147  

Mursi Nhead=a[CF] VSTAT=a[NMLZ] modifier analyzed as nominalized 

stative verb (Mütze 2014: 64) 

Me’en Nhead-de Adj  

Kwegu Nhead Adj  

Tennet Nhead cí(-k) Adj ci with singular head noun, cik with 

plural head noun 

Murle Nhead ci Adj(-PL) adjectives are marked for number 

agreement148
  

 Nhead o Adj(-PL)  

Majang * * (must be in relative clause 

construction (Joswig forthcoming)) 

Regarding Kwegu, Hieda states: “Nouns modified by an adjective do not undergo 

any morphological change; i.e. the noun in Koegu does not take a ‘relator’ suffix, contrary 

to the situation found in Me’en” (1998: 354).149 

Table 14 shows how possessed nouns are marked in a subset of Surmic languages 

when they are modified by a relative clause. 

                                                 
147 Suri adjectives are described in section 5.3. 
148 Arensen (1982: 101) 
149 Koegu is an alternate name for Kwegu. 
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Table 14: Modification of nouns by relative clauses in Surmic languages 

Language Form of 

head 

Form of modifier Strategy Notes 

Suri Nhead=a [(S) V=a (O) (Obl)]RC gap strategy  

 Nhead=te [(S) V (O) (Obl)]RC=te gap strategy  

Mursi Nhead=a [(S) V=a[NMLZ] (O) (Obl)]RC gap strategy “nominalized 

clause”150 

Me’en Nhead-de [(S) V (O)]RC gap strategy  

Kwegu Nhead hiɁiŋ/gitaɁan [(S) V (O)]RC relative marker 

+ gap strategy 

 

 Nhead ma [(S) V (O)]RC relative marker 

+ gap strategy 

 

Tennet Nhead cí(-k) [V (S) (O)]RC  relative marker 

+ gap strategy 

“new 

information”151 

 Nhead wa [V (S) (O)]RC relative marker 

+ gap strategy 

“old 

information”152 

Murle Nhead o [V (S) (O)] RC relative marker 

+ gap strategy 

 

Majang Nhead [RPro [Predicate]]=k relative 

pronoun 

 

 Nhead [RPro [Predicate] ŋɔ́nk]RC relative 

pronoun 

 

Tennet and Kwegu are the only other Surmic languages described as clearly having 

two relative clause constructions. Randal explains that in Tennet the associative markers 

ci and wa are used to mark the distinction “between information that is known to both the 

speaker and the listener and information that is new to one or both of them” (1998: 262). 

Hieda gives no indication of the difference between the two constructions in Kwegu (1998). 

                                                 
150 Analyzed as such by Mütze (2014: 64). 
151 Analyzed as such by Randal (1998: 259, 262). The relative marker is ci with singular head nouns, cik with 

plural head nouns. 
152 Analyzed as such by Randal (1998: 259, 262). 
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